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Abstract
In this thesis, the convergence of packet communications over the evolved mobile networks
is studied. The Long Term Evolution (LTE) process is dominating the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) in order to bring technologies to the markets in the spirit
of continuous innovation. The global markets of mobile information services are growing
towards the Mobile Information Society.
The thesis begins with the principles and theories of the multiple-access transmission
schemes, transmitter receiver techniques and signal processing algorithms. Next, packet
communications and Internet protocols are referred from the IETF standards with the
characteristics of mobile communications in the focus. The mobile network architecture
and protocols bind together the evolved packet system of Internet communications to the
radio access network technologies. Specifics of the traffic models are shortly visited for
their statistical meaning in the radio performance analysis. Radio resource management
algorithms and protocols, also procedures, are covered addressing their relevance for the
system performance. Throughout these Chapters, the commonalities and differentiators
of the WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE are covered. The main outcome of the thesis
is the performance analysis of the LTE technology beginning from the early discoveries
to the analysis of various system features and finally converging to an extensive system
analysis campaign. The system performance is analysed with the characteristics of voice
over the Internet and best effort traffic of the Internet. These traffic classes represent the
majority of the mobile traffic in the converged packet networks, and yet they are simple
enough for a fair and generic analysis of technologies. The thesis consists of publications
and inventions created by the author that proposed several improvements to the 3G technologies towards the LTE. In the system analysis, the LTE showed by the factor of at
least 2.5 to 3 times higher system measures compared to the WCDMA/HSPA reference.
The WCDMA/HSPA networks are currently available with over 400 million subscribers
and showing increasing growth, in the meanwhile the first LTE roll-outs are scheduled to
begin in 2010. Sophisticated 3G LTE mobile devices are expected to appear fluently for
all consumer segments in the following years.

i

Tiivistelmä
Väitöskirja käsittelee pakettimuotoisen viestinnän yhdentymistä päätelaitteisiin kattaen
uuden sukupolven kehittyvät mobiiliverkkojärjestelmät.

Long Term Evolution (LTE)

on kehityssarja kolmannen sukupolven standardointiprojektissa (3GPP), joka pyrkii
tuottamaan teknologioita markkinoille jatkuvassa, uutta luovassa hengessä.

Langat-

tomat päätelaitteet ja niiden verkkoyhteydet maailmanlaajuisiin palveluihin ovat kehittymässä osaksi liikkumisen vapauden mahdollistamaa tietoyhteiskuntaa.
Aluksi väitöskirja esittelee monikäyttöjärjestelmien, lähetin-vastaanotin-tekniikoiden
ja signaalinkäsittelyalgoritmien keskeisiä periaatteita ja teorioita. Seuraavaksi väitöskirja
kuvaa IETF-standardeja käyttävät pakettimuotoisen viestinnän periaatteet,
toimivat Internetissä.

jotka

Näiden osalta väitöskirja kohdentuu ominaisuuksiin, jotka

ovat tärkeitä langattoman viestinnän ja päätelaitteiden kannalta.

Tietoliikenteen

pakettimallit ja niiden tilastolliset ominaisuudet esitellään siltä osin kun ne vaikuttavat
radiojärjestelmän ominaisuuksiin ja suorituskykyyn. Työssä on kehitetty radioresurssien
hallinta-algoritmeja, protokollia ja menetelmiä, joista järjestelmän suorituskyky olennaisesti riippuu. Väitöskirja kattaa WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA ja LTE teknologioiden ja niiden teorioiden yhtäläisyydet ja eroavaisuudet. Väitöskirjan päätulos on LTE teknologian
järjestelmäsuorituskyky, jonka selvittäminen alkaa järjestelmän perusominaisuuksien yksittäisillä analyyseilla ja etenee lopulta laajaan järjestelmän analyysiin. Järjestelmän suorituskyvyn analyysiin on valittu sekä pakettimuotoinen puheliikenne että pakettipurskeinen
tietoliikenne, jotka ovat yleisiä Internetissä. Nämä tietoliikenteen tyypit edustavat suurinta
ja tärkeintä osaa liikkuvan tietoliikenteen palveluista yhdentyvissä liikkuvan tietoliikenteen
pakettiverkoissa, ja kuitenkin nämä valitut liikennetyypit ovat riittävän selkeitä, jotta ne
soveltuvat malleiksi objektiiviseen ja yleiseen teknologiavertailuun.
Järjestelmäanalyysissä havaitaan LTE teknologian parantavan liikkuvan tietoliikenteen suorituskykyä ainakin 2.5 tai kolminkertaiseksi verrattuna aiempaan WCDMA/HSPA
teknologiaan.

WCDMA/HSPA verkoissa on yli 400 miljoonaa asiakasta, ja niiden

käyttäjämäärät ovat jatkuvasti kasvussa, samaan aikaan kun LTE teknologian ja verkkojen käyttöönottoa päätelaitteissa suunnitellaan alkavaksi vuonna 2010. Tulevina vuosina
huippukyvykkäät 3G LTE mobiililaitteiden sukupolvet ilmestyvät vaiheittain markkinoille
kaikkia kuluttajaryhmiä palvelevina tuotemalleina.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and scope
1.1

Motivation of the thesis

Technical development of mobile communications for the Mobile Information Society is
progressing rapidly to the third generation (3G) technologies and beyond, along the technical requirements and targets set for International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT).
Untill today, majority of global mobile communications happened by the second generation (2G) technologies. Recently, 3G technology and subscriptions are rapidly increasing,
and the commercial success of any high end product evidently requires 3G implementation.
2G refers to the technologies for the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
and 3G to the technologies for the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS).
Currently, 3G technologies are standardized by the Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP [1] and also 3GPP2 [2]), and they create the only high performing, global, mobile
wide area solution that is adopted largely among the operators and vendors. An example
of the vitality of 3G is Apple iPhone, which was launched with large publicity (originally
including 2G radio and wireless access). Soon after the launch, Apple had to provide a
revised product, Apple iPhone 3G, where 3G technology is a real enabler of success. This
happened, even when Apple is well known in usability, computing and operating systems.
All this just was not sufficient without competitive radio and mobility technolgies in the
product.
In the near future, 3G is challenged by outperforming new technologies like Evolved
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access (EUTRA)[1] also known as the Long Term evolution
(LTE) and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax)[3], which have a
benefit compared to the legacy technology, beccause of their scalability to different band1

widths. The longer term development of IMT-Advanced seems to appear based on these
two technology tracks complemented by the Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN a.k.a
Wireless Fidelity, WiFi [4]). In 3GPP2, there existed a candidate called Ultra Mobile
Broadband (UMB) technology, which was soon withdrawn and integrated to the other
two tracks.
Starting from multiple-access studies in late 90’s, technology convergence in the early
21st century has taken place and it is now possible to position spread spectrum and
multicarrier technologies in their most competitive way to the products and markets. The
future of radical innovations is expected to happen among services and software in devices,
whereas radio technology will continue on evolutionary tracks. This however does not
reduce the value of radio technologies as essential for the seamless (broadband) services.
The era of this thesis covers the periods from the prestudies of 3G to the first
standard specifications of the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA),
WCDMA/High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and further to the first release of LTE, for
which product launches will begin within the next couple of years. The scientific contribution of the thesis is included in publications and in Intellectual Property Rights 1 created
for Nokia by the author together with the co-authors and co-inventors from Nokia, Nokia
Siemens Networks, Helsinki University of Technology, Tampere University of Technology
and University of Jyväskylä. The monograph summarizes fundamentals of these technologies and sets the publications and inventions by the author to a wider context. Due to the
wide scope of the thesis, it is not possible to cover all the details in depth, but literature
references are given for further information. The scientific experience gained in studying,
specifying, modelling, practising and analyzing components for these technologies is evident from the referenced publications. Finally, some of these solutions may appear in
commercial products.
The approach for this thesis is to take a longer time frame into focus and point the areas,
where the author has scientific contribution in publications and in creating new solutions
in the form of patents and patent applications. This thesis points out the theories behind
the third generation WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE that changed the UMTS system
specification along these years. An alternative approach could have been, say, to take a
feature or a building block as a candidate to the standard and compare all its alternatives
and parametrisations and their impact to the system performance. This approach would,
1

The importance and share of 3G cellular patents is studied in [5].

2

however, have lead to a documentation of many discarded solutions and those already
presented in the literature. The difference of this thesis to a literature study is clearly
in the own view of the author, long term in depth scientific project work in the field,
published performance results on selected topics and inventions in the related art.
The thesis is particularly timely, because the standard specifications of WCDMA and
WCDMA/HSPA are mature and deployed for use in commercial products, the standard
specification of LTE is in its completion phase to be commercialized in a couple of forthcoming years [6][7][8][9][10] and simultaneously a call for proposals of inclusive advanced
components is launched in [11].

1.2

Scope and structure of the thesis

The thesis about the convergence of packet communications over the evolved mobile
networks covers signal processing and protocol design and performance analysis of the
WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE technologies including the contribution of the author. The thesis is a monograph, hence it addresses the concept research and system
analysis results, where the several publications and inventions of the author are included
on selected research results to supplement the scientific and novel contribution.
The structure of the thesis is as follows. After the introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 covers a briefing on the mobile evolution and standards. Chapter 3 describes the
multiple-access technology, the transmission schemes and their importance to the system
performance. Chapter 4 visits the receiver algorithms. Chapter 5 starts from packet
communications and those networking protocols, which have an impact on the radio performance. Chapter 6 describes the mobile networking architecture and its evolution, where
the architecture impacts the split of protocol functions and where the radio protocols concretely determine the access and system performance. Chapter 7 visits some of the traffic
models in a rich media protocol environment. In Chapter 8, Radio Resource Management
algorithms, protocols and their operational principles are depicted. Finally, Chapter 9
analyses selected results on the system performance, where the issues addressed in Chapters 3 to 8 have a dominant role. Chapter 10 summarizes briefly the thesis. The structure
of the thesis is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
The session organization covers the WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE access systems throughout Chapter 3 to Chapter 8. The solutions of these Chapters appear in
3
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Figure 1.1: Structure of the thesis.

details in the 3GPP standard specifications and lead to mathematical models that have
been implemented to the system simulator platforms. These simulators and their results
are known by the 3GPP community via the contributions of Nokia. The quality and reli4

ability of the results were proven e.g. as approved 3GPP system evaluation contributions
in the technical specification group Radio Access Networks. The models of each Chapter,
especially multiple-access schemes from Chapter 3, receiver algorithms from Chapter 4,
Internet protocol fields of Chapter 5, mobile network architecture, procedures, protocols
and channels in Chapter 6, traffic models in Chapter 7, radio resource management in
Chapter 8 are selectively imported to the system simulator platforms in order to create
the simulation results in Chapter 9. For each simulation result, the given working assumption, model and parametrisation is stated and referenced in Chapter 9. The use of a given
model in a simulation depends on the analysis and scenario, which were defined according
to the agreed references by the 3GPP, IEEE or the Next Generation Mobile Networks
(NGMN) alliance.

1.3

Contributions of the author

The contributions of the author in the technology areas of early 3G, WCDMA,
WCDMA/HSPA and LTE cover the long term research work from 1996 till 2009 as a
researcher, project manager, team-leader, principal scientist and chief architect in Nokia
Research Center, in the field of systems research and standardization. Along these years,
Nokia and since 2007 also Nokia-Siemens-Networks created several technology proposals
that drive the 3GPP standards, together with the partnership companies. The work by
the author has created many in-depth solutions and scientific experiments, which have
been modelled into the statistical simulator platforms, where the impact of features to
the system performance of a technology was analysed, problems identified and improvements created. The mathematical models of the proposals in a simulator let us provide
numerable measures, so that appropriate knowledge of the system behaviour and performance becomes available. Many of the proposals studied in the scope of this thesis
have actually not entered into the standards, but have instead resulted reasoned exclusion of non-favourable candidates. Some of the proposed solutions have successfully been
adopted to the standardization process, where after a synthesis they have transformed to
a standardizable solution accepted by the community. In this way, the scientific work has
contributed to the overall success of the standard specifications.
During the long term evolution process, the author has created over 40 patent application families in the scope of the thesis, some 21 of which have been selected for a closer
5

analysis and included in the thesis. The publications have been created together with
other researchers, because the modeling, software development and simulations require an
effort that typically requires team work. In the simulations, the partition into platforms
and the platform approach itself benefit from additive features, so that the analysis of new
candidates is feasible in collaboration with tested baseline solutions. The role of the author
in these research articles is significant, for setting the framework, assumptions, models,
algorithms and guidance for the simulation work to produce data, and particularly for
analyzing and reporting the results. Having system concept point of view, the focus of
the author was in the radio resource management, signal processing and protocols. The
presented arguments and results of the thesis are new, they either introduce a new feature
or a new aspect of the WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE, or they fully analyze the
system technology and its performance.
In the spirit of applied sciences, the analyses published in the articles have created
knowledge attained through studies and practices, which converge to measurable quantities
of a technology. The methodology is mainly based on statistical models of processes that
act in reality, the models of which let us gain systematic knowledge from complex systems
that were otherwise hard to analyse in fair and even conditions. The merit of scientific
work in the thesis concretizes to the improved system performance along the evolution of
WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE technologies.

1.4

Summary of publications

The undersigned has authored or co-authored 23 articles for scientific conferences and
four (4) journal articles. These research articles have been subject to peer-review prior to
publication, and they appear in the conference Proceedings, in a transaction and journals,
published by IEEE, Eurasip and comparable organizations. The author is the inventor or a
co-inventor of 7 patents and over 14 pending patent application families in the scope of this
thesis. The published material covers mainly the Radio Resource Control (RRC), Radio
Link Control (RLC), Medium Access Control (MAC) and Radio Resource Management
(RRM) solutions and their system analyses based on simulated results.
Publications[12][13][14][15] analyse WCDMA, [16][17][18][19] WCDMA/HSPA and
[20][21][22][23][24] LTE. System simulator resolution was verified in [25]. RRM algorithms
were in the focus of [12][13] [14][15][16][17][18][19] [22][26][27][28][29]. Protocol design and
6

analyses were in the focus of [20][26][27][30]. System analysis of LTE are represented
in [21][22][24]. Co-authoring for other than 3G systems is present in [29][31][32]. Coauthoring specific signal processing techniques are present in [28][33][34] [35][36][37][38].
Patents and applications [39][40][41][42] are pending for WCDMA, [43][44] for
WCDMA/HSPA and [41] [45][46][47][48][49] [50][51][52][53][54] [55][56] for LTE. Patents
and applications [43] [48][49][52][53][55] [56][57] are pending for protocols and [40][41]
[45][57][58] for the system architecture.
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Chapter 2

Briefing on mobile evolution and
standards
2.1

Mobile evolution and its main characteristics

Mobile network operators have set their priorities for the key properties of the mobile communication systems in [59], as summarized in the spidernet of Fig. 2.1. Seamless mobility,
reliability, cost and simplicity are priorised as items of ”no compromise” as well as the
spectral efficiency. The next most priorized items as ”strong requirements”are throughput,
latency and quality of service. The spidernet depicts that achieving improvements in one
domain shall not imply compromises in the other domains, instead an overall balance need
to be maintained.
Throughout this thesis spectral efficiency, throughput and latency are studied, because
they are the most valued measurable properties of a mobile communication system. These
are possible to be analysed and compared by statistical simulations in comparable reference cases [60][61][62][63][64]. Analysis in defined reference scenario is considered fair and
objective. Quality of Service (QoS) is addressed in the context of architectural choices,
protocol designs and algorithms. The other mentioned properties are more subjective and
may not be directly measurable, hence they are not in the core of this thesis.

2.2

Trends in mobile communications

A vision of the mobile network evolution according to the contents of the thesis is presented
in Fig. 2.2. The Figure shows coexistence of various technologies that motivates to reduce
8
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Figure 2.1: Relative priorities of the main characteristics of the mobile communications
system. Source: Next Generation Mobile Networks.

their divergence. Preferred evolution is convergence towards one integrated network [59].
The evolution of user throughput (shown in log domain on the right) in a wide area network
is the booster of mobile services. The Figure emphasizes 3GPP technologies.
The evolution of mobile communication systems is the great outcome of the cooperation of partners in 3GPP, 3GPP2, IEEE, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF),
which include international standardization organizations (e.g. Association of Radio Industries and Businesses in Japan, China Communications Standards Association, European
Telecommunications Standards Institute, Telecommunications Technology Association in
Korea, Telecommunications Technology Committee in Japan and Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions in USA). Finally, the competition among technologies and
vendors in the market place has realized the mobile communications of today. The most
dominant paths, globally, have been developed either by the 3GPP or IEEE. The landscape of mobile communication systems and standards is shown in Fig. 2.3, where the
dominant technology shifts are identified as well.
The roots of the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) are in Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and in circuit-switched voice connection core network that
have later elaborated to include high-speed circuit-switched data (HSCSD) connections.
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Figure 2.2: A vision of the mobile network evolution and services. The Figure shows
coexistence of various technologies that motivates to reduce their divergence. The preferred
evolution is convergence towards one integrated network. The evolution of user throughput
(shown in log domain on the right) in a wide area network is the booster of mobile services.

Later, with the introduction of packet core networks, the radio access was completed to the
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) architecture. The GSM air interface soon turned
out to be too limited for practical network data and its definitions were upgraded to Enhanced Data rates for Global Evolution (EDGE) and Enhanced GPRS respectively [65].
The difficulty of multiplexing variable rate data services and voice, triggered the 3G evolution, where spread spectum communications with variable spreading was the prospected
solution (see Chapter 3). This clearly meets the targets of UMTS service requirements
up to say 384 kb/s in practice and up to 2 Mb/s in theory, but has limits in a multiuser
10
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Figure 2.3: The landscape of mobile communication standards and systems. The dominant
technology shifts are marked by arrows, and the terminated or completed system work is
marked by circles.

network for higher, bursty data rates. Also, power consumption of the air interface due to
the direct sequence spreading is a notable concern. The HSPA technique introduced power
efficient, short term, time multiplexed allocations for bursty data, first in the downlink
(HSDPA) and soon after in the uplink (HSUPA). These techniques are in the commercial
deployment today.
The next upgrade requires a technology change, because going for higher bandwidths
by spread spectrum techniques would lead to very short symbols, which suffer from intersymbol interference and would be complex to equalize. The high bursty data rates would
further imply low spreading factor of the code channels, which mitigates spreading gains
and leads to multiuser detection problems. The scalability of bandwidth to versatile frequency bands available in different regions is yet another challenge. All these challenges are
faced with less complexity compared to spread spectrum processing by transform domain
techniques, which apply parallel processing of symbols, have easy bandwidth scalablility
and keep the symbols long and resistant to the intersymbol interference.
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Another branch of circuit-switched communications originated from code division multiple access with short Walsh-codes, known as Interim Standard (IS-95) or cdmaOne [66].
Here, the spreading band is narrow, tailored to the Personal Communications Service
(PCS) bands in the US and Korea, and hence its benefits of spread spectrum communications remain limited [67]. An attempt to enhace the air interface by multicarrier
transmissions was included in the cdma2000 family, but it does not appear technically
competitive due to the expenses of RF filtering.

Another compelling approach has started from local area packet communications,
which arised from the need to extend fixed communications like Ethernet protocol towards
wireless communications. The technical basis of WLAN a.k.a IEEE 802.11 standard or
WiFi system lies in the carrier sensing protocols, which perform well in small scale cells
with bursty traffic arrivals, but whose offered load decreases, when the number of users or
traffic activity increase. This technology was proven viable especially in small cell areas
(or hotspots), as originally intended [68]. However, its extensions to wide are networks
has not become a great success due to the problems of mobility, coverage holes and cell
edge interference (observed e.g. in a large scale experiment in San Francisco). Especially,
seamless mobility (see Fig. 2.1) that was priorised high by the operators has not been
realized in practise.

Other technologies, like WiMax (IEEE 802.16e standard [3][69][70]), were targeted to
overcome shortages of WLAN in the wide area networks. WiMax however resulted in a
complex specification and solutions, which suit more for fixed wireless links than mobile
communications.

Along the evolution of standards and systems, there has been an expansion of the
coverage and mobility of practical deployments as shown in Fig. 2.4. Further, the classical
measures of coverage and voice capacity have converted to the new measures of coveragethroughput with user perception of low latency and service quality. These are currently
the true drivers of mobile communication technologies to provide seamless rich services
for mobile users. The mobility vs data rate as a function of propagation environment is
shown in Fig. 2.5.
12

Figure 2.4: Deployment of cell sizes ranging from large macro cells for high mobility, large
coverage but low capacity to the micro cells for lower mobility, larger coverage probability
and high capacity. Extreme traffic densities can be covered by even smaller cells or WLAN
hotspots.

2.3

Political goal setting and technical requirements

Requirements for the Radio Transmission technology (RTT) and Radio Interface Technology (RIT) have originated from high level political goal settings for the Mobile Information
Society, which were mapped to concrete technical requirements. These requirements are
the prerequisite for frequency allocations and regulations to take place.
UMTS is the third generation mobile communication system, which targets to extend
the services of fixed network to mobile users. Derived from this high level goal, a set of
technical requirements were given in [71] taking into consideration different operational
environments, mobility and architectures. Today, UMTS covers the International Telecommunication Union - Radio (ITU-R) conceptions for the IMT-2000 and the Future Public
Land Mobile Telecommunications System. The trend for convergence has structured these
technologies under the common IMT-family.
The third generation WCDMA technology was defined and standardized by 3GPP [1]
to satisfy the requirements set in [71]. However, due to the very high targets, and for the
competitiveness among IMT-2000 technologies [72], WCDMA system had to be complemented by HSPA technology [6][73]. HSPA was integrated to the WCDMA specification
as a new set of transport channels, but actually it had a much wider impact over the
13
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Figure 2.5: Mobility vs data rate as a function of the propagation environment.

protocol architecture, physical channels and RRM algorithms.
After the WCDMA/HSPA standard, further objectives were set by 3GPP to ensure
the Long Term Evolution (LTE) process. EUTRA technology, which hence also became
known as the LTE technology, targets at competitiveness in a longer time frame towards
a high data rate (broadband), low latency and packet optimized system, which improves
3G system capacity and coverage by the average spectral efficiency factor of three to four
and the cell edge spectral efficiency by the factor of two to three, and further reduces the
cost of operation [6][8][7]. Considering the desire for higher performance [74][75], and also
taking into account the future additional spectrum allocations, the evolution of UTRA and
UTRAN included a request for transmission on bandwidths wider than 5 MHz at the same
time, when also bandwidths below 5 MHz were requested for more flexible deployment in
those frequency bands that will be available e.g. from refarming spectrum allocations of
14

outdated systems. The set of technical requirements for EUTRA and EUTRA Network
(EUTRAN) were set in [76].
Recently, new spectrum allocations are identified again and all previously allocated
IMT-2000 spectrum was generalized to IMT-bands. Further system proposals are called
for the IMT-bands in a Circular Letter [11]. EUTRA and EUTRAN technology targets at
meeting the requirements given in [77] and [78] creating the heart of the IMT-Advanced
system [79].

2.4

A market view

This section represents a market view of the third generation technology. The view is
formed from sources in the Internet, newspapers and market research reports by Informa
Telecoms and Media [80][81]. Informa Telecoms and Media provided statistics from 2003
to 2008 and forecasts from 2009 to 2012. In public, years 2009 and 2010 are assumed
uncommon within a trend, because of the uncertainty of economics, and therefore the
accuracy of technology market predictions may decrease.
Statistics is scattered by the mobile device type, by the service classification (voice,
mobile data, fixed portable or mobile broadband) or by the application (web browsing,
short messaging, entertainment, enterprise). The information is provided by geographical
regions, where the markets may behave diversely and where the deployment of technologies
may be in different phase. Worldwide statistics is not always available, or it may not be
as comprehensive as the regional or countrywide statistics.
Categorization of devices by technology is not straightforward, because devices often include several technologies. Hence, if the total number of devices equals the estimated total
market size (1,220 million units in 2008), calculating the technology shares may be numerically folded inside the range. Hence, 2G/GSM/GPRS and WCDMA and WCDMA/HSPA
and LTE technologies in a device are not exclusionary additive but complementary additive
instead.
Regarding use of a technology in a given service category, availability of statistics is not
that obvious. Network deployment of a new air interface technology proceeds gradually.
The actual use of a technology requires that it is available in the cell area for a user,
who has a device operating on that technology, the user has paid for a subscription that
allows use of that technology and yet the service selection triggers device to operate on
15
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Figure 2.6: Mobile subscribers (as the number of mobile users) worldwide by the air
interface technology. Source: Informa Telecoms & Media.

that technology.
Market indications are outlined by Informa Telecoms and Media e.g. in [80][81]. The
deployment of WCDMA and WCDMA/HSPA technologies is expected to happen fast and
they gradually will replace the use of 2G/GSM, as shown in Fig. 2.6. GSM extensions
will remain implemented in the devices and they will continue operation in network areas,
where 3G coverage is not yet deployed. Anyhow, 2G technology is expected to face negative
growth in the number of users, even if its device base would continue increase. WCDMA
is currently reported as the second-most deployed air interface, with 195 live networks
worldwide as of March 2008, significantly behind GSM but just ahead of CDMA. Over
the year 2008, there were 128 HSPA launches worldwide and 45 cdma2000 (1xEV-DO)
launches respectively.
Mobile data and broadband data volmes are expected to increase nearly exponentially
mainly due to the growth of information services, entertainment and enterprise applications
that are available in the World Wide Web of the Internet. In the near future, this demand
will almost entirely be served by 3G technologies and dominantly so by WCDMA and
WCDMA/HSPA. LTE is expected to capture a significant share of data growth on longer
run.
According to Informa Telecoms and Media, the worldwide network traffic is expected
16

to increase by over 8% for voice and nearly 65% for data in period from 2007 to 2012. This
means that the 70% share for voice traffic over 30% share for data traffic in 2008 would
turn to negative relative growth down to 30% for voice and rapid relative growth up to
70% for data. From 2007 to 2012, there would be over tenfold (1000%) increase of volume
in the mobile data traffic.
According to Informa Telecoms and Media, the use of communication services (voice)
is expected to be fairly flat in regions (e.g. Europe), where penetration is already very high
and is expected to increase rather linearly in regions (e.g. Asia Pacific), where subscription
rates will still increase steadily. This structural growth will cause a dramatic impact to
the relative (percentage) numbers, which are expected to show negative growth for 2G
and exponential-like growth for 3G. More realistically, the growth of 2G implementations
in devices could still be steady, but 3G would dominantly capture the use cases from 2G.
Japan is in this respect exceptional, because there 2G was ramped down rapidly and was
entirely replaced by 3G. In Japan, this was due to very scattered shares of 2G technologies,
due to spectral issues and due to immediate needs to satisfy voice capacity demand by
WCDMA in dense urban areas. In China, the State Council agreed on start of issuing 3G
technology licenses in the beginning of 2009 i.e. years later than in the western developed
countries, but the progress is expected to be fast due to high demand of coverage and
capacity for mobile services. The expected growth of WCDMA users by region is shown
in Fig. 2.7.
Based on indications by Informa Telecoms and Media, the revenues of network operators would shift more from voice to data services but could not increase even nearly
by the same ratio as the traffic amount (measured in petabytes [PB] per year). Informa
Telecoms and Media report about 160 PB global data traffic in 2007 (238 PB in 2008),
the compound annual growth rate from 2007 to 2012 is expected to be of order 65% with
increasing trend. The compound annual growth rate of revenues is expected to be above
10%, however without a clear increasing trend.
The transition of use cases from 2G to 3G technologies is happening fast and the
crossover of subscribers (as the number of mobile users) for 3G has already happened
in many developed countries. The evolution of 3G as an upgrade from WCDMA to
WCDMA/HSPA happens fast in deployments, where the use of data services is already
intensive, but may not extend that soon over the whole footprint of a network, where
GSM/EDGE/GPRS enhancements may still offer sufficient bit rate coverage.
17
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Figure 2.7: WCDMA air interface subscribers (as the number of mobile users) by region.
Source: Informa Telecoms & Media.
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Figure 2.8: Forecast of LTE subscribers (as the number of mobile users) by region.
Source: Informa Telecoms & Media.

LTE is in the horizon to enter commercial use after the ongoing field trials by several
operators in a few years, see Fig. 2.8. LTE is gradually expected to serve a significant
share of the growth of broadband data traffic [82]. WCDMA/HSPA and LTE are designed
18

for evolutionary system architecture and even if their air interfaces differ, their integration
into UE devices and network elements is fairly smooth. After extensive discussions with the
leading operators, Informa Telecoms and Media expects initial LTE network deployments
in 2010 in the advanced mobile broadband markets of Western Europe, Japan, South
Korea and the US.
The market views by Informa Telecoms and Media emphasize the role of 3G technology
serving both voice and data communications and particularly serving the rapidly increasing traffic volumes including broadband communications. The revenues are increasingly
expected from data services, and hence the percentage revenues of voice services could decrease, even if the absolute revenues would not. The expected increase of traffic volume is
relatively much larger than the expected revenue, particularly due to shifting towards flat
rate data charging per bit rate (limited subscription) instead of charging per transferred
amount of kilobytes. Potential revenues of the service content are not included in this
consideration. The growth rate of services is expected to be large in the US, also in Japan,
and selectively in Western Europe. In terms of mobile communication services, China is
still modest, but its annual growth rate is notably higher reaching two digit numbers.
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Chapter 3

Multiple-access and transmission
schemes
3.1

Multiple-access

Multiple-access is a key nominator of the cellular/wireless communication system and a
fundamental choice of the system design. Its properties are largely inherited from the signal
processing theory of the transmitters and receivers exchanging information at a service
rate over a time variant selective channel with spatial characteristics and correlation in
the presence of interference [83].
The frame structure serves for cellular multiple-access with radio resource management
algorithms including power control, link adaptation, scheduling and handover. Also load
management and admission control play a role in a loaded or hardware limited network.
How to access, how to control and how to provide feedback for distributed communication
links are set by the Medium Access Control protocols applying channel structures coping
the frame design. Higher level management and connectivity are solved by the radio
network dependent access stratum and radio network independent non-access stratum
protocols that operate by peer-to-peer messaging and local state machines. The multipleaccess technique dramatically determines the achievable system performance (see Chapter
9). However, equally important concerns are the management of complexity, detailed
system design and algorithms that further differentiate the implementation constraints
and simplicity of the system.
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3.1.1

Classical multiple-access techniques

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) is used in all communication channels, partly
due to the spectrum regulations and licensing, and partly due to practical filtering and
carrier search requirements of the mobile device. Even in a licence-exempt band, FDMA
is the major carrier access principle, even though the spectral placement of carriers may
omit tight regulation.
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) burst transmission is the basis of 2G wireless
communications. Every transmission burst includes a modulated sequence of symbols and
a Training Sequence (as the burst midample) for channel equalization of the burst period.
Burst transmission is orthogonal in the serving cell due to time alignment of bursts at the
receiver. The bursts include sufficient number of gap samples at the end of each burst,
so that burst ramp up and ramp down periods do not overlap in a dispersed propagation
environment. This largely avoids interburst interference. The dominant interference mechanism is co-channel interference from all those neighboring cells that operate in the same
frequency. Frequency reuse is a conventional solution to increase distance to the nearest
co-channel interferers. For a sufficiently high reuse factor, the frequency band is divided
to narrow carriers (200 kHz in GSM), which have a very limited transmission capacity.
Even if multislot communications is defined and even if GPRS flexibly utilizes carrier and
slot resources for packet communications, it cannot satisfy the wideband requirements in
a spectrum efficient way.
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) spread spectrum communications has its origins in military communications to resist narrowband interference, jamming and make
fraudulent carrier access complicated. Spread spectrum was found by defining frequency
hopping of narrowband sequences over a wider transmission bandwidth. Apart from military reasons, frequency hopping also increases frequency diversity and was later applied
to 2G/TDMA as well. Slow frequency hopping happens in periods longer than the symbol
period, and frequency hopping in periods shorter than the symbol period led to spread
spectrum communications. In spread spectrum, every coded information bit is spread to
a wideband signal by multiplying it by a spreading sequence to multiple chips. The ratio
of a bit period to the chip period is the spreading factor a.k.a the processing gain.
Ideally, the chip sequences for separate transmission links should be orthogonal to
avoid interference in the serving cell. Orthogonal sequences can however only be found
in known time shifts, and no general orthogonalization is feasible with arbitrary phase
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shifts. In mobile communications, perferct orthogonality is available at the base station
transmitter of downlink multiple-access signals. However, the orthogonality is partly lost
at the mobile receiver due to multipath propagation, which causes interpath interference.
The mobile transmitters in uplink are in random locations, thus their multiple access signals are inherently non-orthogonal. In both downlink and uplink, the receiver executes a
tracking algorithm to receive each multipath propagated signal component independently
by a sequence correlator, known as the Rake receiver. A tracker allows phasing of the
correlation operation accurately in a time variant channel. A searcher correlator is continuously searching for signal components from noise so that the Rake correlators (Rake
fingers) can be allocated to the strongest signal components at a time. The received signal
to be decoded is formed by Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) the signal components
[66][84].

3.1.2

WCDMA

Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) was studied earlier in [85][86][87] and later developed to a
standard by 3GPP for commercial systems to meet the IMT-2000 requirements in [71].
WCDMA contains largely different features and system design compared to the classical
CDMA. WCDMA applies direct sequence spread spectrum technique in a frequency reuse
one network without network synchronization requirements (unlike cdmaOne). WCDMA
provides multiple-access channelization by the orthogonal long spreading sequences and
isolation of these codes in non-orthogonal propagation conditions by long Pseudo-Noise
(PN) scrambling sequences. Due to non-orthogonality, multiple-access interference (MAI)
is inherently present as noise rise of the cross correlated scrambling sequences. The presence of MAI reduces the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and decreases the coverage-throughput compared to an ideal orthogonal signal composition. The
WCDMA transmitter and reference receivers are described in Section 3.3 with both the
User Equipment (UE) and the base station a.k.a the NodeB (NB) functions.

3.1.3

WCDMA/HSPA

HSPA is a derivative of spread spectrum communications with multicode transmission and
fast scheduling. HSPA applies together with the WCDMA system as a set of transport
channels and physical channels having direct sequence properties. In HSPA, however, the
code channels may be discontinued when needed. In this thesis, WCDMA/HSPA notation
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is used when properties of HSPA are addressed as an add-on technology. It may also be
feasible to deploy HSPA-only networks in certain propagation environments. This kind of
network implementation is called Internet HSPA (iHSPA) or Evolved HSPA. The basics
of WCDMA/HSPA transmitter and reference receivers are described in Section 3.3.

3.1.4

LTE

Reaching for significantly higher performance than WCDMA/HSPA, a new multiple-access
technique based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is motivated for the LTE. The WCDMA chip rate cannot be nicely increased for wide bandwidths
(above 5 MHz), because that would increase the intersymbol-interference and would make
equalization of the wideband carrier very complex. Also, the scalability of WCDMA to
any other bandwidth options than the nominal 5 MHz is poor, because the spreading
rate (chip rate) is a system specific constant and would require new designs per varied
bandwidth. On the contrary, OFDMA is a scalable multicarrier technology that operates
both in time and frequency domains with constant subcarrier spacing and constant symbol
length [88]. This property makes OFDMA nicely scalable to many practical bandwidth
options. Once the subcarrier spacing is defined constant, the symbol length remains constant despite of the Fourier transform size, and the number of active subcarriers can be
adjusted properly to the transmission band. Further, OFDMA allows all baseband processing in frequency domain, where the computational complexity increase as a function
of increased bandwidth, or as a function of increased channel length, is much lower than in
the corresponding time domain operations. The basics of LTE transmitter and reference
receivers are described in Section 3.4 with both the User Equipment (UE) and the base
station a.k.a the Evolved NodeB or EUTRAN NodeB (eNB) functions.

3.2

WCDMA transmission

WCDMA transmission is based on the direct-sequence spreading technique. In downlink,
each NodeB applies a set of orthogonal sequences to multiplex transmissions to the served
UEs. The transmissions of the NodeB include cell specific pilot sequences and code multiplexed UEs, which are additionally protected by a long scrambling sequence relative to
the signals of the other cells. Each channelization code of a UE carries control information
time multiplexed with the data in each transmission frame. In uplink, each UE applies a
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set of unique channelization sequences, which are code multiplexed and additionally protected by a long scrambling sequence relative to the transmissions of the other UEs served
in the multiple access.
WCDMA transmission frame is rather short (10 ms) to allow frequent change of data
rates and to change the signals that are actually multiplexed into the channel. This kind
of transmission scheme improves multiplexing efficiency and channel utilization compared
to more permanent channel reservation schemes. Detection and decoding of a data block
in a time-variant channel, however, benefits of constant signal quality, and hence the
WCDMA transmission frame is split to shorter slots (15 slots per frame), whose power
can be controlled against the short term channel variation. Each slot in the WCDMA
system contains 2560 spread symbols (chips).
Information from the higher layers is actually carried over the air interface in the form of
a transport block that is coded and modulated for transport on the physical channels. The
transport block is of defined size and format, known as the transport format. WCDMA
may carry a transport block set during a transmission time interval, which is a defined
multiple of the transmission frame.
HSPA transmission maintains the fundamantal multiplexing properties of the WCDMA
downlink (HSDPA) and uplink (HSUPA). HSPA however adds the opportunities to use
transmissions on many parallel code channels, and to adapt the modulation and coding
format of the data block. HSPA further applies short term allocations for the duration of
2 ms (three slots), which allows even faster change of data rates and updates of the composition of the multiplexed signals. HSPA carries a single transport block in a transmission
time interval of 2 ms.

3.3

WCDMA transmitter-receiver techniques and their imperfections

3.3.1

WCDMA/HSPA transmitter

In WCDMA downlink transmitter shown in Fig. 3.1, each pair of two consecutive realvalued symbols (bits) nk , nk+1 is first serial to parallel converted to become the in-phase
(I-branch) and quadrature-phase (Q-branch) symbols, and then spread to the constant
chip rate (3.84 Mcps) with symbol period of about 260 ns. The channelization actually
happens by multiplying every bit on the I-branch and Q-branch by the same, unique,
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real-valued channelization sequence c ch selected from the Orthogonal Variable Spreading
Factor (OVSF) code tree, with spreading factor SF and code index m (hence the notation
cch,SF,m). The spread sequences on the I-branch and Q-branch are actually treated as a
single complex-valued sequence of chips that consists of Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
(QPSK) modulated symbols (I + j · Q). Additionally, each complex-valued spread channel
may be separately weighted by a power weight factor. All downlink physical channels
at the transmitter are summed using complex addition, and the spread sequences are
scrambled by a complex-valued cell-specific scrambling code ζ dl . The signal is finally pulse
shape filtered for transmission. Orthogonality is kept among all physical channels, except
the system specific synchronization sequences that are not allocated from the orthogonal
space for the ease of cell search procedure.
For HSPA, higher order modulation mappers are available. In case of Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation (QAM) 16QAM, a set of four consecutive binary symbols (bits)
nk , nk+1 , nk+2 , nk+3 is serial-to-parallel converted to two consecutive binary symbols (i 1 =
nk , i2 = nk+2 ) on the I-branch and two consecutive binary symbols (q 1 = nk+1 , q2 = nk+3 )
on the Q-branch, and then mapped to a 16QAM symbol. The I-branch and Q-branch
are both spread to the chip rate by the same real-valued channelization code c ch,16,m of
constant spreading factor (SF = 16). The sequence of chips from all HSPA code channels
are summed and scrambled by the cell-specific scrambling code (ζ dl ).
In

the

case

of

64QAM,

a

set

of

six

consecutive

binary

symbols

nk , nk+1 , nk+2 , nk+3 , nk+4 , nk+5 is serial-to-parallel converted to three consecutive
binary symbols (i1 = nk , i2 = nk+2 , i3 = nk+4 ) on the I-branch and three consecutive
binary symbols (q1 = nk+1 , q2 = nk+3 , q3 = nk+5 ) on the Q-branch and then mapped to
a 64QAM symbol by the modulation mapper. The I-branch and Q-branch are then both
spread to the chip rate by the same real-valued channelisation code c ch,16,m . The sequence
of chips from all HSPA code channels are summed and scrambled by the cell-specific
scrambling code. The modulation constellations are visualized for QPSK, 16QAM and
64QAM in Fig. 3.2. The channels are combined for transmission according to Fig. 3.3.
The root-raised-cosine (rrc) pulse shaping is applied to the complex-valued, modulated
chip sequences according to Fig. 3.4.
In the WCDMA uplink transmitter shown in Fig. 3.5, each bit on a dedicated physical
channel of a UE is spread by multiplying it by a real-valued channelization sequence
selected from the set of orthogonal sequences. The spreading factor is variable to match
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Figure 3.1: Downlink modulator with the spreading and scrambling functions.

Figure 3.2: Modulation constellations of QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM alphabets. Serial
to parallel conversion of the coded bit stream is applied to 2 bit, 4 bit or 6 bit words per
modulation symbol respectively.

Figure 3.3: Combining of the downlink physical channels for transmission. Other channels
except pilot and synchronization channels (SCH) satisfy the orthogonality condition at
the transmitter.

the variable rate bit sequence to the constant chip rate. After the channelization, power
weighting (β) is applied for each code channel, and the spread sequence is mapped either
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Figure 3.4: Modulation and pulse shaping of the complex downlink signals.

to the I-branch or Q-branch of the modulator. In the case of multicode transmission, the
physical channels are mapped in alternating order to the I-branch and Q-branch to keep
the peak-to-average power ratio of the transmission small. In WCDMA, when multicode
transmission is not applied, there are only two physical channels (a Dedicated Physical
Control Channel, DPCCH, and a Dedicated Physical Data Channel, DPDCH) present. In
a multicode transmission with multiple dedicated data channels, all the channels on the
I-branch (Sdpdch,i ) are summed, as all the channels on the Q-branch (S dpcch , Sdpdch,q ) are
summed to form a complex-valued sequence of QPSK symbols. The resultant complexvalued symbol sequence is further multiplied by a UE-specific complex-valued scrambling
sequence ζU E . The signal is finally pulse shape filtered for transmission. Orthogonality is
kept among physical channels of a single UE. Orthogonality of the channelization sequences
is completely lost between signals from different UEs anyway and the signals remain solely
isolated by the scrambling code, therefore the same code tree may be reused without
additional losses. Signal isolation between different UEs is kept sufficient by the long
scrambling sequences that produce low cross-correlation noise.

For WCDMA/HSPA downlink transmission, one more physical channel (S hs−dpcch)
is added in the uplink for the sake of downlink feedback. For WCDMA/HSPA uplink
transmission, a number of enhanced dedicated physical channels (one enhanced dedicated
physical control channel, e-dpcch, S e−dpcch and a number of enhanced dedicated physical
data channels e-dpdch, Se−dpdch ) may be added and again multiplexed in alternating order
to the I-branch or Q-branch respectively. In WCDMA/HSPA, physical channel specific
power weighting (βhs , βec , βed,k ) may apply.
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Figure 3.5: Spreading and code multiplexing of an uplink dedicated physical control channel (DPCCH) and dedicated physical data channels (DPDCH).

3.3.2

Transmitter with multiple antennas

WCDMA/HSPA transmission is possible from multiple antennas. The various transmission schemes include at least the open-loop space-time transmit diversity (STTD) and
closed-loop mode 1 transmit diversity [89] also known as the adaptive antenna transmission (TxAA) [90][91][92]. In multiantenna diversity transmission, the coded and modulated symbol sequence is duplicated to the transmit antenna branches. In STTD, the space
time Alamouti-transform is applied to the symbol block as precoding prior to transmission
[93][94][91]. In TxAA, a phase shift (e −jφ ) is multiplied to the symbols of a symbol block,
transmitted simultaneously from the antenna branches. The phase shift is selected per
symbol block, assisted by the UE receiver feedback, to obtain the largest instantaneous
SINR at the receiver. In the diversity transmission mode of Fig. 3.6, the transport block
fed to different antenna branches is duplicated, but the physical layer symbol sequences of
the replica are different by a precoding operation (STTD) or by a phase shift (TxAA). In
this case branch 3 and branch 4 in Fig. 3.6 may be omitted. Closed-loop mode 1 transmit
diversity was analysed for WCDMA/HSPA transmission in [28].
Transmit diversity is the nominal multiantenna transmission scheme for WCDMA,
but multistream transmission has been studied as well. For a multistream transmission,
the symbol sequence is split to multiple antenna branches without duplication. In the
multistream transmission of Fig. 3.6, the transport blocks fed to different antenna branches
are independent primary transport blocks. In per antenna rate control scheme, each of
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the WCDMA transmitter with multiple antennas.

the transport blocks are transmitted from a single antenna port so that e.g. branch 2 and
branch 3 may be omitted in Fig. 3.6. In the multistream layered matrix modulator, each
transport block is transmitted from any number of antenna ports simultaneously, after
multiplied by the complex weights of the precoding matrix.

3.3.3

WCDMA/HSPA reference receivers

The conventional Rake reference receiver for the spread spectrum signals has correlators
or matched filters, which are set to receive a known channelization sequence created in
the transmitter. The signal phase and amplitude distort in the channel, and equalization
is necessary in the receiver. The signal scatters to multipath components in the channel,
and reception of the signal components in multiple phase shifts is necessary. The corre29

lator receiver executes this by setting a separate correlator process to receive each signal
path and then sum all received multipath components to a resultant signal. The receiver
tunes the correlator phase to a signal component and tracks its timing changes by a code
tracker algorithm. The correlator receiver is called Rake receiver and it consists of a correlator bank. In a practical WCDMA receiver, separate correlators are needed for every
channelization code to be received, and actually to each and every signal component of
them, which sufficiently contribute to increase the received SINR of the resultant signal.
In addition, searcher correlators are needed to track new signal components with unknown
phases. Further, pilot sequences need to be continuously received in the serving cells for
equalization and channel estimation. Also, the pilot sequences of the neighboring cells need
to be searched for in the cell search algorithm (see Section 8.4) for the measurements. The
complexity of Rake reception gets particularly large, when the number of code channels to
receive increases, when the code channels additionally need to be received from multiple
cells at the same time (in the macrodiversity handover) and yet when the multiantenna
transmission applies. One remark is that operation in the macrodiversity handover requires processing of all the physical control channels separately from all cells that belong
to the active set that form the macrodiversity connection, in addition to soft combining
the signal paths of the dedicated data channels that are transmitted from multiple cells of
the active set. For the reception of (closed loop) multiantenna transmission, the receiver
needs to estimate the channel for each signal transmitted from one antenna port. The
receiver may estimate the channel phase from the common pilot signal. The receiver also
has to provide the channel phase reference as a feedback to the transmitter. To receive
data channels, the receiver may set correlators directly to the strongest observed signal
components of the (multiantenna) joint-channel that provide transmit diversity gain at
the receiver (both in STTD and in TxAA).
In case of multistream transmission, multiple receiver antennas are required to form
a true Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) configuration. Multistream transmission roughly multiplies the receiver complexity, as separate symbol streams need to be
simultaneously detected from multiple antennas, and the channelization sequences may
additionally have experienced multipath dispersion and need reception in multiple phases.
The mutual interference between symbol streams is often too high, and advanced interference cancellation schemes (see Chapter 4) are necessary to observe throughput gains.
The advanced interference cancellation schemes add complexity apart of the complexity
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of multiantenna reception as such.
The principle of Rake receiver is shown in Fig. 3.7 1 . In Rake, the correlator outputs are
constructively combined by phasing the correlator timing to each multipath omponent and
by weighting the correlator outputs so that the stronger components dominate the weaker
ones. The receiver combines the phase aligned signal components by the maximum ratio
combining. For Rake, the optimum receiver property holds in the additive white Gaussian
noise channel without correlation. It leads to the highest expected SNR by reducing
channel fading of the sum signal [84]. In maximum ratio combining, a linear combination
of the phase aligned signal components is formed by (3.1).

y(t) =

M
X

ak · zk (t),

(3.1)

k=1

where y is the receiver output, ak is the k th weight, zk is the k th correlator output and M
is the number of Rake fingers. The weights a k are chosen to be the complex conjugates
of the corresponding channel coefficients, estimated from the common pilot signal. That
is, let the k th channel coefficient be hk , the weighting coefficient ak is set to the estimated
ck ∗ .
h

The Minimum Mean-Squared Error (MMSE) receiver is an alternative reference re-

ceiver for WCDMA, especially for the multiantenna reception. MMSE does not need to
resolve the multipath propagated signal components separately, which is an advantage that
simplifies the receiver a lot. On the other hand, MMSE needs to equalize the complex
joint propagation channel in a chip resolution (chip equalizer), which is a very demanding
computation task due to short duration of the chip. For multiantenna reception, the chip
sequences are equalized per antenna branch, and no separate reception per channelization
code is necessary. Strong multipath propagation with long delays (larger than the chip
period) makes the chip equalizer in time domain very challenging (see Chapter 4). Therefore, MMSE receiver is a promising technique particularly for HSPA, which by definition
does not operate in macrodiversity and which is typically scheduled for a receiver, when
the delay spread of the propagation environment is small.

1
A static Rake receiver was originally introduced in Price, R. and Green, P.E. Jr., A communication
Technique for Multipath channels, Proc. IRE 46, 1958, pp.555-570
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: (a) Composition of the received complex signal vector from the received multipath signal components. (b) The block diagram of the Rake receiver with correlators for
an input to the sequence decoder.

3.4
3.4.1

LTE transmission
Design and parametrisation

LTE is designed for OFDMA transmission in a way having robustness agains multipath
propagation and to keep orthogonality between transmitted signals. Multipath robustness
is achieved by a transform, which takes a symbol block and creates a set of parallel tones
that have a much longer symbol period than the original symbols [95][96]. The longer
symbols suffer less from multipath propagation, as intersymbol-interference (ISI) can be
avoided. Signal orthogonality is provided by isolating the symbol blocks by a guard interval
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in time domain and by having a transform that overlaps the signal components in frequency
domain satisfying the orthogonality condition [97]. The guard interval avoids ISI in time
domain and the orthogonal transform avoids intercarrier-interference (ICI) in frequency
domain.
OFDM is a type of multicarrier modulation, which uses frequency overlapped orthogonal sinusoids to divide frequency selective wideband channel into a number of narrowband
flat fading channels. Ideally there is no need to equalize OFDM signal by other than a
single complex subcarrier coefficient, and therefore the ideal OFDM waveform provides
orthogonality without multiple-access interference. However, frequency offset errors and
receiver phase noise impact so that the subcarriers are not perfectly orthogonal, which
creates ICI and performance degradation [98][99][100]. The system design with proper
dimensioning of the subcarrier bandwidth and the selected receiver technology largely
mitigate these performance degradations [101].
One of the fundamental strengths of OFDM technique is the processing in frequency
domain, which enables Frequency Domain Equalizer (FDE) and advanced receivers with
low computational complexity [102]. Frequency transform is done orthogonally by the
discrete DFT or FFT transforms, whose product in frequency domain equals the convolution in time. The property of the discrete Fourier transforms and their equivalent circular
convolution in (3.2) are different from the continuous Fourier transforms and their linear
convolution. (The notation of linear convolution is ∗ and circular convolution is ~.)
F T {s(t) ∗ h(t)} = F T {s(t)} · F T {h(t)}
F F T {s[n] ~ h[n]} = F F T {s[n]} · F F T {h[n]}

.

(3.2)

The continuous time signal s(t) and the channel h(t) are linearly convolved, hence a
cyclic convolution property of the discrete transform for a signal block s[n] in a channel h[n]
imposes an approximation problem in a multipath channel. Yet for a block transmission,
a cyclic extension of the signal can be added between the symbol blocks (for the guard
interval period), which causes the circular convolution become equivalent to the linear
convolution, as long as the channel spread is shorter than the cyclic extension. In this
way the ideal block transmission is preserved even in a linearly convolved channel, when
the finite length block transmission is convolved with the finite length FIR filtering of the
channel. The circular convolution provides a response of length N for the product of two
DFTs of length N, and no interblock-interference (IBI) will arise.
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Proper windowing of the finite symbol block in the transmitter is important, because
otherwise the aliased signal appears infinitely periodic to the channel. Windowing is
applied after the samples of the cyclic extension of the signal are inserted, so that the
windowed symbol block will not become cyclically extended. In the OFDM receiver,
windowing is done by adjusting the window position to include cyclic extensions on both
sides of the received symbol block and hence to include channel delay spread of the symbol
block without interblock interference. This is achieved by convenient sampling techniques
and by discarding the samples of the cyclic extension before the transform. Windowing
as such may be inherent in the FIR filtering process and it does not require a special
concern. Because OFDM transmission technique is very simple and its theory well known,
it is worth to describe its parametrisation and practical system design choices, which are
a challenge instead.

3.4.2

Time-frequency design of the symbol block

The time-frequency representation of an OFDM signal is given by the sinusoids of the
symbol block transformed to the frequency components as sinc-function according to Fig.
3.8. In LTE, the time-frequency allocation happens in the resolution of a set of subcarriers
that is called a Physical Resource Block (PRB). The symbol resources on a subcarrier of
an OFDM symbol are called resource elements. The time-frequency symbol blocks are
shown in Fig. 3.9.

Figure 3.8: Time-frequency representation of the OFDM signal.

There exists a practical dual problem for solving the frequency properties of the subcar34

Figure 3.9: An example of the time-frequency allocations in uplink and downlink.

rier and the time properties of the symbol. Dimensioning of the cyclic extension, actually,
is a separate problem, but is not trivial, when practical constraints of the frame length
have to be preserved. In LTE, the symbol was defined for a large enough subcarrier bandwidth, say from 10 to 30 kHz, so that it well tolerates phase noise and fairly large Doppler
spread experienced at high velocities (up to 500 km/h). Yet, the subcarrier bandwidth is
sufficiently narrow to avoid complex subcarrier equalization and to allow fast synthesizer
settling times. A wide subcarrier bandwidth creates short symbols in time domain, and
vice versa a narrow subcarrier creates long symbols. A nearly optimal generic choice was
selected for LTE with subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz that provies symbols of length about
67 µs. These parameters are excellent as they also nicely match the clock rate 38.4 MHz
that is compatible to the clock rates of GSM/EDGE and WCDMA systems and to the
frame length of WCDMA (10 ms). Further, this subcarrier spacing allows bandwidths at
least up to 20 MHz be generated by a modest FFT size of 2k-points. For all the above
mentioned reasons, 3GPP decided to make a universal symbol definition for LTE that has
the basic time unit 1/ (15kHz · 2048) about 33 ns, subcarrier spacing 15 kHz and OFDM
symbol duration of 67 µs.
For allocating time-frequency symbol resources fast and accurately, the frame was
further divided to subframes of 1 ms each. The subframe consists of two halves, called slots,
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each of which has an exact integer number of symbols for both the normal cyclic extension
and the extended cyclic extension. This design has the property that the last symbol of
every slot is equally spaced in time for both the cyclic extension lengths. Synchronization
sequences are modulated to these symbols (once/twice per frame), which make cell search
and symbol timing particularly easy.
Information from the higher layers is carried over the air interface in the form of a
transport block that is coded and modulated to the time-frequency symbol resources. In
LTE, one single transport block fits to an integer number of PRBs during a transmission
time interval of a subframe (1 ms).

3.4.3

Frequency scaling

Classical TDMA and spread spectrum techniques are designed per system bandwidth,
whereas OFDM has the property of bandwidth scaling. Once the subcarrier bandwidth
and symbol length is designed, the IFFT/FFT transform can scale to any power of two. For
modulating the effective system bandwidth, a wider Fourier transform can be computed
and the subcarriers outside the effective system bandwidth may be transmitted at zero
power and filtered away both in the transmitter and in the receiver. Increase of the FFTsize provides shorter sampling interval during a symbol period, which can hence present
more frequency components, and the number of subcarriers may increase. The sampling
interval does however not change the subcarrier spacing, which is proportional to the
symbol period Ts = 1/∆fsc . Larger FFT may fill a larger system bandwidth, which will
increase the total symbol rate as a function of increasing number of subcarriers. For a
narrowband transmission, FFT size may be decreased.

3.4.4

Cyclic signal extension

The cyclic signal extension is designed as the Cyclic Prefix (CP) extension of the sinusoids
in the symbol block. The CP length should be relative to the channel delay spread,
but that depends on the propagation environment i.e. on the presence of scatterers and
reflectors. Plenty of channel measurements are available, and optimisation of the length of
the CP is studied in the literature [103]. In addition to RMS delay spread of the channel,
the channel filtering and windowing responses have to be included during the CP samples.
The attenuation of about 20 dB both in the RMS delay spread and in channel filtering is
typically required [104].
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In LTE, adaptation to different propagation environments was done by parametrising
the length of the CP. A normal CP of about 5 us is needed to keep the overhead small and
still fit majority of all propagation environments. On the other hand, an extended CP of
about 15µs is needed to cope with all possible environments (e.g. macro cells) experiencing
long delay spreads. The same extended CP also serves Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Simulcast (MBMS) services, which by definition need to receive identical symbols from
multiple cell sites with longer propagation time differences.
Any number of transform sizes, CP lengths and symbol lengths could be designed
for a communication system to match different propagation environments. However, this
complicates the system design and does not provide large gains. For LTE, actually two
CP values were considered sufficient, and they were defined as the normal CP and the
extended CP in [105]. The beauty of LTE design is in that the CP length does not change
the symbol length itself. The symbol is invariant in time and frequency despite of the
CP length, and the sequence of symbols exactly fills the universal subframe. (In other
specifications based on OFDM e.g. WiMax and DVB, the choice of a CP may modify the
transform size (CP ∝ 1/F F T size) and hence the symbol length and subcarrier spacing
will change.)
For environments with very small delay spread, even a shorter CP could have been
chosen, which however does not satisy the two conditions of a universal symbol (length)
and the fixed frame length. Further, squeezing the CP smaller is not favourable, because in
situations of discontinuous reception, the automatic frequency and gain control circuitry
require convergence time. If convergence is not good, the pilot symbols present in the
first OFDM symbol may suffer from degraded quality, which can impact the equalization
and channel estimation accuracy. In uplink, the burst power ramp-up and ramp-down to
about +/ − 20 dB level may require about 1 to 2 µs with realistic channel filtering. If
burst power ramp-up/down periods are shortened or they do not have sufficient dynamic
range, the burst overlap will convert to IBI [98].

3.4.5

Symbol mapping

Once DFT-precoding was decided for LTE, there exist many alternative ways to multiplex UE allocations and to provide the multiple-access in frequency domain. The symbol
mapping technique actually impacts the multiple-access scheme, addressable resolution of
allocations, required word length of signalling, receiver complexity and receiver sensitivity.
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3.4.5.1

Localized mapping

In the localized symbol mapping of Fig. 3.10, DFT-spread samples of one user are placed
to a set of contiguous frequency bins of the IFFT, whereas zeros are mapped to the nonmodulated subcarriers, according to (3.3). Multiple users at the same transmission time
may use DFT output mapping to the orthogonal frequency bins of the IFFT, which are
left non-modulated by the others. Generation of OFDM signal as parallel long symbol
blocks is shown in Fig. 3.11, the frequency bins of localized mapping are shown in Fig.
3.12.

Figure 3.10: Transform domain processing and mapping to frequency localized signal
components.

Figure 3.11: The OFDM, generation of long parallel symbol blocks and transform domain
procssing for frequency multiplexing.
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z (i) =

(

z(l) , if i = (l + ξ)
0

, otherwise
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mod IFFT size

,

(3.3)

so that z is the modulated symbol vector at the output of the DFT precoder, and z’ is the
DFT output mapped to the input of the IFFT (of IFFT size ). The DFT with precoding is
P U SCH − 1, ξ is the user specific subcarrier allocation offset
given by (3.7). l = 0, . . . , Msc

(in PRB resolution) with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ IFFTsize − 1 and i = 0, . . . , IFFTsize − 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12: OFDMA representation of frequency localized mapping for (a) a single user,
(b) two frequency multiplexed users and (c) fully allocated (multiuser) band.

3.4.5.2

Clustered mapping

The clustered mapping of Fig. 3.13 is created by taking a block of symbols for the contiguous frequency bins and by repetition coding that block of symbols according to (3.4).
The block repetition process creates a comb-shaped mapping of symbols of one user to the
frequency bins of the IFFT, which thus consists of a set of localized clusters distributed
in frequency [106]. Multiple users at the same transmission time may use DFT output
mapping to the orthogonal frequency bins of the IFFT, which are left non-modulated by
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the others.

z 0 (i) =

(

z(l) , if i = ((l + ξ) + ϑ · t)
0

mod t

,

(3.4)

, otherwise

so that z is the modulated symbol vector at the output of the DFT precoder, and z’ is the
DFT output mapped to the input of the IFFT (of IFFT size ). The DFT with precoding is
P U SCH /ϑ
given by (3.7). l = 0, . . . , Msc
CL −1, t is the cluster distribution factor, ξ is the user

specific subcarrier allocation offset (in PRB resolution) with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ (t−1), ϑ is the cluster
index, ϑ = 0, . . . , ϑCL − 1 with the number of clusters ϑCL and i = 0, . . . , IFFTsize − 1.

Figure 3.13: Transform domain processing and mapping to the distributed sets of frequency
localized signal components.
3.4.5.3

Distributed mapping

In the distributed symbol mapping of Fig. 3.14, DFT-spread symbols of one user are
evenly spaced to the frequency bins of the IFFT, whereas zeros are mapped to the nonmodulated subcarriers, according to (3.5). Multiple users at the same transmission time
may use DFT output mapping to the orthogonal frequency bins of the IFFT, which are
left non-modulated by the others.

0

z (i) =

(

z(l) , if i = (tl + ξ)
0

, otherwise
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,

(3.5)

so that z is the modulated symbol vector at the output of the DFT precoder, and z’ is the
DFT output mapped to the input of the IFFT (of IFFT size ). DFT with precoding is given
P U SCH −1, t is the distribution factor, ξ is the user specific subcarrier
by (3.7). l = 0, . . . , Msc

allocation offset (in subcarrier resolution) with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ (t − 1) and i = 0, . . . , IFFT size − 1.

Figure 3.14: Transform domain processing and mapping to frequency distributed signal
components.
3.4.5.4

Interleaved mapping

The interleaved symbol mapping can be created by repeating and rotating the symbols.
This scheme is a.k.a Interleaved FDMA (IFDMA), proposed in [107] and shown in Fig.
3.15 and Fig. 3.16.
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Figure 3.15: Symbol sequences with symbols compressed to the chips of short duration
and guard interval added for block separation. Block repetition and interleaving generates
a comb-shaped spectrum for frequency multiplexing.

Symbol repetition creates a distributed and interleaved comb-shaped spectrum over the
symbol bandwidth. User allocations are separated by user-specific phase vectors, which
map the user-specific allocations to mutually orthogonal frequency bins of the comb-shaped
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spectrum. The symbol blocks need to have a guard interval between the symbol blocks in
order to keep the orthogonality in a dispersed channel. The length of the symbol repetition
block and the symbol repetition factor define the tightness of symbols in the frequency
comb. The subcarriers of another user are avoided by assigning orthogonal phase vector
patterns in the repetition. IFDMA is analysed e.g. in [108][109].

Figure 3.16: Representation of the block repetition interleaved signal components as frequency bins shifted by the user dependent phase vector.
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Figure 3.17: Spreading of the symbol sequences to the chips of short duration for frequency
multiplexing.

IFDMA scheme is actually very close to a more recent Variable Spreading and Chip
Repetition Factor (VSCRF) CDMA scheme, presented in [110] and shown in Fig. 3.17 and
Fig. 3.18. In VSCRF-scheme, however, the symbols are both spread and block repetition
coded, so that the symbols are first multiplied by a channelization sequence and then
repetition is applied to the blocks of interleaved chip sequences. The variable spreading
factor relative to the common chip rate is able to provide different data rates. Users are
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separated by the user-specific phase vectors (or phase shifts) in the interleaved block of
chips, which realizes the orthogonality condition in frequency domain. The frequency bins
of distributed interleaved mapping are shown in Fig. 3.18 for one user, two frequency
multiplexed users and for full band allocation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.18: Representation of the block repetition interleaved signal components as frequency bins for (a) a single user, (b) two frequency multiplexed users and (c) fully allocated
band.

Both IFDMA and VSCRF schemes perform comparably to the OFDMA with small
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repetition factors (CRF < 8), but large repetition factors (CRF > 8) cause a performance
loss of 0 − 2 dB compared to OFDMA [111][112]. This implies a problem for low bitrate
transmissions. Both IFDMA and VSCRF, similar to the subcarrier distributed mapping
of OFDMA, are known to be sensitive to frequency error, phase noise and imperfect power
control [113].
As a conclusion, frequency-localized symbol mapping was selected for LTE transmission both in downlink and in uplink. For such downlink transmissions that do not get
frequency diversity by other means (e.g. by frequency adaptive retransmissions), it is further possible to create PRB-level distributed allocations. This is efficiently exploited by
the frequency domain packet scheduler, and it does not suffer from imperfections as the
subcarrier interleaved schemes do.

3.5

LTE transmitter-receiver techniques and their imperfections

3.5.1

LTE transmitter

OFDM transmitter with multiple antennas consists of the functional blocks shown in
Fig. 3.19. The transport channel input is first channel coded to a stream of coded bits.
Each stream is first scrambled, modulated to a set of complex-valued modulation symbol
alphabets and further mapped to one or several spatial layers. The modulation symbols
may be precoded on each layer before transmission from the antenna ports. Multiantenna
diversity transmission of the conventional STTD converts to the form of space-frequency
block code for LTE. This is studied as bit interleaved coded modulation with space time
block codes e.g. in [114] and [115].)
For each channel coded word κ, the block of bits in a code word is transmitted on the
physical channel in one subframe. The block of bits are scrambled prior to modulation
in order to provide bit pattern dispersion and on the other hand better isolation to the
neighbour cell interference.
Up to two channel coded words can be transmitted in one subframe i.e. κ ∈ {0, 1}. In
multiantenna transmission, each code word (κ 0 alone or both κ0 and κ1 ) may be transmitted from any number of nt antenna ports, nt = 1, .., NT with the number of transmit
antennas NT .
For each code word, the block of scrambled bits is modulated using one of QPSK,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.19: Overview of the physical channel processing for the OFDMA. (a) Mapping of
transport block(s) of the transport channel to a physical channel shown in (b) for multiple
transmit antennas, which allows transmission of a single or multiple codewords.

16QAM, 64QAM alphabets resulting in a block of complex-valued modulation symbols.
After splitting the block of symbols to spatial layers for multiantenna transmission and after precoding, the block of complex-valued symbols for each antenna port (n t ) are mapped
in sequence to the subcarrier symbols i.e. frequency-time resource elements (k, l). This
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mapping is done in increasing order of first frequency (k) then time (l), so that frequency
diversity is achieved without a separate interleaving process.
Special resource element positions of the subframe are reserved for the Reference Symbols (RS) and synchronization sequences. The design of RS mapping patterns and the
RS sequences have a large impact to the system performance due their overhead and due
their large impact to channel estimation, equalization and handover measurements [51].
(nt )

The continuous time signal Sl

on antenna port (nt ) in OFDM symbol l in a downlink

slot is defined in [105] as (3.6),

(n )
Sl t (t)

−1
X

(nt )
ak(−)
=
,l
DL /2c
k=−bNBW

·e

j2πk∆fsc (t−NCP,l Ts )

+

DL /2e
dNBW

X

(n )

t
· ej2πk∆fsc (t−NCP,l Ts ) (3.6)
ak(+)
,l

k=1

DL
DL
for 0 ≤ t < (NCP,l + N ) × Ts , where k(−) = k + bNBW
/2c , k(+) = k + bNBW
/2c − 1, N = 2048,
DL
P RB
NBW
= NPDL
RB NSC

(n )

, the subcarrier spacing is ∆fsc = 15kHz and ak,lt is the complex value

content of resource element (k, l) on antenna port n t .
OFDMA signal is known to have high peak-to-average power ratio at high probability due to large number of subcarriers, where amplitude modulated symbols (QAM) are
present at the same time. This phenomenon is not very critical in the eNodeB transmitter,
where high linearity of the power amplifier extends over a large dynamic range. Anyway,
clipping of the peaks will convert to wideband noise, part of which will remain as inband
noise. The higher is the clipping threshold, the lower is the probability of exceeding the
threshold, and the smaller is the effective noise power of the clipped signal.
In the UE transmitter, the constraints are very different, because the transmitted
average power is strictly limited (by the emission law) and because the dynamic range of
the power amplifier cannot be increased without a large impact to the Cubic Metric, which
is proportional to the 6th power of the signal amplitude [116][117]. For uplink transmission,
a scheme with a low peak-to-average power ratio is always preferred [118][119], because
it shows a lower Cubic Metric, which impacts on power efficiency (power consumption)
and physical design (cubic dimension) of the device. The lower peak-to-average-power
ratio allows operating at higher power inside the given average power constraints, which
increases cellular coverage or increases throughput at the cell edge. Vice versa, offering
coverage at desired BLock Error Rate (BLER) for a given amplitude modulated (QAM)
symbol sequence, low peak-to-average power ratio consumes less transmit power, increases
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coverage efficiency and contributes to a longer battery activity time.
The main reason for the preference of a single carrier transmission in uplink is the lower
peak-to-average power ratio. In LTE, uplink transmission scheme is precoded OFDMA,
where DFT precoding actually generates a single carrier waveform instead of the multicarrier one. Single Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) transmission of LTE is motivated by
operating in the transform domain that enables freqeuncy domain equalization similar to
that of the multicarrier OFDMA [120][121][118][10][102].
DFT precoding has further benefits, as DFT spreads each and every modulated symbol
to the butterfly outputs over the full (frequency domain) subband, which is allocated to a
user. DFT spreading is a powerful operation against narrowband (or coloured) interference
that can harm OFDM transmission on a narrow subcarrier [100]. For its precoding choice,
LTE uplink transmission scheme is also known as DFT-spread-OFDMA [122].
In LTE, uplink multi-user multiplexing is done by the IFFT that is executed over
the full system bandwidth by all the UEs, see e.g. [122]. Each UE maps the modulated
symbol block by DFT to the uniquely reserved (allocated) frequency bins, so that the
transmissions of different UEs are orthogonal in frequency. In order the IFFT to keep
the orthogonality, transmit timing of the UEs have to be sufficiently accurate, i.e. the
transmissions by different UEs at the receiver need to have timing accuracy much smaller
than the CP. This requirement is not too demanding, as the OFDM symbol period and its
cyclic extensions are lengthy in time (e.g. compared to a spread chip period of WCDMA).
OFDM transmitter and receiver are computationally very efficient especially because of
their frequency domain operations.
In LTE standard, DFT precoding was selected because of its favourable properties
[123][119]. Yet, the drawback of a generic DFT is its computational complexity for certain
transform sizes. LTE channel allocation works in multiples of 12 subcarriers (one PRB),
and in principle any allocation of k · 12 would be needed. The analysis e.g. in [38] shows
that the complexity increases, when radix set of the DFT is increased from two (FFT).
By adding more radixes, a tighter space is created and more PRB options become feasible
for allocation. Radix of 2, 3 and 5 at least are known to have efficient, well optimized,
implementations [8]. On the other hand, they already provide a tight space of PRBs for
small bandwidth allocations (a low number of PRBs). The granularity of PRBs for wider
band allocations i.e. large values of k is not as tight, but it is well sufficient. Increasing the
radix set e.g. by radix 7 would bring some new lattice points to the feasible set, especially
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for the large values of k. This however adds DFT complexity significantly and does not pay
much in added PRB granularity, because there exists a large degree of scheduling freedom
anyway, when multiple users are present. Dropping radix 5 from the set is not feasible,
because full band allocations of {72, 180, 300, 600, 900, 1200} subcarriers obviously require
that.

3.5.2

Transform precoding

SC-FDMA transmitter with functional blocks is shown in Fig. 3.20. Each transport channel bit stream is first channel coded, scrambled and modulated to a set of complex-valued
modulation symbol alphabets. The modulation symbols are DFT precoded and further
mapped to the physical resource elements (subcarrier resources) to generate a complexvalued time domain signal. The block of bits is transmitted on the physical uplink shared
channel in one subframe. The block of bits is scrambled with a UE-specific scrambling
sequence prior to modulation. The modulation uses one of QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM alphabets resulting in a block of complex-valued symbols. The block of complex-valued
P U SCH sets, each corresponding
symbols m(0), .., m(Msymb−1 ) is divided into (Msymb )/Msc
P U SCH is the number of allocated subcarriers to a user.
to one SC-FDMA symbol. Msc

SC-FDMA symbols are isolated in time-domain from each other by the cyclic extension
of signal waveforms to provide interblock orthogonality in a dispersed channel similar to
OFDM symbols. Transform precoding is applied according to [105] as (3.7).

1

P U SCH
+ k) = q
z(l · MSC
P U SCH
MSC

P U SCH −1
MSC

X

P U SCH
m (l · MSC
+ i) · e

−j

2πik
M P U SCH
SC

i=0

P U SCH
k = 0, .., MSC
−1

(3.7)

P U SCH
l = 0, .., Msymb /(MSC
− 1)

resulting in a block of complex-valued, precoded symbols z(0), .., z(M symb−1 ). The block of
complex-valued symbols on the Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) are multiplied
with the amplitude scaling factor β P U SCH . The symbols are mapped to the frequency-time
resource elements (k, l) corresponding to the subcarriers of the allocated physical resource
blocks. The mapping is in increasing order of first frequency (k) then time (l), so that
frequency diversity is achieved without a separate interleaving process. Special symbol
positions in PUSCH are reserved for Demodulation Reference Symbols (DMRS).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.20: Overview of the physical channel processing for the SC-FDMA or precoded
OFDMA. (a) Mapping of a transport block of the transport channel to a physical channel
shown in (b) for a single transmit antenna and in (c) for multiple transmit antennas.
Precoded mapping and spatial layer multiplexing is omitted in the uplink transmission.

The continuous time signal Sl (t) in SC-FDMA symbol l in an uplink slot is defined in
[105] by (3.8),
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U L /2e−1
dNBW

Sl (t) =

X

ak(−) ,l · ej2π(k+1/2)∆fsc (t−NCP,l Ts )

(3.8)

U L /2c
k=−bNBW

for 0 ≤ t < (NCP,l + N ) × Ts , where

UL
L
P RB
N = 2048, NBW
= NPURB
NSC
determines the adaptive

transmission bandwidth, the subcarrier spacing is ∆f sc = 15kHz and ak,l is the complex
UL
value content of resource element (k, l). N BW
takes values that are multiples of the PRB
P RB
UL
size of NSC
and can be expressed as radix {2,3,5} so that N BW
= 2r1 3r2 5r3 · NSC , where

r1 ≥ 0, r2 ≥ 0, r3 > 0.

3.5.3

LTE reference receivers

OFDMA and SC-FDMA signals, as block transmissions, can generically be received by
the FFT algorithm. The receiver sample window is positioned to contain the dominant
multipath propagated signal components. The filtering window may partly consist of the
CP period, however, only the samples of the symbol (without CP) are transformed to the
frequency domain for baseband processing of the channels. Oversampling is required in
the receiver.
OFDMA receiver includes time and frequency synchronization, channel estimation,
frequency domain equalization and channel decoding. Subcarrier demodulator and symbol
demapper are fundamental blocks as well. The receiver algorithms are revisited in Chapter
4.
The signal model of OFDM block transmission receiver is,

r[n] =

∞
X

h[n] s[n − k],

(3.9)

k=0

where s[n] is the transmit symbol sequence or the signal vector s = [s 1 s2 s3 · · · sn ]
and r[n] is the receive symbol sequence or the symbol vector r = [r 1 r2 r3 · · · rn ]
over a time-variant, dispersive, frequency selective channel (doubly spread or doubly
dispersive wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) channel) h [84]. The
expected normalized transmit power is E{ss H } = σs2 IN with the identity matrix IN .
For a multiantenna transmitter with N T antennas, the input signal matrix becomes
s = [s(1) , s(2) , s(3) , . . . , s(NT ) ]T . For a multiantenna receiver with N R antennas, the received signal matrix becomes r = [r(1) , r(2) , r(3) , . . . , r(NR ) ]T . LTE with multiantenna
transmission is analysed recently in [124].
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For a block transmission system (as OFDMA and SC-FDMA in LTE) the symbol
blocks, with cyclic convolution and cyclic extension longer than the channel, will truncate
and repeat. Therefore, once windowing and sampling are proper, the receiver may be
implemented by the FFT.
The block transmission of input sequence s of symbol block size [n] can be written for
the received signal as (3.10).

r = Hs + v,

(3.10)

where the noise vector v = [v1 v2 v3 · · · vn ] received by multiple antennas is v =
[v(1) , v(2) , v(3) , . . . , v(NR ) ]T and its expected value is E{vv H } = σv2 I. With transform
e and yet inserting the CP into the precoding vector we get,
precoding F



we get,

ICP
IN



e=F
F

r=H F s+v

(3.11)

Here, H is N × N Toeplitz circulant matrix. The fundamental property of a circulant
matrix is that it can be diagonalized as,

H = W Λ WH
with Λ(i, j) =

PL

l=0 h(l)e

−j· 2πil
N

(3.12)

of the FFT transform. Λ is a diagonal matrix, whose

diagonal elements are the values of the FFT calculated over N sinusoids. W includes
entries W (c, d) =

e j·2cd/N
√
N

, and because W is unitary, W −1 = WH holds. Therefore, the

only inversion needed in this reference receiver to calculate H −1 is the inversion of Λ,
which is diagonal. The multiplication by W and W H can be implemented by the FFT.

Therefore, in the diagonalized form of (3.13),

r = WΛWH Fs + v

(3.13)

multiplying by WH from the left side gives the MMSE equalized receive signal vector z.
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z = Λ WH Fs + WH v,

(3.14)

where z = WH r gives the estimate of the transmit signal b
s. Having precoding F = W,

we get

z = Λs + w, 2

(3.15)

and since Λ is diagonal we get zsc = Λ(sc : sc) ssc + wsc = Hsc ssc + wsc with subcarrier
index sc = 1, .., Nsc . In this manner, OFDM converts the time dispersive channel into N sc
flat fading (narrowband) channels. The equalizer for OFDM is simple and it only requires
a single complex channel coefficient per subcarrier [125].

M M SE : sbsc =

∗
σs2 Hsc
zsc
|Hsc |2 σs2 + σv2

Ideally and without noise, the signal estimate is sbsc =

1
Hsc zsc .

(3.16)
With noise, the division

by Hsc may additionally result in noise enhancement while equalizing the channel for the

wanted signal.
The imperfections of OFDM reference receiver are due to inaccuracy of frequency
synchronization and phase noise. Accuracy of time synchronization and timing advance
are not that critical because of the long symbol duration and CP. In LTE, subcarrier
dimensioning is practical providing robustness for small frequency errors and Doppler
tolerance, even in high velocity channels. Error due to classical Doppler spread can be
kept below about +/-2% of subcarrier spacing. (For other OFDM systems like DVB and
some WiMax profiles that use narrow subcarrier spacing of order 1 to 2 kHz, frequency
accuracy and Doppler tolerance are critical issues indeed.) Accurate frequency operation
is important to keep the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) small, especially so for the high
order modulations.
IFDMA and subcarrier distributed OFDMA mappings would seem to benefit of maximal frequency diversity for all the multiplexed payloads (as was the choice for WiMax).
However, due to imperfect timing between users and due to synthesizer circuitry, the
receiver experiences a noise floor between the distributed frequency bins, instead of the
perfect sinc function of the OFDM transform. In presence of noise floor with non-perfect
power control between different users, the SINR actually gets limited by the phase noise
2

w is the equivalent noise vector with statistical properties equal to v
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floor of the other user received at higher signal power. The localized or clustered localized
mapping of multiple adjacent frequency bins provide much lower phase noise floor between the disjoint frequency bins, and hence the other user does not become that limited
compared to subcarrier distributed mappings. The frequency diversity of localized and
clustered localized mapping can equally be achieved by frequency hopping, by reallocating
retransmission resources or by PRB-level distribution.
The power spectral density of phase noise η ph may be estimated by a Lorenzian distribution in (3.17).

ηph

1
= ·
π

R

f3dB S(f )df +

S(f ) = FFT

R


S(f
)df
· f3dB
−f3dB

2
f 2 + f3dB



Z

∞

S ∗ (x)(t + x) dx ,

(3.17)

(3.18)

−∞

where signal power S is integrated over the signal representation in frequency domain,
which is the Fourier transfom of the signal autocorrelation function in (3.18) instead of
the signal itself, because a signal with non-zero mean power is not square integrable. The
synthesizer bandwidth is f3dB [98].

3.6
3.6.1

Alternative transmission techniques
Multicarrier waveforms

OFDM is the prevalent technique to generate multicarrier waveforms, however many other
alternative techiques exist in the literature [126]. Some of the most attractive alternatives
are based on filterbank transforms, also known as lapped transforms [127]. Lapped orthogonal transforms execute block transform coding, which preserve orthogonality both
in time and in frequency over a block of symbols. In lapped transforms, time domain
symbol block is localized by a finite pulse shape waveform other than a rectangular window. OFDM, on the contrary, uses a rectangular window for pulse shaping, which suffers
from multipath propagation that turns to severe interblock interference, unless successive
symbol blocks are isolated by a guard interval longer than the delay spread of the channel,
see Section 3.4.1. A lapped transform, instead, can sustain situation, where the successive
symbol blocks overlap, because their waveforms keep orthogonality also in the time domain
sliding window. In a multipath delay dispersive channel, the orthogonality of overlapping
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symbol blocks can still be restored in the receiver, whenever the channel is equalized perfectly and if the filterbank has the perfect reconstruction property [127][128][129]. Hence,
lapped transform filterbanks provide a natural extension of a regular block transform.
OFDM is favoured in practical implementations for its computational simplicity and
easy equalization. The guard interval adds overhead, but it can be kept percentually small
by a proper system design of subcarrier spacing and symbol length. Filterbanks are studied as a challenger technique, whose computational complexity, especially for equalization,
is critical. Benefits of filterbanks include lack of cyclic extension overhead and possibility
to design wider bandwidth subcarriers compared to OFDM [130]. Wider subcarrier bandwidth reduces computational complexity, improves tolerance for narrowband interference
and further increases tolerance to frequency inaccuracy and Doppler shift. Due to properties of lapped transforms, training sequence design and modulation technique will differ
from OFDM. Briefly, traininig sequence symbols cannot be multiplexed with data symbols
in a scattered manner and the modulation alphabet has to be pulse amplitude modulation
rather than quadrature amplitude modulation because of the required phase properties.
The filterbank transforms, their time-frequency properties, their reconstruction properties and their implementation techniques impact largely on the obtained performance. The
filterbank techniques include; Gaussian basis functions e.g. Isotropic Orthogonal Transform Algorithm (IOTA) based on FFT transform and Offset QAM modulation, better
known DFT filterbanks [127][131], modulated lapped transforms, extended lapped transforms, cosine modulated filterbanks [132][133][98] (known from Digital Subscriber Lines,
DSL, xDSL, vDSL) and cosine/sine-modulated (exponential) filterbanks. In Section 3.6.2,
a filterbank solution based on cosine/sine modulated filterbank is introduced because of its
favourable properties for a radio channel. Unlike single-sided DFT and IOTA transforms,
which only allow modulation of the real-branch of the signal, the cosine/sine-modulated
filterbank can provide complex modulated symbols that have information contents on
both the I-branch and Q-branch. This obviously suits well for radio transmission, which
happens over a complex coefficient radio channel. A transmission technique like this will
increase spectral efficiency.

3.6.2

Modulated and extended lapped transforms

Modulated lapped transforms are based on cosine or sine modulation of a prototype filter
h(n), where the length of the basis functions L = 2M , where 2M is the number of sub54

carriers of the transform. Extended lapped transforms are similar to modulated lapped
transforms, however with longer basis functions of arbitrary length L > 2M . Extended
lapped transforms provide more flexibility to the practical system design, where subcarrier
bandwidth and pulse shaping functions are critical.
An attractive filterbank design for radio communications is based on both cosine and
sine modulation, hence also referred to as exponential or complex modulated filterbank
(ej

φ

= cos(φ) + j sin(φ)) [134][135][136][36]. This structure preserves complex signal pre-

sentation, and it allows the use of both I-branch and Q-branch for information transmitted
over the complex coefficient radio channel. Baseband modulation happens per subcarrier
by the chosen alphabet (PAM or QAM) and it forms the modulated input vector for the
filterbank structure. The structure is shown in [34], where transmultiplexer provides complex I/Q-symbol pair by cross-connecting a cosine-modulated synthesis filterbank and a
sine-modulated synthesis filterbank. In the receiver, oversampling is necessary and the receiver has to consist of duplicated cross-connected cosine-modulated and sine-modulated
analysis filterbanks so that both the I-branch and the Q-branch will have a complex symbol representation. The information of the symbol stream is fully present in the real-part
of the I-branch and in the real-part of the Q-branch respectively. However, processing the
whole complex received signal (both for the I-branch and for the Q-branch) allows equalization errors be cumulated solely to the imaginary part. As the imaginary part is finally
discarded and purely the real-part is restored and demodulated, the cosine/sine-modulated
filterbank enables perfect equalization in theory. In practice, equalization suffers, as always, from slight degradation of channel estimation inaccuracy. Channel equalization for
a cosine/sine-modulated filterbank is described and analyzed e.g. in [34][36].

3.6.3

Single carrier waveforms

Similar to a frequency domain SC-FDMA receiver based on Fourier transform, it is possible
to have a filterbank solution for frequency domain equalization of a single carrier transmission. This structure is based on cross-connected cosine and sine modulated analysis
filterbanks, as shown in [134] which executes the transform of complex I-branch and Qbranch signals to the complex frequency domain subbands. After the subband signals are
equalized, solely their real-part is restored and transformed back to time domain, again by
cross-connected cosine and sine modulated synthesis filterbanks. Channel equalization and
mitigation of narrowband interference in the cosine/sine-modulated filterbank structure is
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described and analyzed e.g. in [33][35][37].
There exists yet an alternative way of creating the SC-FDMA waveform, instead of
transform domain processing. We call this structure Single Carrier implementation using
Fractional Interpolation (SCiFI), and it is prsented in [38]. SCiFI is based on equivalent
matrix representation of the transform, matrix multiplication and fractional interpolation.
This structure provides a generalization that does not need DFT and avoids DFT radix set
selection. Further, SCiFI can be made computationally comparable to the overall DFTIFFT signal generation, if channel filtering is included to the complexity comparison. On
the other hand, SCiFI suffers slightly from an approximation error that is inherent to the
polynomial interplolator. This approximation error is however low and it can be scaled
well below the noise floor of the radio channel.
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Chapter 4

Receiver algorithms
In Chapter 4, the essential receiver algorithms are represented and their signal processing formulation is derived in key contents. First, the fundamentals of channel estimation and signal detection by the maximum likelihood decoding in Section 4.2.1 and its
computational simplifications in Sections 4.2.2 are introduced. Next, channel equalization with the algorithms for a Zero Forcing (ZF) equalizer and for a Linear Minimum
Mean-Squared Error (LMMSE) equalizer are given for the spread spectrum chip sequences
(WCDMA/HSPA) in Section 4.3. In Section 4.5, these algorithms are further extended to
the multiantenna transmissions. However, before that, an important discussion on multiantenna reception is covered in Section 4.4. Multiantenna reception allows signal combining gains and interference rejection or interference cancellation opportunities, despite
of the number of transmit antennas. The receiver algorithms, without loss of generality,
can be tailored for different transmission techniques, and hence many of them are applicable to both WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE. In this Chapter, the repetition of each
algorithm for each and every transmission system is avoided, and the most relevant representation is given instead. Yet, the special characteristics of the transmission technique
is that makes the use of a specific algorithm attractive for it, whereas another algorithm
remains in a marginal role in practise. With this reasoning for LTE, the FFT equalizer
is given first in Section 4.6.1, and next, the most powerful QRDM and turbo iterative
receivers are derived in Section 4.6.2 and Section 4.6.3 respectively. The algorithms given
in this Chapter are selectively in concrete use for the system performance simulations in
Chapter 9.
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4.1

Channel estimation and tap solver

Receiver algorithms require estimation of the channel, the signal and interference as a
pre-requisite to equalize and decode the expected transmitted symbol sequence [137]. The
WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE provide reference symbol sequences (pilot signals) for
pilot-aided channel estimation i.e. to solve the complex channel coefficients of the channel
filtering taps. In WCDMA and WCDMA/HSPA, the pilot is a time-continuous directspread wideband sequence. In LTE, the pilot sequence is modulated to subcarrier symbol
elements in dense grid of frequency and time domain positions. These signal sequences are
specific to a cell and are known after the cell search procedure, which reliably correlates
and detects these sequences from noise.
The received signal power can be estimated by integrating the transmitted sequence
over the reference symbol periods. The interference is measured as the total received
power over the reference symbol periods subtracted by the power of the desired signal.
In case these measures additionally use integration over the data symbols, a data-aided
estimation is in question. The channel estimates and power measurements are needed for
channel equalization and to calculate the SINR metric.

4.2
4.2.1

Signal detection
ML receiver

In general, the maximum likelihood detector computes the squared Euclidean distance
between the received vector and all possible transmitted vectors (of the training set i.e.
the pilot sequence). The detected vector is the one with the minimum Euclidean distance.
The ML detector is given e.g. in [138][139] by
2

b
s = arg min r − Λ s ,
s

(4.1)

where Λ = H F includes the complex channel matrix H and precoding F, if present.
The receiver detects the symbol sequence s in a received signal with noise plus interference with the minimum probability of detection error, thus the detector maximises the
a posteriori probability for sequence b
s,


b
s = arg max p(s r)
s
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(4.2)

b
s = arg max
s

n p(r s) · P (s) o
,
P (r)

(4.3)

which is the maximum likelihood with p(·) as the joint probability density function and
P (·) as the probability of an event. So, p(r s) is the joint probability of the event that
vector r was received in the condition that vector s was transmitted. P (s) is the probability
that vector s was actually transmitted. P (r) is the probability that vector r was received.
As the computation of metrics for all the possible transmit vectors is heavy, simplifications of the ML algorithm are important, and some examples of them are presented
in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.6.2. The Rake receiver (see Section 3.3.3) is also an ML receiver
(optimum receiver) in the conditions of additive white Gaussian noise channel but not in
a multipath fading nor correlating channels.

4.2.2

M receiver

M receiver is so called reduced maximum likelihood search detector, which instead of the
comprehensive tree search algorithm of the ML detector, applies tree search pruning algorithms. In the M-algorithm, at each level of the tree all the possible symbol constellations
are kept, but a reduced set of survivors of the detection path with the best metrics of
the log-likelihood-ratio (LLR) are passed to the next search round. In order to get good
decoding results, soft symbol output must be generated at each round. It is known in
the literature [138][139] that max-log-map approximation can be exploited to compute the
required LLR [140].

4.3

Channel equalization

Channel equalization can be done by conventional means such as the zero forcing or MMSE
algorithms. Equalization of multi-antenna signals is an extension thereof. Here, equalization by LMMSE is shortly visited for the spread spectrum signals (WCDMA/HSPA) and
for the block transmission OFDM signals (LTE).
The signal model for the impulse response of the channel between transmit antenna n t
and receive antenna nr for a pulse shaped chip sequence,

h(nr ) (t) =

LX
h −1

h(nr ) [k] prrc (t − kTc ),

k=0
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(4.4)

where prrc is the pulse shaped root-raised cosine (rrc) spectrum and L h Tc is the length of
the multipath delay spread of channel realization h. In (4.4) the channel coefficients are
discretized to chip intervals kTc including at most Lh taps. (The channel taps actually
represent the discretized coefficients of the channel power delay profile. In a typical urban
5 MHz channel about six dominant taps are sufficent to describe the power delay profile,
whereas a highly selective wideband channel may require at least twenty taps). The
received signal is sampled at integer chip intervals t = nT c with an oversampled multiple
of chip rate 1/Tc .
The signal vector received at the (n r )th antenna after convolution with the channel
matched filter is,
r (nr ) [n] =

X
n

b (nr ) (t − nTc ),
s[n] · h

(4.5)

where the received signal r (nr ) [n] is sampled at instants t = nTc with the chip rate 1/Tc .
s[n] is the transmit symbol sequence, or a symbol vector s), to be equalized in the receiver.
Each element si in the symbol vector s has the actual length of the chip sequence N ch , and
each chip is represented by a complex sample. The equalizer length is L f for the channel
b (nr ) is of
from transmit antenna nt to receive antenna nr , where the estimated channel h

length Lh . In the literature [141], it is shown that increasing the equalizer length increases

the performance, and the equalizer length should preferably be much longer than the
channel (Lf >> Lh ).
Receiving the signal sequence from a single transmit antenna n t by multiple receive
b (nr ) . Channels h(nr ) are
antennas nr = 1, .., NR operates over the estimated channels h

often assumed independent in analytical calculations, but in reality interpath correlation
appears.

4.3.1

Zero forcing equalizer

The synthesis of the ZF equalizing filters g (nr ) by NR antennas over a sequence of [n]
symbols is based on minimizing the output noise power subject to the ZF constraint.
That is, minimize according to (4.6).

min

g (nr ) [n]

Lf −1

X 

|g (1) [n]|2 + |g (2) [n]|2 + · · · + |g (NR ) [n]|2

n=0

subject to:
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(4.6)



h(1) [n] ∗ g (1) [n] + h(2) [n] ∗ g (2) [n] + · · · + h(NR ) [n] ∗ g (NR ) [n] = δ[n − D],

(4.7)

where D is an integer chip delay, Lf is the equalizer length and NR is the number of
receive antennas, nr = 1, .., NR . In matrix form, the ZF constraint may be expressed as

Hg ZF = [H(1) , H(2) , H(3) , . . . , H(NR ) ][g(1) , g(2) , g(3) , . . . , g(NR ) ]T = δ D ,

(4.8)

where δ D is a matrix of all zeros, but 1 in (D − 1) th unit delay position. H(nr ) is the
((Lh − 1) + Lf ) × Lf convolution matrix.
The zero forcing solution is

gZF = HH (HHH )−1 · δ D

4.3.2

(4.9)

LMMSE chip equalizer

LMMSE chip equalizer is based on the minimum mean-squared error criterion in (4.10).

arg min E
g

n


gT HT s + v − δ TD s

2

o

,

(4.10)

where s is the transmitted signal vector of length (L h − 1) + Lf . v is the noise vector of
length Lf , zero mean and variance σv2 . For spread, scrambled sequences, the codes are
random independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequences. Thus, covariance of the
signal is E{ssH } = σs2 I.
The LMMSE equalizer becomes,

−1 H
gM M SE = σs2 σs2 HH H + σv2 I
H δD

−1
= σs2 HH σs2 HHH + σv2 I
δD ,

(4.11)

∝ HH R−1 δ D

where HHH = R−1 with the channel covariance matrix R, and the solution uses Cholesky
decomposition. The optimal value is found at,

d = arg min diag(HHH + σv2 I)−1 .
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(4.12)

At low SNR, the LMMSE of (4.11) can be written,

gM M SE ∝ HH δ D ,

(4.13)

which (4.13) is comparable to Rake. At high SNR, the LMMSE of (4.11) can be written,

gM M SE ∝ HH HHH

−1

δD ,

(4.14)

which (4.14) is comparable to ZF without the noise enhancement property. In the LMMSE
equation, Cholesky decomposition acts as a tap solver for a well-conditioned system of
linear equations. For ZF, the matrix inversion includes ill-conditioned channel matrix
instead.

4.4

Multiantenna receivers, combining and interference rejection

4.4.1

Maximum Ratio Combining

Maximum Ratio Combining of the signal received by multiple antennas is well known for
spread spectrum signals. Here, the equations are shown for a frequency selective OFDM
transmission over a subcarrier index (sc). SINR of the combined signal, transmitted from
antenna nt and received by antennas nr = 1, .., NR in a single tap channel per subcarrier
is,

SIN Rsc

NR
(n )
(n ,n ) (n ,n )∗
Psc t X
L Ω |hsc r t hsc r t |
P
,
=
·
Itotal + σv2
NT n =1

(4.15)

r

(n )

where Psc t is the transmitted power to the receiver from antenna n t on the subcarrier
(n ,nt ) (nr ,nt )∗
hsc
|

(sc), L is the pathloss, Ω is the shadow fading and |h sc r

is the frequency selec-

tive multipath fading component (a single coefficient) of the channel h between antennas
(nt , nr ) on the subcarrier (sc). MRC requires a single-stream transmission, which however could be transmitted from multiple antennas n t sharing the total transmit power
BW
P T PNsc
(nt )
PT = N
sc=1 Psc .
nt =1
The received subcarrier SINR including multipath propagation is,
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2
(hH
sc hsc )
hH
sc Rsc,vv hsc

SIN Rsc = α

(4.16)

with combining loss α, 0 < α ≤ 1 and the interference plus noise on the subcarrier (sc) is,

Rsc,vv =

NX
I −1

2
isc,j iH
sc,j + σv I,

(4.17)

j=0

where isc,j is the interferer vector (i) on the subcarrier (sc) for a number of interferers
j = 0, .., NI − 1. For a block transmission with a block size equal to a PRB of LTE,
2
T r{HH
P RB HP RB }
(4.18)
T r{HH
P RB RP RB,vv HP RB }
P
T r(·) is the trace operator as the sum of the diagonal elements i aii . HP RB is a matrix of

SIN RP RB = α

(n ,nt )

elements hi,sc such that hi,scr

is the ith channel path on the subcarrier (sc) from antenna

P RB , n = 1, .., N and n = 1, .., N .
nt to nr . i = 0, .., Lh − 1, sc = 1, .., Nsc
t
T
r
R

4.4.2

Interference Rejection Combining

Interference Rejection Combining (IRC) applies for a single-stream transmission as MRC,
but IRC provides notable interference rejection combining gains especially at low SINR
in the presence of dominant interferers. IRC improves cell-edge performance compared to
MRC by reducing structured interference.
The signal model for multiple receive antenna IRC is,

r(nr ) = H F s + v,

(4.19)

where r(nr ) is the received signal by antenna nr , for all antennas nr = 1, .., NR and the
received signal is NR × 1 vector. H is NR × NT channel matrix, when multiple transmit
antennas also exist. F is NT × 1 precoding vector, v is NR × 1 noise plus interference

vector and Λ = H F is the effective NR × NT channel. PT = |ssH | is the average power
for transmit vector s.

_

After combining signals received from antennas n r = 1, .., NR , we get r . For maximizing SINR while combining signals from N R receive antennas, the optimum combining
provides,
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W = arg max SIN Rsc ,
w

(4.20)

where SIN Rsc is the SINR per subcarrier and W is the optimum combining vector of
antenna weights w. Thus,

SIN R =

W H ΛΛH W
· PT ,
W H Rvv W

(4.21)

where Rvv is the noise plus interference covariance matrix. IRC maximizes (4.21) by
choosing the weight vector,

W = R−1
vv Λ

(4.22)

W H = ΛH R−1
vv

(4.23)

W H = α ΛH R−1
vv

(4.24)

that is

or rather

with combining loss α. Now, for a subcarrier SINR,

−1
,
SIN Rsc = α hH
sc Rsc,vv hsc

(4.25)

where hsc is the NR × 1 channel matrix (a vector), Rsc,vv is the noise plus interference
covariance matrix and

Rsc,vv =

NX
I −1

2
isc,j iH
sc,j + σv I,

(4.26)

j=0

includes the interferers on a subcarrier (sc). Here,
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.
ID
..

.



 + σv2


includes the interference generated at the receiver by the dominant interferer on the di64

agonal. The ratio of the dominant single interferer power I D to the sum of the powers of

P I −1
other interferers, DIR = 10·log 10 ID / Nj=0
Ij + η and ID = maxj {Ij }. The dominant
j6=D

interference source per subcarrier may be different, particularly because of the frequency

selective propagation of the interfering transmissions.
It is feasible, instead of solely maximizing the received SIN R according to (4.20), to
joint optimize the SIN R with the LMMSE equalizer (4.12) i.e. to jointly maximize SIN R
and minimize MMSE. Hence we get optimal weighting,

,
W H = PT ΛH R−1
rr

(4.27)

where

Rrr = E rrH

(4.28)

is the covariance matrix of the received signal r.

4.4.3

Parallel Interference Cancellation

Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC) makes decisions based on parallel received signals of multiple antennas. The receiver cancels the strongest detected interferer from the
parallel received streams. As many interferers can be cancelled as are reliably detected.
Typically, the target is to cancel a single dominant interferer from the received symbol
stream. If a single dominant interferer does not exist, PIC typically does not gain, because it would require all or at least most of the interferers cancelled. In presence of many
interferers (DIR is small) and SIN R ∼ 0 dB, reliable interference cancellation is typically not possible. In presence of a single dominant interferer (DIR is large), interference
cancellation is typically possible and it gains especially when SIN R  0 dB.
For properties of the dominant interferer WCDMA/HSPA and LTE are very different.
In WCDMA/HSPA, a single dominant interferer is typically not found due to spreading
and scrambling operations that generate Additive White Gaussian Noise -like interferers
with close to equal powers (small DIR). In LTE, a receiver operates on a frequency selective
block transmission. Hence, even in the presence of many interferer sources, it is typical to
find a single dominant interferer per subcarrier (large DIR) due to independent frequency
selectivity of the interferers.
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4.4.4

Successive Interference Cancellation

Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) makes sequential decisions in the iterative receiver. At each iteration stage, the receiver regenerates the signal and cancels the strongest
detected interferer. The next iteration therefore includes signals with lower interference
and higher SINR, provided the interference detection was reliable in the previous stage
and the reliability labeling from the previous stage to the next stage is available without
too large latencies. Thus, signal detection and decoding reliability may increase stage by
stage with the expense of decoding latency.[142][143]

4.5

WCDMA/HSPA multiantenna receivers

The general principles of the chip equalizer presented in Section 4.3.2 are extended to
MIMO chip equalizer in Section 4.5.1 and further to the MIMO chip equalizer solution
with the LMMSE algorithm in Section 4.5.2. The chip equalizer performs well, but it has
computational challenges in long multipath propagated channels, where the dimensions of
the channel matrix will increase, which requires longer symbol vectors i.e. complex-valued
chip sequences to be equalized.

4.5.1

MIMO chip equalizer

In MIMO system model [92], there are N T transmit antennas and NR receive antennas,
hence the transmit signal vector s of (4.5) is indexed by the relevant transmit antenna
nt in (4.29) respectively. The bit stream is mapped to the modulation symbol alphabets
after spreading every bit by multiplying it with the channelization sequence c ch . The
(1)

(2)

(N )

channelization sequence is of length N c with chips cch , cch , . . . , cch c . The transmitted
chip symbol vector at antenna nt is,

(nt )
(nt )
s(nt ) = sn(nt ) sn−1
. . . sn−(((L

h −1)+Lf )−1)



,

(4.29)

where Lh is the length of the channel impulse response, L f is the equalizer length and
vector s(nt ) contains (Lh − 1) + Lf recent transmit symbols to be equalized in the receiver.
Now the transmitted symbol vectors s (nt ) of all transmit antennas NT , nt = 1, .., NT can
be stacked to the transmitted symbol matrix,
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T
s = s(1) , s(2) , s(3) , . . . , s(NT )

(4.30)

The frequency selective complex channels between the N T transmit and NR receive antennas are modelled by NR × NT band matrixes each of dimension Lf × ((Lh − 1) + Lf ).
The channel matrix between the (nt )th transmit and (nr )th receive antenna is given by



H(nr ,nt )

(n ,n )
h0 r t
(n ,n )
h1 r t
(n ,n )
h2 r t

0
...
0
...
0


(nr ,nt )

h0
0
...
0
...
0


(n ,n )
(n ,n )

h1 r t h0 r t
0
0
...
0


.
.
..
..


=
(n ,n )
(n ,n )
(n ,n )
 h(nr ,nt )
...
h 2 r t h1 r t h0 r t
0
...
0
 Lh −1

(n ,n )
(n ,n )

0
hLhr−1t
...
h0 r t
0 ...
0


..
..


.
.

(n ,n )
0
0
. . . 0 hLhr−1t

The received signal vector,

(nr )
(nr )
. . . rn−(L
r(nr ) = rn(nr ) rn−1

f −1)

at the (nr )th receive antenna is,

r(nr ) =

NT
X



H(nr ,nt ) s(nt ) .

(4.31)

(4.32)

nt =1

The signal model for MIMO system can be reformulated to,

r = Hs + v,

(4.33)

where s is the transmit symbol matrix from antennas n t , ∀nt = 1, .., NT according to (4.30)
and r is the receive symbol matrix at antennas n r , ∀nr = 1, .., NR according to,
T

r = r(1) , r(2) , . . . , r(NR ) .

(4.34)

The overall channel matrix is of dimension N R Lf × NT ((Lh − 1) + Lf ) and becomes,
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H(1,1)

H(1,2)

H(1,NT )

...



H(2,2) . . . H(2,NT )
 H(2,1)
H=

..

.

H(NR ,1) H(NR ,2) . . . H(NR ,NT )

and the received noise matrix of size N R · Lf is,











T
v = v(1) , v(2) , . . . , v(NR )

4.5.2

(4.35)

MIMO LMMSE chip equalizer

MIMO LMMSE chip equalizer for WCDMA/HSPA is presented in [144]. The equalizer
coefficients for reconstruction of the transmitted chip sequence from transmit antenna n t
is the argument vector minimizing (4.36).

H
arg min = E g(nt ) r − δ TD s
g(nt )

2

= J (g(nt ) ).

(4.36)

The minimization is done by deriving with respect to the equalizer coefficients g (nt )∗ .
∂J (g(nt ) )
(n )
= (σs2 HHH + σv2 I)g(nt ) − σs2 Hδ D t = 0.
∂g(nt )∗

(4.37)

This yields the equalizer coefficients for the chip symbol sequence (n),

g(nt ) = HHH +

σv2 −1
(n )
I
Hδ D t .
σs2

(4.38)

Again δ D is a zero vector with 1 at delay ((Lh − 1) + Lf )(nt − 1) + D, where D is the
delay of the equalized signal, D ≥ Lh . Now, the equalizer coefficients g (nt ) are given by
the receive matrix of all antennas n r = 1, .., NR for a transmit signal vector from antenna
nt .
T

g(nt ) = g(1,nt ) g(2,nt ) g(3,nt ) . . . g(NR ,nt ) ,

(4.39)

where the equalizer vector g (nr ,nt ) of length Lf is,

 (n ,n ) (n ,n )
(n ,n ) 
g(nr ,nt ) = g0 r t g1 r t . . . gLfr−1t
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(4.40)

and includes the equalizer coefficients for antenna pair (n r , nt ).

4.6

LTE multiantenna receivers

Multiantenna design for LTE is addressed e.g. in [145]. The signal model of flat fading
MIMO channel assuming uncorrelated transmit antennas N T and receive antennas NR
with precoding is,

r = H Fs + v,

(4.41)

where r ∈ CNR ×1 , H ∈ CNR ×NT , s ∈ CNT ×1 and v ∈ CNR ×1 . With correlated MIMO
channel, represented by H, without loss of generality we get,

1/2
1/2
H = ΣR Hw ΣT ,

(4.42)

where ΣT is the transmit antenna correlation matrix, Σ R is the receive antenna correlation
matrix and ΣT and ΣR are independent. Hw is the random channel matrix with noncorrelated, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries. With stacking the
elements of H to vector vec(H), we can write

1/2

h = vec(H) = ΣT

1/2 

⊗ ΣR

1/2

hw = Σh hw .

(4.43)

The Kronecker product ⊗ is element by element multiplication. Notation (·) 1/2 takes the
squareroot of Eigenvalues of the diagonal matrices generated from the full correlation ex1/2
pansion, or elementwise squareroot of the power correlation elements. Σ cmplx
y Σpow
T
T
1/2
and Σcmplx
y Σpow
. The Kronecker model neglects the joint spatial structure of corR
R
relation [146] and separates the correlation properties independently at the link ends.

This implies that the transmitter does not impact the spatial correlation properties of the
receiver.
The correlation coefficients (for complex numbers x and y) can be defined as the complex correlation ρcmplx = hx, yi, envelope correlation ρenv = h|x|, |y|i or power correlation
2

ρpow = h|x|2 , |y|2 i. For Rayleigh distributed signals ρ pow = ρcmplx . The full complex
correlation (amplitude and phase correlation) is required to properly model the MIMO
radio channel [147]. Channel measurements and spatial channel models for MIMO with
correlation are widely present e.g. in [148][149][150] and for wideband signals recently in
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[151][152]. For the system performance analysis in Chapter 9, the spatial channel model
correlation matrixes are given in [61].

4.6.1

FFT equalizer

Since Cholesky decomposition based tap solver requires huge amount of calculation, alternative solutions are favoured. The equalizer coefficients can be solved by the FFT
algorithm based on the fact that covariance matrix is first made circulant and then it is
diagonalized by the FFT matrix. In case, the covariance matrix is not circulant [138] by
nature, its modification to a circulant one may cause performance degradation. For spread
signals (WCDMA/HSPA), the covariance matrix is not as likely circulant than it is for
the block transformed signals (LTE). Of the FFT method, an inner-product and an outerproduct form exists [153]. The covariance matrix R can only be used in the outer-product
solution, whereas the inner-product solution requires matrix inversions of large N T × NR
matrices.
The first choice of equalization is to implement the equalizer as a time domain FIR filter
and to compensate the estimated channel b
h by the complex conjugate channel coefficients

b
h∗ . The channel convolution operation can, however, be alternatively implemented using
multiplication in frequency domain for computational savings. As described in Section

3.4.1, the FFT requires element-by-element vector multiplication in frequency domain,
which corresponds to the circular convolution in time domain. This circular operation yet
has to be made equivalent to the linear convolution in time domain. The FFT equalizer
can be implemented e.g. by a computationally simple overlap-add technique, shown as a
block diagram in Fig. 4.1. The overlap-add FFT first generates zero-padded signal vectors
(the length of the zero padding has to be longer than the channel and the equalizer i.e.
> Lh + Lf − 1), then executes element-by-element multiplication with weights and finally
makes element-by-element addition of the component vectors. After the inverse FFT, the
time domain signal consists of the overlap-add signal components, which correspond to
the convolution of the channel and the signal equalized by the weight vector W. This
equalized signal vector corresponds to the transmit signal vector similar to what could
be generated by the time domain equalizer that would require many more computational
operations per symbol block. The difference of the computational complexity of the tap
solver by time domain algorithms and by frequency domain algorithms is analysed e.g. in
[138][153]. The complexity increases as a function of the required equalizer length and the
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Figure 4.1: Frequency domain equalizer, a block diagram for the FFT based solution.

signal bandwidth. The complexity of the time domain algorithms get evident already in
the analysed 5 MHz band, as a function of increasing equalizer length.

4.6.2

QRDM receiver

QRDM receiver is an M-algorithm, which is applied to the modified receive vector and
modified channel matrix. QRDM is based on Q R decomposition of the channel matrix
H [142][143].

H = Q R,

(4.44)

where Q is unitary NR × NT matrix and R is upper triangular NT × NT matrix. The
received signal of original (4.41) (see also the discussion in Section 3.5.3 from (3.11) to
(3.15)) modified by the Q R decomposition is,

r = QR Fs + v.
The estimation of the transmitted signal (omitting precoding F),
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(4.45)

b
s = QH r = R s + Q H v .

(4.46)

As Q is unitary, the statistical properties of Q H v remain the same as for v. For estimation
of the signal transmitted from antenna n t , we get

b
s=r

(nt ,nt ) (nt )

s

+

NT
X

r(nt ,i) · s(i) + σv2 I.

(4.47)

i=(nt +1)

In here, (nt , nt ) diagonal elements are taken out of the sum and r (nt ,i) remain upper
triangular (i ≥ (nt + 1)). For a frequency selective block transmission of LTE, subcarrier
frequency indexes could be applied in the equations above. In (4.47), the off-diagonal
interference terms of the other transmit antennas may iteratively be detected and at least
partly cancelled.

4.6.3

Iterative turbo equalizer

Turbo equalization is an iterative joint-process of equalization and channel decoding, where
soft symbol output of the decoder gives feedback to the equalizer for setting the equalization weight vector. Turbo equalizer combines the excellent error correction capability of
the turbo decoder and soft symbol replica cancellation by adaptive linear filtering. Turbo
equalization for LTE is studied in [154]. The block diagram of Turbo equalizer is shown
in Fig. 4.2.
For the received signal in (4.41) the soft symbol replica cancellation actually reduces
interference from the received signal along the iterations as seen in (4.48)

e
r(nr ,nt ) = r(nr ,nt ) −

NT
X

i=1
i6=nt

b (nr ,i) · e
h
s(i)

(4.48)

b is the channel estimate and e
where e
s is the soft estimate of s, h
r is the soft estimate of
the received singal at the current iteration. In (4.48), the transmit and receive antenna

indexes (nr , nt ) are present. If combined signals from antennas n r = 1, .., NR are used, we
get the soft estimate

e
s(nt ) = WH

(nt )

_(nt )

r
·e

(4.49)

_ nt

where W(nt ) represents the filter coefficients and e
r
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the Turbo equalizer receiver for a multistream transmission.

bined receive vector from a single transmit antenna n t , as given in (4.50).
h
iT
e
r(nt ) = r̃(1,nt ) r̃(2,nt ) . . . r̃(NR ,nt ) .

(4.50)

The optimum filter is based on LMMSE, where the filter coefficients are updated for every
symbol. The MMSE filter used for the iteration is

W(nt ) =

NT
hX

i=1
i6=nt

b (i) · h
bH
h

(i)

+ σv2 I

i−1

(n )

b (nt ) · δ t
·h
D .

(4.51)

b (nt ) for ∀nt = 1, .., NT .
As an alternative, a matched filter solution exists by W (nt ) = h
Soft replicas are created by calulating the LLR for all channel symbols and mapping them

to the soft estimates e
s by a hyperbolic tangent function.
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Chapter 5

Packets and Internet protocols
5.1

Datagram representation

A packet in information technology is a formatted block of data carried by a packet mode
network. A packet consists of two kinds of data: control information and user data also
known as the payload. In hierarchical protocols, the payload typically contains a Service
Data Unit (SDU) of a higher layer protocol instead of ”user data”. The payload in a
datagram presentation may hence contain nested protocol segments inside, where in each
protocol layer a header indicates the next following header, which may be the next higher
protocol layer or a further options header of the same protocol layer.
Control information provides indications to categorize the user data inside a payload of
a packet and indications, where in the network nodes or where in the protocol machines the
payload needs to be delivered to. In the datagram of the Internet Protocol, the control
information includes at least the Internet source address and the Internet destination
address. In telecommunication protocols, the control information includes the channel
identity or the identity of the protocol entity for further processing. Typically, the control
information additionally includes a sequence number and an error detection code like
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) based on polynomial divisors. The delivery of payload
to the next processing node is generic in a sense that the next node may be a distant
apparatus apart in the network, may be a processing unit (a chip) apart in the same
apparatus or may just run in a different software module, task or a function in the same
processing unit. Control information is appended to the payload as a header and/or a
trailer. Communication protocols differ in their conventions for distinguishing between
Information Elements of the protocol and formatting the data contents of the packet.
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Exact definitions appear in the standard specifications, e.g. by IETF and 3GPP.
Datagram representation of a packet defines protocol hierarchies in nested format,
where each layer consist of headers relevant to that layer (e.g address, segment number, acknowledgement and length), bitfield indicators of packet control including the next
header descriptor and encapsulated next layer payload. Datagram presentation allows a
protocol machine to operate at each layer very fast interpreting controls of its own layer
only and passing the payload blindly to the next engine present in a recognized address.
Datagram format enables distributed protocol architectures and distributed processing of
a large number of packets per time unit despite of their varying contents.

5.2

Network protocols for packet communications

The thesis studies packet communications that for a wide area, global networking is implemented by the Internet protocols. The Internet protocols and Radio Access are functionally cooperative and intertwined and they together form the convergence of Mobility
and the Internet. The studies of fixed networking and radio access mobility may often
be separable, and it is possible to omit some of their properties, when studying one or
another.
The Internet protocols obviously impact the performance of the Radio Access Network
(RAN) (setup delays, transport delays, overhead) and the efficiency of the air interface.
It is of debate, how much should RAN see of these protocols. The baseline is of course
that the Internet protocols may act for session management, transmission control and
for routing in the transport network and are invisible to RAN. However, some of the
RAN bearer parameters have dependency on the Internet protocols and may need to be
derived from them, especially if QoS differentiation is expected. Further, Internet traffic
activity, packet sizes and packet overhead are largely dominated by the Internet protocol
in question. Say Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) typically generates large packets
(TCP segments), small overhead and very high but bursty loading of buffers, whereas
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) typically generates nearly constant size packets (small for
voice, large for video) with predictable packet arrival rate. On the other hand, if Internet
security is in use, the contents of the payload is not visible in the intermediate routing
nodes, neither in RAN and decision making may happen based on session level negotiations
and packet header fields. Because the packets appear in the traffic buffers of the UE and
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Figure 5.1: The classical TCP model. (a) Protocol hierarchy and (b) the relationship of
conventional protocols in different layers.

RAN, and because the radio protocol stack directly sees the Internet packets as its SDUs,
the source-destination behaviour of Internet flows need to be covered in relevant parts in
this thesis. The impact is visible in loading, packet arrival statistics, SDU size distributions
and overhead, as well it sets conditions for the segmentation, windowing, multiplexing and
signalling functions. All this finally contributes to the system performance measures.
The classical TCP protocol model in Fig. 5.1 illustrates the place of TCP in the protocol hierarchy and its relation to other protocols. The number of protocols has expanded
since the invention of the TCP model and their layered structure is vanishing towards
protocol engines interacting with each other. Fig. 5.2 shows a simplified example of a protocol environment experienced today. This thesis is more focused on the radio systems,
but selected aspects of the Internet protocols are covered of necessity throughout Section
5.2. The Internet protocols have impact also on the mobile network architecture covered in
Chapter 6 and the system performance in Chapter 9, therefore at least session initiation,
transmission control, user datagram, Internet and Ethernet protocols are described here,
as well as the essence of audio codecs with an impact to the protocol payload formats and
their header compression.

5.2.1

Session Initiation Protocol

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [155] is a session layer protocol in the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) reference model. In the TCP/IP reference model it is placed to
the application layer. SIP is accepted as the 3GPP signaling protocol in packet domain
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Figure 5.2: An example of a simplified protocol environment today. The layered structure
of protocols is vanishing, but there exist a jungle of protocols at least markup languages,
source codec protocols, multimedia types, session initation/description protocols, application layer protocols, transmission protocols and lower layer Ethernet protocols. In this
simple figure, e.g. authentication, discovery, mobility and domain name server protocols
are omitted.

and it is a part of the IP multimedia architecture for the Internet services in cellular
systems. SIP clients use TCP or UDP to connect to SIP servers. SIP is primarily used in
setting up and terminating voice or video calls, but it can be used for session initation of
any application using any combination of media types (Rich media). All voice and video
communications are then carried over a separate session layer protocol, typically Real-time
Transport Protocol (RTP) [156].

5.2.2

Transmission Control Protocol

Transmission Control Protocol [157] provides a connection-oriented service for the connectionless Internet. It is needed for applications that expect reliable data delivery. TCP
offers a robust service to its applications by four major properties. TCP is error-free, because lost segments may be recovered by retransmissions and the likelihood of data loss is
very small, except temporarily during congestion. TCP provides assured delivery for the
application, so that it gurantees finding the destination by the unique Internet address and
a port number. In case, destination cannot be found e.g. due to it is powered off, TCP will
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generate a failure indication to the application. TCP generates in-sequence delivery by
segmenting application data and windowing the received segments in order to feed them
to the application in sequence order. TCP avoids data duplication, because the segments
have a unique order by the segment numbers, and segment duplication can be detected
inside a large (32 bit) numbering space.
TCP operates end-to-end, so that it recognizes transmission control only at the ports
of the original source and at the ultimate destination of data. TCP does not participate at
the intermediate routers along the path, which is the duty of the Internet routing protocol
instead. This lets TCP adapt to the joint-properties over all intermediate and diverse
transmission paths that may exist between the source and the destination.
TCP always starts by connection establishment, which happens by three-way handshaking between the source and the destination, exchanging a Connect Request packet,
Connect Confirm Packet and an Acknowledgement Packet. These packets may readily include data payload. After connection establishment, TCP is governed by four algorithms
[158]; the slow start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit and fast recovery. TCP must
at minimum implement the slow start and the congestion avoidance algorithms. TCP has
two key variables per connection state: the congestion window (cwnd) and the receiver
advertised window (rwnd). The minimum of cwnd and rwnd governs the data transmission. The state variable slow start threshold (ssthresh) determines, whether the slow
start (cwnd < sstresh) or congestion avoidance (cwnd > sstresh) algorithm is used. By
these algorithms, TCP aggressively manages the bandwidth-delay -product of the transmission path. The conventional TCP algorithms have been developed for further improved
performance and faster start to the high capacity regimes, see e.g. Reno and new Reno
algorithms [158].
The client/server model has become one of the central ideas of network computing.
Most applications today use the client/server model, so does TCP. The client/server model
has been used to distinguish distributed computing by smaller dispersed computers from
the ”monolithic” centralized computing of mainframe (host) computers. Recently, this
distinction has largely disappeared though, as even the mainframes have also turned to
the client/server model and become part of the network computing architecture. The roles
of client and server are briefed below.
A client is known as the sender of the Connect Request packet. The client initiates
requests, waits and receives replies and usually connects to a small number of servers at
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Figure 5.3: TCP header format and the payload.

a time. The client software often directly interacts with the end user device. A server
is known as the receiver of the Connect Request packet sent by a client. The server is
passive, it waits for requests from clients and upon reception of a request, processes them
and serves replies. A server usually accepts connections from a large number of clients,
but it does not directly interact with the end user devices. Another type of network
architecture is known as peer-to-peer, where each node or instance of the program can
simultaneously act as both a client and a server. Both the client-server and peer-to-peer
architectures are in wide use today, evidently so in mobile communications.
TCP header format [157] is show in Fig. 5.3 and its most important fields are described below. Source Port and Destination Port (together with IP Source Address
and IP Destination Address) form a universally addressable communication connection for
an application. Sequence Number gives the index of the first data octet in this segment.
Acknowledgment Number indicates the next Sequence Number, the sender of the Acknowledgment expects to receive. It thus acknowledges correct reception of all segments up
to this Sequence Number. Acknowledgments actually drive the activity of the data sender.
Window indicates, how many bytes of data the sender of this field, i.e. the data receiver,
is willing to accept. Control flags are needed for special situations, e.g. to urge delivery
of a segment or to avoid silly window syndrome by synchronizing the Sequence Numbers
at the transmitter and the receiver. The control flags include; URG: Urgent Pointer field
significant, ACK: Acknowledgment field significant, PSH: Push Function, RST: Reset
the connection, SYN: Synchronize sequence numbers, FIN: No more data from sender.
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Figure 5.4: UDP header format and the payload.

5.2.3

User Datagram Protocol

User Datagram Protocol [159] has the format shown in Fig. 5.4, and it provides a connectionless service for the application protocols. It optionally includes the application Source
Port number and the mandatory Destination Port number. UDP is transaction oriented, thus delivery and duplicate protection are not guranteed. UDP is often used for
real-time applications, especially conversational ones, where reliable delivery by end-node
retransmissions is not feasible within the delay constraints anyway. Any retransmissions
and acknowledgements by end-nodes would just increase the packet discard probability
due to exceeded packet life-time. As well, UDP is often used for high volume real-time
media services, where single packet losses are not that critical for the user perception
of quality and where the retransmission might unnecessarily congest the network. UDP
anyhow is flexibe for variable payload and it includes the segment length field.

5.2.4

Internet Protocol

The Internet Protocol (IP) is the packet-switched communication protocol over any interconnected networks of routers. The Internet nodes worldwide have been using Internet
Protocol version 4 (IPv4) [160] for the past three decades, and it is clearly the dominant
IP version. IPv6 [161] is designed to add much more, such as nearly unlimited IP address
space to connect everyone and everything, stateless auto-configuration, seamless mobility,
automated network management, mandated security and new service differentiation levels.
Even if IPv6 is commonly assumed in the studies, its deployment is in very early stage
and its penetration is below 1% of the Internet traffic in any country, where it is in use.
The originally defined IPv4 had addressing capability limited to 32 bits. IETF decided
to upgrade that in the IPv6 protocol for larger address space of 128 bits, which is expected
to be sufficient for all the future needs. Further on, IPv6 was enhanced to include QoS
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Figure 5.5: IPv6 header format and the payload.

differentiations. For this reason Flow Label and Traffic Class fields were defined. Flow
Label serves quality of service differentiation for real-time flows and Traffic Class serves
to distinguish between priorities of packets for differentiated services (DiffServ) [162].
In addition to its greatly expanded addressing capability IPv6 provides simplified
(mandatory) header format, improved support for extensions and options in nested headers, flow labeling and new authentication/privacy capablilities. The header format of
IPv6 datagram is shown in Fig. 5.5. Payload Length defines the total length of the
IPv6 packet following the header. This length includes all extensions, options and nested
protocol headers. Next Header identifies the type of the following header in the nested
header presentation, which forms the datagram. Hop Limit may be set to limit the transmission path. It is decremented by each forwarding node until the packet gets dropped at
Hop Limit zero. Source Address and Destination Address are the universal, global
addresses of any node or any device in the network. The Address field consists of the scope
fields i.e. subnet scopes.

5.2.5

Internet Control Message Protocol

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is an integral part of IPv4 and IPv6 and is
implemented by every node. It reports errors in packet processing and provides diagnostics.
It also includes ’PING’ message, which is used in the Internet to test connectivity between
network nodes and delay performance. PING-message may carry payload to test loading
as well.
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5.2.6

Ethernet protocol

Ethernet protocol (originally in IEEE 802.3) is a link protocol in the fixed network that
carries Internet packets between network nodes i.e. routers and/or end-user devices having
an Ethernet address. Ethernet does not provide routing functionality, but it carries the
payload fast with low overhead and efficiently multiplexed from the source to its next
destination. The maximum length of the data-field of a packet sent in an Ethernet frame
is 1500 bytes. This cut-off value sets the maximum length of an IP datagram sent over
the Ethernet, and TCP often experiences that as the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
over the networks. Even if Gigabit Ethernet over fiber were locally available having a larger
frame size for superior bandwidth-delay -product of transport, TCP anyhow commonly
experiences MTU of 1500 bytes between the end nodes.

5.2.7

Real-Time Transport Protocol

Real-Time Transport Protocol [156] is a transport protocol for real-time applications.
It may carry payloads of various formats, and therefore RTP headers are defined as a
common fixed part and a variable part, where the format of the variable part depends on
the application type and is therefore separately standardized for each media encoder, see
e.g. RTP for Adaptive Multirate (AMR) and Adaptive Multirate Wideband (AMR-WB)
audio codecs in [163]. Plenty of other media types are covered in other specifications. RTP
fixed header part includes the Payload Type (PT) and the Sequence Number (SN).
PT identifies the format of the RTP payload and determines its interpretation by the
application. A profile may specify a default static mapping of a payload type to a payload
format. An example of a static PT mapping is Enhanced Full-Rate codec (EFR) for GSM.
Additional PT codes may be defined dynamically through non-RTP means (e.g. by the
Session Description Protocol or the RTP control protocol). A set of default mappings for
audio and video is specified in the companion IETF specifications.
RTP source may also change PT during a session. Examples of dynamic PT fields are
those for the AMR codecs (see Section 5.3), where several modes are defined and where
the modes may adapt during a session. Changing the codec mode is rare though. For the
possible change of the codec bitrate, PT value actually need not change, as the bitrate
is announced separately for each voice frame much deeper in the nested variable header.
The codec mode (including bitrate) is again set by the Frame Type index of the codec,
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defined in [163].
RTP Sequence Number increments by one for each RTP data packet and may be used
by the receiver to detect packet loss and to restore the packet sequence. In case, the
packet sequence cannot be fully restored at the receiver within the delay constraints, the
codec applies means to provide a reasonable output based on incomplete information.
Network delay variations, out-of-sequence transport and individual packet losses are typically recovered by the RTP protocol (sequence numbers, timestamps), and the remaining
packet delay variations are removed by the playback buffers capable of feeding the codec
at constant symbol rate despite of packet delivery jitter over the network.

5.3

Audio codecs and transport protocol payload formats

The payload format for packetization of AMR and AMR-WB encoded voice signals into
RTP [156] is specified in [163]. The payload format supports transmission of multiple
channels, multiple frames per payload, use of fast codec mode adaptation and it provides
robustness against packet losses and bit errors.
The Payload Type is negotiated during session initation, and is defined by the Session
Description Protocol [164]. AMR or AMR-WB codec type (and their mode sets) is assigned
per session. The codec-mode (codec bitrate) is dynamic and adaptive so that it may change
for every payload instance. Inside every RTP payload, there exists a Table of Contents for
all the voice frames carried inside the RTP payload. Indication of a voice frame happens
by the Frame Type (FT) index field as a single entry in the table of contents. FT indicates
either AMR or AMR-WB voice coding mode or comfort noise (Silence Descriptor, SID)
mode of the corresponding voice frame inside the payload of this RTP packet. According
to the IETF standards, it is not allowed to multiplex different media types within a single
RTP session. However, multiple RTP-sessions may exist in parallel (as RTP flows) to
carry different media types.
Even if ultimate flexibility of dynamic mode adaptation is allowed, a practical convention is to negotiate the codec mode (bitrate) in the beginning of a session and keep it
constant. As voice quality is preferred, the highest bitrate mode (12.2 kbps for AMR) is
most typically selected. This is known to result a very good voice quality according to the
mean opinion score of various listener tests. Changing the codec mode to a lower bitrate
may be experienced as reduced voice quality. A lower bitrate mode may still be selected
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e.g. in the case of low capacity network. Also temporary congestion or short term lack
of capacity may cause codec mode changes to avoid call dropping. Call dropping would
lower the voice quality metric much more radically than temporary lowering the codec
bitrate. For optimizing the use of radio resources, in an operation point below capacity
limits, codec mode adaptation is not recommended, and steady voice quality is preferred
instead.

5.4

Header compression

As explained in Section 5.1 and visible in Fig 5.5, the networking headers of IP are present
for each and every packet of data delivered over the Internet. Every packet further carries nested headers of multiple protocol layers, typically at least those of the application
protocol, session level protocols and TCP/IP or RTP/UDP/IP. This actually provides a
huge overhead for the application information over the length of the IP datagram. For
fixed networking this overhead is an issue, but it is not a dramatic one, because it is well
handled by the large overdimensioning of network capacity that is needed anyway to cope
with the bursty behaviour of traffic. In any event, this overhead is a large issue for the
radio interface, where overdimensioning is not favoured due to high cost per bit and where
the networking headers are actually not needed, because the datagrams (network SDUs)
are addressed, transported and sequenced entirely by the radio protocols. For these reasons, header compression mechanisms are specified to act over the radio access network
(in WCDMA/HSPA) or the radio interface (in LTE).
Header compression of TCP/IP is fairly straightforward, unlike the compression of
RTP/UDP/IP. Classical TCP/IP header compression in [165] will omit delivery of the
static fields of the header, which typically allows compression to about 2 to 5 bytes.
This reduces the TCP/IP overhead in long term average below 1%, whereas originally
the overhead per packet may be several hundred percentages or even far beyond if the
application payload happens to be small. (For a concrete example, subsection 7.2.2.1
gives the model of Pareto distributed packet size in (7.11), which is parametrized in Table
9.1 for the analysis in Section 9.3. The mean packet size of 288 bytes would have a
conservative 16% long term average overhead assuming IPv4 without header compression.)
RTP/UDP/IP compression is much more difficult because of the real-time changes of some
header fields. Robust Header Compression (ROHC) [166] framework and its profiles were
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specified particularly for the RTP/UDP/IP [167]. More context profiles e.g. for TCP/IP
were recently updated to ROHC.
For large RTP packets as multimedia and video media types, the compression efficiency
is not outmost critical due to their high bandwidth demand of payload and due to small
relative overhead. For small RTP packets as voice media types, the compression efficiency
is critical, because the networking header overhead is large (easily over 100%) compared
to the small payload of the voice frames, because a large number of simultaneous voice
conversations are typically active in the network [168] and because the voice capacity is a
critical measure of the system efficiency. However, once IPv6 is not yet in use really and
because the overhead of IPv4 is much smaller, ROHC is not that much in use in practical
networks. ROHC for a voice media type is described in subsections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
The behaviour of voice conversation includes regular periods of voice packets during a
voice spurt and long silence periods in between the talk-spurts. This creates moments of
well predictable contents in the fields of the headers and other moments when the fields
of the headers are less predictable. In order to provide large overhead reduction, ROHC
has to operate in different states, depending on the predictability of the header fields. The
goal is to fully compress the static fields and to minimize the size of the remaining dynamic
fields. The minimized size depends on the regularity/irregularity of the dynamic bit fields.
In a network of small Round Trip Time (RTT) variation, low error rate and stable routing
tables, RTP Sequence Number often increments regularly by one. In a network of large
RTT variation, higher error rate and frequently updating routing tables, RTP Sequence
Number may increase and decrease abruptly, which requires a larger window to resolve
the irregularity.

5.4.1

Header compression states

ROHC defines three compressor states as the Initialization and Refresh (IR), First Order
(FO) and Second Order (SO) states. The compressor starts in the lowest compression
state (IR) for exchanging the full headers and transits gradually to the higher compression
states. The compressor will always operate in the highest possible compression state,
where the compressor is confident that the decompressor has sufficient header context to
decompress the header to the replica of the original. Some fields of the original header
may not need to be reproduced at the receiver, and those may be stripped instead. The
ROHC states in the reliable operation mode is shown in Fig. 5.6 and described below.
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Initialization and Refresh state
The purpose of IR state is to initialize the decompression context at the receiver, or to
recover it after a context failure. IR header is always needed in the beginning of a voice
session. In IR state, the compressor sends complete header information. This includes all
static and non-static fields in uncompressed form plus some additional information, as the
assigned ROHC Context Identity (CID) of the compression profile.
First Order state
The purpose of FO state is to efficiently communicate any irregularities in the headers
of a packet flow to the decompressor. In FO state, static fields can be fully removed and
regular dynamic fields can be compressed to the minimum. Depending on the irregularity
of the fields in the header, different sizes of remaining FO header may be needed. Often,
FO header size is between 2 to 8 bytes, or up to 40 bytes depending on how the algorithm
preferres to discretize. For voice service, FO header is most typically needed always at the
beginning of a talk-spurt after a silence, occasionally after a handover or at any irregularity
in the packet delivery over the network.
Second Order state
The purpose of SO state is to compress the header to the minimum that is required,
when the header is completely predictable given by the least significant bits of the RTP
Sequence Number. SO header size is discretized to one byte. The compressor switches
from SO state to FO state, whenever the source header no longer conforms to the uniform
pattern and could not be decompressed at the receiver from the previous context just by
the least significant bits of the RTP Sequence Number. The compressor switches back to
SO state from FO state, whenever FO header has sufficiently updated the decompression
context and regularity appears again in the accuracy of the least significant bits.

5.4.2

Header compression modes of operation

The ROHC scheme has three modes of operation; Unidirectional, Bidirectional Optimistic
and Bidirectional Reliable mode. The optimal mode to operate depends on the characteristics of the network environment, such as feedback capability, error statistics and
expected irregularities. Reliable mode is favoured for a conversational voice session over
cellular, because feedback mechanisms are available and because it enables more reliable
state changes at the compressor due to knowledge of the decompressor state. The feedback
is signalled per CID and it includes the ROHC-Acknowledgement and information specific
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Figure 5.6: ROHC state machine in the reliable birectional mode, which is used for a VoIP
conversational session. Omitting ROHC ACKs is possible in the optimistic mode.

to the compression profile.
The positive ROHC-acknowledgement (ACK) is an indication that a fully correct compression context is available at high probability at the decompressor (at a given RTP Sequence Number) and it therefore allows transit to a higher compression state or allows
remaining in that higher state. A negative ROHC-acknowledgement (NACK) is partial
information to indicate that the dynamic part of the compression context is not correct
and several successive packets have failed to be decompressed correctly. Negative ROHCacknowledgements are also called context requests, which make the compressor transit
back to the FO state and deliver more and longer fields of the headers for more complete
updates of the decompression context. Negative ROHC-acknowledgement includes RTP
Sequence Number of the latest successfully decompressed packet. Incorrect static part of
the compression context is negatively ROHC-acknowledged (STATIC-NACK) separately,
and it makes the compressor transit back to the IR state.
The reliable mode adds overhead to the reverse flow by adding ROHC-feedback (typically ACKs) to its flow of compressed headers i.e. its SO headers or FO headers. The
positive ROHC-acknowledgements need not be frequent, but a fast delivery of negative
ROHC-acknowlegement is preferred in order to fast recover of any improper context at
the decompressor. Equally well, fast positive ROHC-acknowledgements are preferred at
all times, when they enable transit to a higher compression state. In a way, ROHC acknowledgements may drive compression efficiency to the optimum, even though ROHC
would be functional without them. As positive ROHC-acknowledgements need not be
transmitted frequently, their additional overhead is not large. However, as a consequence,
they add variability to the ROHC compressed header sizes and therefore have an impact
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to the optimal transport block sizes at the radio interface.
Decisions about the transitions between the compression states are taken by the compressor on the basis of variations in the fields of the packet headers, positive ROHCacknowledgements from the decompressor and negative ROHC-acknowledgements from
the decompressor. Additionally, periodic timeouts for state changes may be used especially in the unidirectional mode that applies for streaming.
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Chapter 6

Mobile network architecture and
procedures
6.1

Evolution of the network architecture

The networking protocols conventionally operate either in the circuit-switched domain
or recently in the packet-switched domain. The circuit-switched domain is implemented
by Signalling System 7, where the GSM Mobile Application Part handles the mobility
[169]. Call control is handled together with the Public Switched Telephone Network. The
focus in this chapter is on the packet-switched domain operation, where the networking
is implemented by the IP. The services in the packet-switched domain are provided by
the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), which may include the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
[9][170][171]. The architecture provides solutions for the end-to-end operation over the
Internet. During the gradual transition from the circuit-switched network technologies
to the packet-switched network technologies, interworking solutions will exist in practical
implementations so that critical operations such as voice call continuity can be provided
[172].
The protocol architecture includes 1) networking and transport protocols based on IP
and tunneling, 2) convergence protocols to create SDUs for mobile delivery with proper
context identity and sequence numbering from the packets of the Internet flows and
3) radio protocols, which control radio transmission, radio network resources and delivery
of the payload. Additionally, non-access stratum protocols exist for Mobility management,
Session management, as well as for security control and authentication. Mobility Manage89

ment includes e.g. Tracking Area Update procedure, idle mode cell selection and camping.
Session Management includes Paging procedures, call control for the circuit-switched domain and Session Initiation for the packet-switched domain.

6.2

UMTS reference architecture

In the UMTS architecture [169] shown in Fig. 6.1 on the left, the major evolutionary
step was introduction of IP connectivity via the Iu-interface of the Serving GPRS Support
Node (SGSN) and via Gn-interface of the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) to the
internet packet domain. 3GPP further extended the Iu-protocol (in standard Release 4)
by so called ”flex-Iu” solution, which replaced the Iu point-to-point IP connectivity by the
flexible point-to-multipoint connectivity. This important change was a true enabler for
large changes in the core network implementation to split functions into server architecture.
The server architecture enables distributed and light-weight server implementations of
all core network functions. The communication between the servers happens by the IP
protocols. This new architecture is fault-tolerant (may contain redundant servers) and it
can easily be upgraded for increasing load. It can also be upgraded for new media types
in the IMS solution [170].

6.3

System Architecture Evolution

UMTS architecture evolution, shown in Fig. 6.1 on the right, is rather called System
Architecture Evolution (SAE) or Evolved Packet System (EPS) [9][173]. An overview
of the EPS and its network elements is shown in Fig. 6.2. EUTRAN operates fully
in the packet domain, it does not have a role for a centralized radio network controller
and the eNodeBs route both the control plane and user plane packets via IP tunnels to
the EPC. The Mobility Management Entity (MME) operates in the control plane and
executes procedures like idle mode mobility, Paging, Authentication and setup of the EPS
bearer. MME contacts Home Subscriber Server (HSS) for subscriber information and it
is capable of storing the UE mobility context with cellular identifiers (SAE Temporary
Mobile Subscriber Identity, S-TMSI) and the IP addresses.
In the user plane, the eNodeB packet routing and transfer functions implement the
EPS bearer and connectivity to the serving Packet Data Network (PDN) gateways. These
gateways have connectivity and routing capability of the Internet, and they contain the
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Figure 6.1: UTRAN architecture on the left and EUTRAN architecture on the right.
UTRAN supports flexible packet interface over the Iu. EUTRAN supports flexible packet
interface over the S1 and X2. The interfaces are specific to the nodes and specific to a UE
connection, because IP-tunneling is used as the transport protocol.

Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context that the UE opens and configures for service connectivity and QoS handling. QoS functions are applied on the PDP context ports, where
they may provide subscriber differentiation or traffic differentiation by the SAE berarer
QoS parameters [174]. The QoS traffic classes are commonly known as the conversational,
streaming, interactive and background treatment classes. The QoS parameters of EPS
bearer are discussed shortly in Section 6.3.6.
The new interfaces of EUTRAN include S1- and X2-interfaces, which replace the Iub-,
Iur- and Iu-interfaces of the UTRAN. S1-MME acts in the control-plane between the EUTRAN and the MME, and S1-U acts in the user-plane interface between the EUTRAN
and the serving PDN gateways. The S1 Application Protocol (AP) implements the functions and protocols for EPS bearer management, Context transfer, Mobility, UE capability
indication, Paging, non-access stratum signalling transport and S1 interface management.
X2-interface acts between the eNodeBs by the defined X2 Application Protocol (X2AP),
which is vital for mobility. X2 implements the functions and protocols for handover, load
management and eNodeB configuration.
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Figure 6.2: System architecture evolution from WCDMA/HSPA UTRAN towards LTE
EUTRAN, and the Evolved Packet Core of the Evolved Packet System.

6.3.1

Addressing

Internet addressing is implemented either by IPv4 or IPv6 or both. This is known as the
dual-stack approach, and sufficient network support exists to operate with either format.
The key principle is always-on IP connectivity of the UE (users), and this is enabled by
the establishment of a default EPS bearer already during the Initial Attach.
The default EPS bearer is established, whenever the UE switches from the LTE Idle
state to the LTE Active state and connects to a PDN gateway. Any additional EPS bearer
that is established to the same PDN is referred to as a dedicated EPS bearer. The PDN
gateway selection function uses subscriber information to allocate a PDN gateway that
shall provide PDN connectivity for the EUTRAN access. There is no distinction between
handling the default and dedicated bearers in respect to the access network.

6.3.2

Attach procedure

The Attach procedure initializes implementation of the QoS, as it creates the Traffic Flow
Templates (TFT) based on the subscribed QoS profile, present in HSS. Service differentiation happens by labeling and filtering the DiffServ fields of the IP packets (see Section
5.2). The priorisation, queueing and scheduling of packets (packet flows) in the network
nodes happen according to the defined TFTs. The attach procedure is described in Fig.
6.3.
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Figure 6.3: The principles of the Attach procedure. EUTRAN network elements are shown
above and UTRAN network elements are visible for courtesy.

The Mobility Management Context includes the IP address of a PDN gateway and
an Access Point Name (APN) for the subscribed UE. This may actually be a list of all
APNs the UE is permitted to access with a default APN indication. In case, several APNs
are listed for the UE, MME decides which APN(s) to use and MME constructs the UE
context.
If the PDN subscription context does not contain PDN gateway address, the MME
selects one of them and allocates an EPS Bearer Identity for the default bearer associated
with the UE. MME sends Create Default Bearer Request to the selected serving gateway,
where the serving gateway creates a new entry in the EPS bearer table, and the UE sends
Create Default Bearer Request to the PDN gateway.
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The Attach procedure may actually trigger one or multiple Dedicated Bearer Establishment procedures for Dedicated EPS bearers. During the Attach procedure, the UE
may request for an IP address allocation. In this case, PDN gateway may act as a DHCP
server and is able to assign IP addresses that the UE requested for. Fully IETF based
mechanisms for IP address allocation are also supported. In this case, these protocols run
entirely in the user-plane between the UE and the Internet.

6.3.3

Tunneling

MME sets up a tunnel between the eNodeB and the PDN gateway to serve the UE.
The tunnel is recognized by the assigned Tunnel Endpoint Identifiers (TEID) and it may
apply IP protocol for routing between the tunnel endpoints. IP tunneling is simply a way
to encapsulate the IP datagrams to the payload of another IP datagram, whose Source
Address and Destination Address are those of the tunnel endpoints respectively. Hence
the tunnel end point identifier is an identifier of a unique IP address. Inside the tunnel,
the tunneling headers of the IP packet implement the Differentiated Services QoS. Despite
tunneling headers add overhead, they are necessary for easier networking, security and
priority weighting.
Tunnel endpoint identifiers are retrieved by the MME and included to the Mobility
Management Context of the UE. Tunnel endpoint identifiers let MME communicate with
the serving nodes and allow setup or modification of tunnels for the use by those serving
nodes, respectively. The Mobility Management Context incudes at least the unique identity of the UE over the S1 interface in the scope of the eNodeB and the unique identity of
the UE over the S1 interface in the scope of the MME. These identities of the UE allow
the user plane and control plane tunneling at the eNodeB and at the MME respectively.
Other important endpoint identities and tunneling addresses are the identity of the MME
and the identities of the serving PDN gateways.

6.3.4

PDP context activation

PDP context activation is requested by the UE. At this request, SGSN shall initiate
procedures to set up the PDP contexts. The procedure includes subscription checking,
APN selection and host configuration. Default PDP context is activated always, when the
UE is switched to the LTE Active state. Secondary PDP context activation reuses the
primary PDP context parameters, except the QoS parameters which will be set for quality
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Figure 6.4: The principles of the PDP context activation procedure. EUTRAN network
elements are shown above and UTRAN network elements are visible for courtesy.

differentiation (DiffServ). The PDP contexct activation procedure is described in Fig. 6.4.

6.3.5

Session management

After the default EPS bearer, tunnels and PDP context are set up, sessions may be intiated
and terminated e.g. by SIP, see Section 5.2.1. An Application Server, like SIP application
server, may host and execute services. SIP application server provides Internet Mobility
Services so that it establishes sessions on behalf of the service sources. SIP application
server communicates with the serving Call State Control Function (CSCF) or a proxy,
which is the first contact point of UE in the service network. CSCF or the proxy may
be found in the network by the IETF discovery procedures. SIP and SDP protocols
will define the sessions and media-types to use in communication by the UE devices and
servers. The generic address format is Uniform Resource Indicator (URI), which may
be of type Uniform Resource Name (URN) or Uniform Resource Locator (URL). URI
enables interaction with representations of the resource over a network. The URI format
of resources is shortly, username@realm. The Domain Name System may convert such
SIP names to IP addresses.
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6.3.6

Bearer service model

The EPS Bearer Service model [175], see Fig. 6.5, divides the end-to-end service requirements into three parts, namely to the local bearer service, the UMTS bearer service and
the external bearer service. The local bearer service contains the mechanisms to map
the end-user service between the UE and the mobile termination of the service in the
subscriber module. The UMTS bearer service contains the functionality to implement
QoS over the UMTS network consisting of the UTRAN and the EPC. Within UTRAN,
the bearer experiences changes as a function of time due to dynamic properties of the
radio channels, radio resource sharing and mobility. However, the bearer service should
be maintained seamless of those variations [45]. The core network bearer service is more
stable due to large capacity and large volumes of delivered data. The core network bearers
are gradually replaced by the Internet and the borders of RAN and core network are vanishing to the EPC with server/gateway architecture. The external bearer applies Internet
Protocols defined by IETF. Conventional delivery in Internet has QoS, which is provided
by so large capacity (overdimensioning) that it is experienced seamless. In a throughput
limited network with increasing shares of differing service types, bandwidth-delay-product
is not commonly sufficient for all services. Therefore, DiffServ [162] may provide QoS at
need. DiffServ allows priorisation of packet flows between any two routing nodes by having
Traffic Class field used in the IP packet header. Services and applications communicating
in the packet domain over the EPS bearers are shown in Fig. 6.6.
UTRAN Edge Node contributes to DiffServ by acting as an Internet routing node. It
preferably gets DiffServ configured as part of the PDP context parameters. DiffServ functions in UTRAN Edge Node may include classifiers, meters, markers, droppers and shapers
for packet handling actions on the traffic flows [173]. These functions are implemented in
concrete by the Traffic Flow Templates. All PDP contexts of a subscriber are associated
with the same Mobility Management context for the subscriber. Mobility Management
Context includes the subscribed QoS profiles and TFTs for each of the GPRS bearers, as
said in Section 6.3.2.
In LTE, the EPS subscribed QoS profile is retrieved from the HSS. In the LTE Active
state both the MME and the serving PDN gateway will store the EPS bearer QoS profile
with the quality parameters for every activated EPS bearer. The EPS bearer QoS parameters are [173], QoS Class Identifier (QCI) is a scalar that can hold one value at a
time and is used as a reference to the access node specific parameters that control bearer
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Figure 6.5: End-to-end bearer model of the WCDMA/HSPA UTRAN (dashed) and LTE
EUTRAN. The system architecture evolution for LTE greatly simplifies the bearer model.

level packet forwarding treatment (e.g. scheduling weights, admission thresholds, queue
management thresholds, link layer protocol configuration). A one-to-one mapping of QCI
values to the defined characteristics are standardized by the 3GPP. These characteristics
describe the packet forwarding treatment in terms of the resource type (guaranteed or
non-guaranteed bit rate), priority, packet delay budget and packet loss (or packet error)
rate [48].
Example services of different QCI values include conversational voice, conversational
video, streaming, real-time gaming, IMS signalling, interactive gaming, interactive web
browsing on Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), best effort traffic and Rich media 1 .
The best effort traffic includes several prevailing applications and protocols running on
TCP like; email using Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) or Post Office Protocol (POP), chat and File Transfer Protocol (FTP). On the radio interface and on
S1, each Protocol Data Unit (PDU) (e.g.

RLC PDU) is indirectly associated with

one QCI via the bearer identifier. The same applies over the tunneling protocols be1

Originally introduced in R.L. Daft and R.H. Lengel, Information richness: a new approach to managerial behavior and organizational design, In: (Eds.) L.L. Cummings and B.M. Staw, Research in organizational behavior 6, pp. 191-233, Homewood, IL: JAI Press, 1984.
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tween the servers/gateways of EPS. Thus, each Service Data Flow (SDF) is associated
with one and only one QCI. QCI describes the packet forwarding treatment that a service data flow experiences on the EPS bearer between the UE and the PDN gateway.
Allocation and Retention Priority (APR) is the priority of the allocation and retention that only takes action for the bearer establishment and modification, occasionally
also for bearer dropping. Once successfully established, ARP has no impact on packet
level forwarding (e.g. scheduling and rate control). Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) is
the bitrate expected to be provided on that bearer and Maximum Bit Rate (MBR)
limits the bitrate, because excess traffic may be limited (as packet discard) by the rate
shaping function. These parameters exist for each EPS bearer with the Guranteed Bit
Rate property. Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (AMBR) applies to a group of EPS
bearers that share the same PDN connection, are capable of sharing capacity dynamically
and provide non-GBR services.
In WCDMA/HSPA architecture [169], the radio access bearer is between the UE and
the edge node of RAN. The radio bearer extends from the UE to the NodeB and further to
the RNC. The radio access bearer is realised by a radio bearer and an access bearer over
the Iub/Iur- and Iu-interfaces. The access bearer actually runs over the Iub/Iur- and Iuinterfaces, where the communication is separated to the contol plane and user plane. The
control plane application protocols define cell configurations, transport channels, radio
links, physical resource sharing, system information, measurements and handover. The
application protocol over the Iu-interface manages connectivity of UTRAN to the core
network, see e.g. [58]. Further, it configures the radio network [40] and transfers nonaccess stratum information. In the user plane, the frame protocol runs on top of the fixed
network transport layers over the Iub/Iur-interfaces, see Section 6.5. The frame protocol
is defined for different transport channel types. The frame protocol includes functions for
the transport of MAC PDUs, outer-loop power control, retransmission control and frame
quality indication [176].
For specific deployments, 3G implementation may be tailored so that it omits dedicated
channels and only allocates shared (HSPA) channels, in addition to the common channels.
This implementation avoids soft handover and simplifies the architecture by increasing
NodeB functionality. Savings can be observed by simplifications of the radio access bearer,
reduction of the signalling procedures and decreased communication delays. Yet another
shared channel packet-switching method was found in [42]. Further improvements of HSPA
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Figure 6.6: Services and applications communicating in packet domain over the Evolved
Packet System. Packets of the service data flows are filtered by the Traffic Flow Templates.
Two EPS Bearers are shown, each consisting of one radio bearer and one access bearer
according to [173].

are addressed in [177], where protocol optimizations for VoIP are proposed.

6.4

Radio protocol architecture

The protocol architecture with the UE, RAN and core network with connectivity to the
Internet is shown in Fig. 6.7. Services and applications run between the client and a server
or between UEs of the mobile Internet. Mobility and Session management belong to the
higher layers of the non-access stratum. The radio protocol architectures for WCDMA
and WCDMA/HSPA are described in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2.

6.4.1

WCDMA radio protocol architecture

In WCDMA architecture, the air interface includes macro diversity combining receiver as
a key technique for improving the performance. This technique, however, causes a large
impact to the RAN architecture and protocols. The peer-to-peer relationship of radio
protocols in the WCDMA, further including HSPA, is shown in Fig. 6.8.
In downlink, macro diversity combining will require duplication of transport blocks
in the RNC and delivery of transport blocks within a delay window to the buffers of
all NodeBs belonging to the active set of the receiving UE. This is required so that the
transmission of the physical code channel from different NodeBs in the active set may
happen with the symbol-level accuracy experienced (over the radio interface) at the receiver
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Figure 6.7: Protocol architecture for the access stratum and non-access stratum.
Call Management/Session Management/Mobility Management appear in the higher layers
of the control plane.

Figure 6.8: Radio protocols and their peer-to-peer relationship in WCDMA/HSPA. The
non-access stratum protocols are marked as NAS, the others are radio dependent protocols
respectively.
within the soft combining window. This required accuracy is much smaller than the frame
period, and timing is adjusted in the NodeB by phasing the code channel relative to the
local frame timing of the cell. The impact of macrodiversity and protocol termination for
the dedicated channels in the UE and RNC are shown in Fig. 6.9.
To obtain the diversity combing gains in uplink, the transport blocks of a UE received
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Figure 6.9: WCDMA dedicated channels having macrodiversity and terminating in the
UE and RNC. The Frame Protocols for the dedicated channels (DchFP) run over the
Iub/Iur/Iu-interfaces (Iu*).

by different NodeBs have to be selection combined in the RNC, before their MAC PDU
contents is processed. This will require delivery of all transport blocks to the RNC. The
frame protocol of different Iub-interfaces needs to provide the transport blocks of a radio
frame to the combining window including the connection frame number, so that correct
transport blocks can be properly selected without too long delays. The connection frame
number runs commonly for a UE connection (to UTRAN), even if the system frame number
over the radio interface in different cells may be uncoordinated.
Having all dedicated channels transmitted from the RNC, plenty of control plane information need to be transferred between the NodeBs and the RNC. Actually, this information needs to be transferred back and forth, because the Information Elements needed in
the protocol messages are created and integrity protected in the RNC. Therefore, the information needed from the NodeB first has to be transferred to the RNC, where the actual
protocol encoding (abstract syntax notation) and integrity protection happens, and then
transmitted back to the NodeB inside the MAC multiplex of the transport channels. As
described in Section 3.3 there exists alternatives for Rake receiver technique, e.g. MMSE,
that could omit macrodiversity combining. However, UEs are by default expected to have
a Rake receiver and therefore the architecture is defined for the macrodiversity.

6.4.2

WCDMA/HSPA radio protocol architecture

In WCDMA/HSPA architecture, the fast dynamic sharing of code-tree resources requires
MAC in the NodeB. In the architecture, shown in Fig. 6.10, the serving RNC splits
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Figure 6.10: WCDMA protocol architecture with downlink HSPA. The serving RNC splits
the transport channels for HSPA. The Frame Protocol for the HSPA-channels (FP HSPA)
runs over the Iub/Iur/Iu-interfaces (Iu*).

the transport channels for HSPA acting in the NodeB [178]. The frame protocol for
HSPA-channels (FP HSPA) runs over the Iub-interface to deliver the RLC PDUs without
macrodiversity requirement to a single NodeB. The shared MAC (MAC-hs) creates MAChs PDUs, actually it creates a single MAC-hs PDU per short (2 ms) Transmission Time
Interval (TTI) for a single HSPA transport channel, which typically consists of multicode
transmission and achieves high instantaneous throughput, see Section 3.2. The shared
channel operation allows scheduling at the NodeB and enables fast transport block creation
from the MAC PDUs present in the NodeB buffer. Scheduling, (see Section 8.3) includes
user selection, creation of the transport block (per short TTI) and link adaptation [179].
Fast scheduling of HSPA in the NodeB removes the possibility to maintain active set and
apply macrodiversity soft combining. Yet, the active set and soft combining may be used
in the concurrent dedicated channels as in WCDMA without HSPA.
Even though WCDMA/HSPA is not able to utilize macrodiversity gains on the HSPA
channels, multipath diversity gains remain and fast scheduling gains add. This means
that slow channel variation can be exploited as Channel Quality Indication (CQI) for the
scheduler to optimize user selection and link adaptation algorithms.
The capacity of the HSPA transport channel is typically larger than that of a dedicated
channel due to its low spreading factor and due to its multicode transmission. In HSPA,
time-multiplexing allows a constant subtree allocation to be efficiently shared by all UEs
served on the HSPA transport channels. Multiplexing of dedicated channels require either
dynamic allocation of code-tree nodes or allocation of the lowest needed code-tree node
for the highest peak data rate. This will lead to code tree resource limitations, which for
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Figure 6.11: WCDMA channelization code-tree with common channels, dedicated channels
(Variable Spreading Factor) and shared HSPA channels.

bursty peak rate transmissions will either cause frequent reallocation of code-tree nodes
or will cause low spreading factor nodes be allocated permanently for the sake of serving
peak rates and under-utilizing those spreading resources during average data rates [16][19].
The reallocation of code-tree nodes actually requires execution of the transport channel
reconfiguration procedure (code handover), see Section 6.5.1. An example of the WCDMA
channelization code-tree with allocations for the common channels, dedicated channels and
shared HSPA channels is shown in Fig. 6.11.
The uplink HSPA is shown in Fig. 6.12, where one scheduling NodeB allocates radio
resources and decides the transport format, but macrodiversity combining is still available
in the RNC similar to that of the dedicated channels [180]. The frame protocol is specific
to HSPA. Also in uplink, HSPA has multicode transmission. Multiple channelization
codes may be multiplexed with equal spreading factor, so that they will carry a single
transport block per TTI. Due to coverage limit, HSPA uplink may need to exist either in
2 ms or 10 ms TTI formats. Coverage of 2 ms TTI may be reduced by its discontinuous
transmission ratio and less coding (higher channel code rate) compared to 10 ms TTI.
Transmission on multiple channelization codes provides high instantaneous throughput,
and it is a significant source of MAI interference. Therefore, transmission on uplink HSPA
channels is typically bursty. In order to control capacity and interference load on short
term at the receiver, the scheduler operates in a single serving NodeB per UE instead of
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Figure 6.12: WCDMA protocol architecture with uplink HSPA. One scheduling NodeB
allocates resources and decides the transport format combination, but macrodiversity selection combining is available from all receiving NodeBs in the serving RNC. The Frame
Protocol for the uplink HSPA-channels (FP HSPA) runs over the Iub/Iur/Iu-interfaces
(Iu*).

scheduling in the serving RNC. Yet macrodiversity combining is feasible, because HSPA
uplink may be received by multiple NodeBs in the active set of the UE.

6.4.3

LTE radio protocol architecture

LTE architecture is different from WCDMA/HSPA having no RNC and including the
Internet packet SDU buffers already in the eNodeB. This architecture, shown for radio
protocols in Fig. 6.13, allows coupling of segmentation decisions not only to the packet
(SDU) sizes of traffic flows in the Internet but also to the channel state, short term channel
dependent scheduling decision and transport format selection. Flexible segmentation tends
to minimize the overhead in providing the best fit of the packet sizes in the queue to the
best fit of the transport block size. Transport channel switching is neither a problem, as
LTE transport resources are shared for all logical channels of a UE. For voice and video
packets, segmentation is preferably avoided completely. This creates less protocol overhead
and allows strict scheduling that satisfies the packet delay requirements. For data packets,
segmentation is preferably tailored to the amount of data in the transmission buffer rather
than to the actual packet (SDU) sizes. This creates less overhead per packet (SDU) and
allows scheduling by greedy throughput weighting algorithms.
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Figure 6.13: Radio protocols and their peer-to-peer relationship in LTE. The non-access
stratum protocols are marked as NAS, the others are radio dependent protocols respectively.

6.5
6.5.1

Radio protocols
Radio Resource Control

Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol [181][182] acts in the control plane over the radio
interface. The RRC is responsible for procedures like the System Information Broadcast,
Paging, Handover, Bearer management, Transport channel reconfiguration and Physical
channel reconfiguration. The RRC is also responsible for the UE state handling and UE
idle mode mobility.
The circuit-switched dedicated channels are classically signalled by the frequency channel number, timeslot number or channelization code indexes, which are valid unless reconfigured or released. Packet allocations, on the contrary, are signalled for the defined
packet allocation period, on short term basis only.
In LTE, the allocation happens by the cell Radio Network Temporary Identity (CRNTI), which is a unique identity of a UE in the serving cell. By detecting and decoding
this identity, UE can confirm that the allocated resources are dedicated to it for the
defined time interval. In packet communications, there is no commitment for the future
allocations, just those assigned for a defined packet transmission period.
In WCDMA/HSPA packet allocations, C-RNTI is used as well. However, because of
the macrodiversity connection over an active set of several cells, and because of several
transport channel types, there has to be a family of additional RNTIs that provide a unique
identity of UE for allocations on a wider scope than over a single cell. These identities
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include HS-RNTI for the HSPA channels, S-RNTI for the serving RNC and U-RNTI for
the UTRAN.

6.5.1.1

Radio Resource Control states of the User Equipment

The operation of the UE is primarily determined by the states. In WCDMA/HSPA, the
UE state model is complex and state transitions cause latency to the protocol machines.
For the operation in the packet-switched domain, LTE has the benefit of reduced number
of states, namely the LTE Idle state and the LTE Active state. In the LTE Idle state,
the UE Mobility is handled by the MME. The procedures in the idle state include Tracking Area Update, Paging and RRC connection establishment. RRC connection establishment procedure consists of RRC ConnectionRequest and RRC ConnectionSetup messages,
which may change the UE from the RRC Idle state to the RRC Connected state and as a
consequence from the LTE Idle state to the LTE Active state.
In the RRC Connected state, seamless mobility is provided and the UE has EPS bearer,
at least the default EPS bearer, set-up between the UE and the PDN gateway. The
necessary tunneling and transport layers are also setup via the serving eNodeB to the
MME (control plane) and to the network servers/gateways (control plane/user plane).
LTE provides an efficient discontinuous operation mode (DRX) for UE power saving,
although remaining in the RRC Connected state. This kind of DRX operation avoids state
switching and protocol setup delays, which are inherently needed in WCDMA/HSPA. DRX
parameters are set and controlled by the RRC procedures, see e.g. [47].
LTE bearer service consists of the EPS bearer and an external bearer. The EPS bearer
is implemented by the radio bearer and the access bearer. LTE does not require heavy
bearer setup procedures over the air interface with the UE being involved, because the
EPS bearer is setup at the request of the UE by the network procedures. The radio
bearer (over the air interface) has a one-to-one relationship to a logical channel. The
RRC ConnectionReconfiguration message over the air interface between the eNodeB and
the UE may actually convey all the information at once for the full radio resource configuration. This configuration includes the radio bearers and further mobility, security and
measurment control information.
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Figure 6.14: The principle of the RRC connection establishment and the RRC connection
reconfiguration for the EPS bearer management.

6.5.2

IP packets and segmentation

Packet transmissions in the Internet are characterised by the variable length of packets and
by their irregular interarrival processes. Ethernet provides a maximum transmission unit
(MTU) and allows packet length variation up to that constraint. Networking protocols are
able to discover the MTU along the path of an end-to-end connection during the threeway handshake of a connection setup or by a path MTU discovery procedure. Connection
setup may assume a default MTU of 576 bytes or 1500 bytes supported by all Ethernet
links.

6.5.3

Packet Data Convergence Protocol

The header compression described in Section 5.2 operates at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol [183][184]. For every packet flow that applies header compression, there
is a compressor entity and a decompressor entity. In WCDMA/HSPA architecture, the
compression entities of the network are in the RNC, whereas in LTE they are in the eNodeB. The peer compression entity is in the UE for decompression of the downlink packets
and for compression of the uplink packets. The peer protocols identify the compression
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context [43][57].

6.5.4

Radio Link Control

The function of the Radio Link Control (RLC) protocol is to handle the Internet SDUs
(TCP/IP or UDP/RTP/IP packets after the PDCP processing) i.e. to concatenate, segment and create formatted PDUs to appear at the logical channel interface as the MAC
SDUs. The RLC controls the flow of PDUs and takes care of retransmissions and reordering, so that the peer-to-peer delivery of the RLC SDUs is as seamless as possible, or meets
the required QoS requirements of the bearer. The RLC and TCP are analysed e.g. in
[185][186][187].
The RLC entity operates in one of the two modes, Acknowledged Mode (AM) or Unacknowledged Mode (UM) [188][189]. Further, a transparent mode RLC is available without
any RLC functionality for the use of the Paging and the System Information messages,
which are present on the signalling radio bearer.
The RLC in the Acknowledged Mode includes peer-to-peer protocol with the RLC
state variables, which are shared and maintained by the transmitter and the receiver.
The state variables require peer acknowledgements and allow selective retransmissions and
flow control. As the receiver has perfect information about the correctly decoded transport
blocks, its duty is to inform transmitter about the needed retransmissions and status of the
receiver window. The transmitter maintains all RLC PDUs inside its window until they are
positively acknowledged or until their discard timer has triggered. The transmitter window
can be dimensioned so that it discards packets already at the transmitter. The transmitter
discard function will create a congestion-like situation for the TCP networking protocol.
This will cause TCP reduce its segment generation activity to half (as dropped segments
will not trigger acknowledgements) and will drop the bitrate of that flow respectively. On
the other hand, bitrate increase will happen by linear increase of the segment generation
activity by the TCP, after the exponential slow start. The major difference of the receiver
discard vs transmitter discard functions is loading of the radio link. The receiver discard
applies for low delay and to keep the memory space small, whereas the transmitter discard
avoids overloading.
The RLC in the Unacknowledged Mode maintains only local state variables, neither
feedback signalling nor retransmissions are supported. Both RLC modes provide segmentation of SDUs and insequence delivery. If the RLC insequence delivery is not set, the
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RLC is capable of delivering full SDUs instantaneously to the higher layers in the order
they are present in the receiver RLC PDU window despite of missing RLC PDUs. This
process may reduce the SDU average delay observed at the RLC layer by increasing the
number of small delay observations and decreasing the number of large delay observations.
However, it may not reduce the actual delay of the largest delay observations, which are a
consequence of missing PDUs causing incomplete SDUs remaining in the window waiting
to get completed. On the other hand, if the RLC insequence delivery is not set and even if
it may make the RLC average delay smaller, it does not necessarily reduce the end-to-end
average RTT. This is because the RLC SDUs may appear faster into the TCP Segment
Window, which therefore advances fast and may drop packets that will cause end-to-end
retransmissions instead of the RLC retransmissions. It is also part of the memory management design, how much memory is allocated for the radio protocols, how much for the
TCP. A good convention is to design memory for the radio protocols according to the radio
capabilities, in terms of the supported throughput (as the maximum number of transport
channel bits per TTI) and have a larger memory for the TCP machines. This design allows maximal exploitation of the radio capabilities up to a designed throughput category.
On the other hand, design like this tends to avoid activation of radical congestion control
algorthms of TCP during a session.

6.5.4.1

Segmentation in WCDMA/HSPA

In WCDMA/HSPA, segmentation of the network SDUs is done at the RLC in a node that
is distant from the radio interface (i.e. in the RNC). As the channel state is not known,
the PDU size cannot be tuned accordingly, and hence the segmentation and concatenation
to the fixed size PDUs is defined instead. As the packet sizes in the Internet depend on the
type of the application (voice, video, data) and on the networking protocol (UDP/RTP
or TCP) it is beneficial to tailor the PDU sizes per traffic flow instead of having a single
size PDU defined. This is feasible, because the traffic flows can be multiplexed to different
logical channels and each of the logical channels may have a specific RLC parametrization.
In WCDMA/HSPA, the RLC PDU sizes may only try to comply to the expected average
behaviour of the higher layer protocols, as the channel state is not known at the time
of segmentation. Setting the PDU size constant per logical channel allows instantaneous
switching of the logical channel between the transport channels without resegmentation.
Handling the RLC PDU reception in sequence over a radio link with errors requires a num109

ber of state variables, windows (both at the transmitter and the receiver) and reordering
buffers for the assembly of the original SDUs in the receiver.
6.5.4.2

Segmentation in LTE

In LTE, segmentation is done in the eNodeB, where rather accurate knowledge of the
channel state is available. The resources allocated for the radio link and the link adaptation
format are decided immediately on short term matching both to the data transmission
needs, resources available, number of links sharing the common resources and the expected
channel quality. On the other hand, all transport channel resources are available as the
shared channel. The RLC segment sizes are flexible and the segmentation headers offer
minimum overhead. This implies that small packets like VoIP will have no segmentation,
and the variable PDU size can accommodate variable length VoIP packets without large
padding fields. For variable length large data packets, RLC PDU can include as large
number of bytes from the data buffer as possible, without matching to the SDU sizes.
In this case, one PDU may carry several concatenated SDUs, even large ones, or it may
carry as large segments of a single SDU as possible. The flexibility of the PDU size
allows a reasonable instantaneous choice that fits to the selected transport block size
without padding. In case of individual SDUs waiting in a transmission buffer, the PDU
size and resource allocation may match the SDU size as accurately as the resolution of
the transport block size allows. If the channel conditions, resource allocation or link
adaptation formats change for the retransmission, the RLC segment size may be changed
without resegmentation, because the ”segment offset” mechanism [52] may indicate new
segments with updated segment length relative to their length and position in the original
PDU byte-buffer. All this flexibility [46] was not possible in the fixed size PDU solution
of the WCDMA/HSPA.

6.5.5

Medium Access Control and logical channels

MAC layer provides data transfer services on the logical channels. A set of logical channel
types is defined for different kinds of data transfer services offered by the MAC. Each
logical channel type is defined by what type of information is transferred, see Fig. 6.15.
MAC provides logical channels, manages transport channels and multiplexes logical
flows. MAC-d operates on the dedicated channels and MAC-c on the common channels.
Dedicated logical channels are Dedicated Control Channel (DCCH) and Dedicated Traf110

Figure 6.15: Logical channel types for WCDMA/HSPA and LTE.

fic Channel (DTCH). Common logical channels include the Broadcast Control CHannel
(BCCH) and Paging Control CHannel (PCCH) in downlink and Common Control CHannel
(CCCH) in uplink.

6.5.5.1

WCDMA/HSPA MAC

In WCDMA/HSPA UTRAN, MAC [190] entities are distributed to the NodeB and RNC,
by the necessity of the macrodiversity property as described in Section 6.4.1. The MAC
functionality in the NodeB for all transport channel types is shown in Fig. 6.16. The MAC
functionality for all transport channel types in the UE is shown in Fig. 6.17, however, this
functional split remains quite fictive for the real implementation in the UE.
MAC-d handles the dedicated channels and it interacts with the RLC. MAC-d is
uniform for dedicated and shared channel types. As Mac-d is distant to the radio interface,
it has to assume constant size RLC PDUs per logical channel, which it can effectively pack
as a transport block set into the code channel. MAC-d provides transport channel type
switching, scheduling and priority handling of queues. MAC-d handles in particular the
DCCH and DTCH logical channels. The DCCH carries RRC messages on the signalling
radio bearer. The DTCH carries any SDUs available from the user plane of the higher
layers, which are optionally compressed by the PDCP and segmented by the RLC.
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Figure 6.16: An example of MAC functions in the NodeB, HSPA shown for downlink
transmission and uplink reception.

MAC-hs/es/e/is/i manage the logical channel transport especially on the shared transport channels in the HSPA downlink and on the enhanced transport channels in the HSPA
uplink. MAC-hs/es/e/is/i thus provide scheduling, priority handling, retransmission, reordering and multiplexing functionality to make the shared and enhanced transport channels transparent to the MAC-d. The MAC-d will benefit of the enhanced transport services
managed by the MAC-hs/es/e/is/i and scheduled by the NodeB. The distributed MAC
architecture is dictated by the macrodiversity combining property in UTRAN.
MAC-c handles the common transport channels, mainly Broadcast Channel (BCH),
Paging Channel (PCH), Forward Access Channel (FACH) in downlink and Random Access
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Figure 6.17: An example of MAC functions in the UE, HSPA shown for downlink reception and uplink transmission. Split of MAC to MAC-d/hs/is/i is fictional only and
implementation specific in reality.

Channel (RACH) in uplink.
MAC-hs provides HSPA protocol in downlink and multiplexes UEs fast per 2 ms TTI.
As the RLC PDU size is fixed per logical channel, MAC-hs can form a transport block
per TTI without dynamic interaction to the distant MAC-d. The only concern is flow
control between the MAC-hs and the MAC-d so that the MAC-hs window has sufficiently
high utilization that avoids starvation of the physical allocations. The MAC-d transmitter
keeps the duplicate MAC-d PDUs stored until they are acknowledged by the peer. The
MAC-d window update rate is dependent on the MAC-hs activity.
MAC-es provides the HSPA protocol in uplink and it demultiplexes PDUs for MAC113

d. MAC-es is needed in the serving RNC for macrodiversity selection combining and for
reordering of the MAC-es PDUs. There is no flow control over the Iub, as the MAC-es
PDUs inherently appear into the common receiver window of the receiving MAC-d. The
acknowledgements of the HSPA channels from the NodeB to the UE transmitter are fast
physical layer signals.
MAC-e is the HSPA protocol for uplink in the NodeB. It boosts the transport channel
capacity by using the enhanced HSPA physical channels in uplink.
The MAC in the UE triggers MAC-d PDUs and creates a single MAC-es PDU per
logical channel for a TTI. Each MAC-es header carries the transmission sequence number
for reordering. Multiple MAC-es PDUs from multiple logical channels may be multiplexed
to a single MAC-e PDU transmitted as a single transport block on the E-DCH during a
TTI. MAC-e header indicates the number of PDUs in the payload and for each PDU its
logical channel identity and the MAC-es SDU size. The MAC-e in the NodeB handles
scheduling, retransmissions and demultiplexing of the MAC-e PDUs into the MAC-es
PDUs. The MAC-d entity in the RNC receives the MAC-d PDUs extracted by the MACes that were received from the shared transport channels, in addition to those MAC-d
PDUs that were received from the dedicated transport channels.
MAC-is in the UE concatenates multiple MAC-d PDUs into the MAC-is PDUs for
each logical channel and multiplexes them into a single MAC-i PDU per TTI. The MACis generates the transmission sequence number for each logical channel for reordering at
the peer MAC.
MAC-i includes the retransmission entity and provides information about the transport format combination of the E-DCH. The retransmission entity controls retransmissions
of the transport blocks, thier redundancy version and the power offset between the channelization codes.

6.5.5.2

LTE MAC

In LTE, MAC [191] network architecture is not distributed, and there exists a single MAC
entity in the eNodeB common to all served UEs according to Fig. 6.18 and a single MAC
entitity in each UE according to Fig. 6.19. Of course, still the common channel and
shared channel functionality can be partly separated. MAC handles the data transfer
and resource allocation for the logical channels on the shared transport channels, both
in downlink and in uplink. The MAC largely contributes to the transport efficiency by
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Figure 6.18: LTE MAC in the eNodeB. Fast scheduling and time-frequency multiplexing
of shared channels.

Figure 6.19: LTE MAC in the UE. Fast scheduling by the eNodeB and time-frequency
multiplexing of shared channels.

scheduling and priority handling of the queues. Due to the shared transport resources,
MAC is fully flexible in creating the MAC PDU (i.e. the transport block) by multiplexing
the flexible size SDUs from multiple logical channels into a single transport block. Buffer
Status Report (BSR), Power Headroom Report (PHR), Discontinuous Reception mode
(DRX) command and Timing Advance (TA) are MAC control elements that may be
multiplexed with the MAC SDUs to any transport block. The MAC functions also take
care of mapping the logical channels onto the common transport channels namely BCH,
PCH and RACH.
The logical channel data flows through MAC are described by the processing structure
of the Layer-2 protocol functions in Fig. 6.20 for the eNodeB, and in Fig. 6.21 for the UE.
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Figure 6.20: Processing stucture of Layer-2 protocols in the eNodeB.

Figure 6.21: Procssing stucture of Layer-2 protocols in the UE.
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6.5.6

Transport channels

Transport channels define the interface between the physical layer and the MAC. A transport channel is defined by how and with what characteristics data is transferred over the
air interface. Properties of the transport channels contribute largely to the performance
in the measures of throughput, spectral efficiency, packet delay, interference, energy consumption, computational complexity and even the architecture [192][193][105].
The transport channels may be classified to common, dedicated and shared channels.
The common channels carry cell global or system global information for all receiving UEs,
or in the case they carry specific information for a single UE, the common channels will
use explicit inband identification of that UE. The common channel formats, at least the
system broadcast, need to be generically known from the standard specification. The access
to the common channels is provided over the full coverage area. Transport, multiplexing
and identifying UEs on the common channels is inefficient, cause delays and consume radio
resources more than on the dedicated or shared channels. Therefore, the common channels
typically carry small payloads (from single bits to tens of bytes). The common channels
are used primarily by the UE to access the network, to initate sessions and to wake-up from
inactivity. This enables that the idle mode operation of a UE becomes feasible otherwise,
whenever the communication is not truly active. The idle mode operation saves UE power
resources and makes the mobility tracking procedures of a UE light for the network.
The dedicated channels have inherent addressing of the UE, i.e. it uses those dedicated
resources (e.g. a channel or resource number) that are granted to the UE by a signalling
procedure. Grant of the dedicated resources is reliable, but it implies delays. A dedicated
resource assignment is valid for a long time (from seconds to tens of minutes). The
allocation is either for a determined period or it may be infinite but terminated by a release
procedure. The dedicated channels may carry different traffic types that are efficiently
multiplexed to result variable amounts of transport data (from tens of bytes to a few
kilobytes) for a single UE.
The shared channels use explicit UE addressing, which is present in a shared control
channel that immediately assigns resources on the shared data channel for a short time (of
milliseconds) without a signalling procedure. The shared control channels are efficient and
easy to receive, they save radio resources and UE processing power. The shared channels
can assign payload on the shared channel, where the payload may range from small bursts
(tens of bytes) to very large bursts (tens of kilobytes) with high granularity. The flexibility
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of the shared channel transport is crucial for the efficiency of packet multiplexing.
Yet another class of transport channels may exist for Multimedia Broadcast. These
transport channels are known as the broadcast channels and broadcast control channels.
They may be included to, or excluded from the system without impact to the other
communication channels, thus they are kind of add-ons. The broadcast transport channels
serve multiple users with identical data contents, and the receivers may be spread over a
large service area (including many cells). The broadcast transport saves radio resources
by point-to-multipoint transport instead of providing transport on multiple point-to-point
links. The broadcast channels may carry data intensive multimedia services, if sufficient
amount of radio resoures is available. Also narrowcast and simulcast are feasible. The
broadcast control channels announce broadcast resources and may assist service (stream)
selection from the broadcast composition.
WCDMA offers a large set of common and dedicated transport channel types, whereas
WCDMA/HSPA in addition offers the shared transport channel types. LTE provides
a minimal set of transport channel types, mainly the shared channel types only. This
provides large gains in flexibility and efficiency for LTE. The characteristics of different
transport channel types are described for the WCDMA in Section 6.5.6.1, for the HSPA
in Section 6.5.6.2 and for the LTE in Section 6.5.6.3 respectively. The properties of the
transport channels are further depicted in Fig. 6.22.

6.5.6.1

WCDMA transport

In WCDMA, the combination of the transport channels triggered per TTI is called the
coded composite transport channel, and its contents during the frame period is indicated
jointly by the Transport Format Combination Indicator (TFCI) [192].
For triggering each transport channel per TTI, the MAC decides a transport format for
every transport channel from the allowed transport format set of that transport channel
[193]. The Transport format combination then uniquely defines the set of transport formats
for the combination of all active transport channels during the frame. The transport format
combination is indicated to the receiver by the TFCI, which is transmitted on the physical
control channels during the frame.
For SDUs, which don’t have a fixed timing relation, a variable number of variable size
transport blocks may be triggered per frame, depending on the scheduling decisions. For
scheduling efficiency, TTI is often short e.g. one frame. For SDUs, which have a regular
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interarrival process, as video stream or VoIP, one transport block will be triggered per
TTI and its transport Format remains constant over the frames of the TTI. For constant
delay, TTI is often long e.g. 4 frames for voice and tens of frames for video.
6.5.6.2

HSPA transport

In HSPA, where the physical channel capacity may be much larger than in WCDMA and
where the resources are time multiplexed, only one transport block per TTI is triggered.
Thus, TTI is common and fixed for the HSPA transport channel. Otherwise, time domain
scheduling would not have the required degree of freedom. One convenience for the HSPA
protocol efficiency is the limitation to trigger the logical channels of equal PDU size only
into the same TTI.
Allocation and control of HSPA resources
In HSPA, fast scheduling and time multiplexing requires a control channel that operates
in phase to the High-Speed Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH), which carries the
transport block. This control channel, the High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HSSCCH), utilizes shared channelization code resources, and it appears time multiplexed for
different users similar to the HS-DSCH. The HS-SCCH announces the transport format
and resource combination, HARQ related information and scheduling control in terms
of the allocated UE identity. The signalling overhead of fast scheduling the UEs would
increase by the inclusion of the necessary UE identification. However, in HSPA a UE
specific scrambling mask is applied on top of the CRC detection check, which adds no
scheduling overhead on the HS-SCCH code channel.
UE operation for HSPA reception
For HSPA reception in downlink, the UE will continuously process the HS-SCCH and
filter its UE specific scrambling mask. After the correct detection of the UE identification
on the HS-SCCH, the receiver knows that a correctly decoded signalling block is usable.
The HS-SCCH is leading the HS-DSCH transmission so that the UE can decode the first
part of the HS-SCCH to get the demodulation and decoding information for the HS-DSCH.
Only if the UE gets a scrambling mask hit on the first part of the HS-SCCH, decoding of
the second part of the HS-SCCH is needed and hence the decoding of the HS-DSCH will
follow thereafter.
Physical transport and timing
In HSPA, all the signalling for fast scheduling is instantaneously available from the
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HS-SCCH that is code-multipexed with the HS-DSCH. Phasing of the HS-SCCH relative to the HS-DSCH will set timing constraints for decoding at the UE receiver. For
HSPA, the fast retransmission of code blocks is defined as Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) process, where the retransmissions of the code blocks increase decoding
performance over the variant channel [194][195][196][197]. The CQI and HARQ feedback
transmitted from the UE to be decoded by the NodeB before scheduling the next TTI will
set the timing constraints for decoding and scheduling at the NodeB [194][198][6]. This
will imply the minimum round-trip-time requirement for the HS-DSCH. The processing
time requirements are implicitely mandated by the standard specification, which sets the
minimum number of HARQ processes i.e. the minimum time-distance of the HARQ process to 6 TTIs (12 ms). If multiple HSPA transmissions are allowed per 2 ms TTI, each
code multiplexed resource has to be controlled by a separate HS-SCCH. This is obvious,
because the timing relationship of the HS-SCCH and HS-DSCH is fixed and because a
single code channel can only carry a single signalling instance per TTI.
Uplink HSPA operation
For HSPA transport in uplink, Enhanced Dedicated Channel (E-DCH) creates a single
transport block per TTI carried on a number of physical HSPA code channels with a
mutually equal spreading factor. The UE operation in transmitting the HSPA channels
and the NodeB operation in receiving the HSPA channels do not largely differ from the
conventional processing of transport channels in other respects than by largely increased
processing and buffering requirements. The HSPA transport in uplink may use HARQ
retransmissions similar to the downlink HSPA, however for the HARQ in uplink, the
NodeB provides the feedback signalling. The HSPA implementation in uplink has a large
impact to the MAC protocol, as described in Section 6.5.5.1.

6.5.6.3

LTE transport

In LTE, the transport channels are reduced for the sake of efficiency. The MAC and the
physical layer processing take care of almost all of the transport functionality as well. The
allocation and control of the transport resources is decided by the scheduler in the eNodeB.
Fast signalling of the shared downlink transport is present on the shared physical control
channel that is present in the same transmission frame as the actual transport block, see
Section 6.5.7.3 and Fig. 8.1. The feedback for the downlink transport is provided in
the physical uplink control channel, if not present multiplexed with the uplink data on
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Figure 6.22: Functionality of the transport channels in WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and
LTE. (a) A constant rate dedicated transport channel in WCDMA. (b) Variable rate dedicated transport channels multiplexed in WCDMA. (c) High speed, variable rate transport
channel of WCDMA/HSPA downlink. (d) Enhanced and dedicated transport channels
multiplexed in WCDMA/HSPA uplink. (e) Shared transport channels in LTE.
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the respective uplink shared transport channel. The feedback has to precede the next
downlink allocation by about three frames (3 ms), in order to let the scheduler have time
for channel dependent decisions, to let the MAC compose the transport block and yet to
reserve time for the encoding and decoding processes. The retransmission processes of
LTE are discussed in Section 8.2.5, see also Fig. 8.4.
In LTE, the uplink transport happens in the shared uplink transport channel according
to the allocations signalled in the respective shared physical control channel in downlink,
see Section 6.5.7.3 and Fig. 8.2. The request for uplink transport resources is provided
as the scheduling request in the uplink physical control channel, unless there is already
uplink data transport active. When uplink data transport is active, the MAC may signal
a Buffer Status Report, see Section 6.5.5.2, multiplexed into the transport block with the
data to let the serving eNodeB make efficient scheduling decisions, see Section 8.3.
For LTE reception in downlink, the UE will buffer the control region of the frame
and search the physical control signalling from its search space of the control channel
candidates. Again, a match of the UE identity in the CRC scrambling mask and correct
decoding of the signalling block will indicate that the signalling fields are for this specific
UE. The signalling will indicate the size of the transport block and its allocated PRBs.
Further information about the transport format as HARQ, AMC and MIMO are present.
The physical control signalling for the uplink shared channel resources appears as a separate signalling block. The search procedure of the uplink signalling block from the control
region of the frame is very similar to the search of the downlink signalling block. The
signalling for an uplink allocation in a given transmission frame refers to the actual uplink
resources that are available in a subsequent transmission frame after about three frames
(less than 3 ms), in order to let the UE decide the multiplexing of logical flows, to let the
MAC compose the transport block and yet to reserve time for the encoding and decoding
processes, see Fig. 8.4. The signalling will indicate the size of the transport block and
its allocated PRBs. Further information about the transport format as HARQ, AMC and
MIMO are present.

6.5.7

Physical channels

At the transmitter, the physical layer processes transport blocks received from the local
MAC by the following functions; append of error check code, codeblock segmentation,
channel coding, rate matching, interleaving, multiplexing and radio frame segmentation.
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At the receiver, the functionality is inverse; the physical layer processes transport channels
by demultiplexing, deinterleaving, rate matching, decoding and error checking to deliver
the correctly received transport blocks to the local MAC.
The physical layer modulates and makes channelization for the coded symbols. The
channelization is done by the spreading operation or by a transform, see Chapter 3. At
the output of a physical channel, the symbol stream may optionally be split to multiple
transmit antennas. The receiver makes complex baseband processing by the channel estimation, equalization, symbol detection and demodulation functions. The physical code
channels carry signals that may be received from multiple transmit antennas and received
by multiple receive antennas. The MIMO transmission provides multiple symbol streams
into the radio channel(s), which after multipath propagation can be received and estimated
as separate signal components, or which are jointly detected in a matrix form. The MIMO
transmission adds spatial diversity, and it is a fundamental performance differentiator of
a system, as seen in Chapter 9.
The common physical channels appear for the purposes of cell detection, carrier measurements, synchronization, channel estimation and carrier access. The dedicated and
shared physical channels are defined for WCDMA and WCDMA/HSPA in [192] and for
LTE in [105]. Their properties are shortly covered in this section.

6.5.7.1

Physical channels of WCDMA

Dedicated Physical Data Channel (DPDCH) carries modulated data symbols of the transport channels. The data symbols are split to the periods of slots for fast power control,
but a transport block set of the transport channel is allocated per frame period. On a
DPDCH, a single cell multiantenna transmission is feasible either for the transmit diversity
or for the multistreaming [90][91][93]. In macrodiversity transmission, a single DPDCH
may have multiantenna transmission from the multiple cells in the active set.
Dedicated Physical Control Channel (DPCCH) carries modulated symbols for the purpose of physical control. The physical control signals include pilot sequences for the channel estimation and timing estimation, Transmit Power Control (TPC) symbols, Transport
Format Combination Indicator (TFCI) and Feedback Indication bits (FBI). The FBI bits
assist the choice of the modulation and coding, as well as the choice of the multiantenna
transmission mode.
In downlink, the DPDCH and DPCCH channels are time multiplexed in every slot
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of each frame. There are m symbols of DPCCH and n symbols of DPDCH in every
slot. The amount of DPCCH fields depends on the slot format. The amount of DPDCH
symbols depends on the spreading factor of the channelization code selected per frame.
The spreading factor is termined by the selection of the transport format combination.
The downlink allocation algorithm needs to keep the orthogonality of the channelization
code resources, and thus the lowest code tree node for the expected highest data rate
needs to be allocated. The spreading factor choice above the lowest node of the code tree
is flexible. If a higher transport rate is requested, TransportChannelReconfiguration and
PhysicalChannelReconfiguration procedures (RRC) need to be executed.
In uplink, the DPCCH and the DPDCH are code multiplexed in every slot of each
frame. Multiplexing allows continuous transmission of the DPCCH on a high spreading
factor channelization code. Thus, the NodeB can do continuous time tracking of the
spreading sequence and can apply fast power control accurately. The full code-tree is
available for every mobile due to the UE specific scrambling. The spreading factor of the
channelization code is variable per frame and reconfiguration procedures are avoided. The
DPDCH has full flexibility to select over the large range of transport format combinations.

6.5.7.2

Physical channels of WCDMA/HSPA

High Speed Physical Downlink Shared channel (HS-PDSCH) provides the advantage of a
fixed spreading factor, fast scheduling, short TTI of a subframe period and minimized
signalling. The resource allocation of HSPA is covered in [178][199]. (Prior to HSPA,
other shared channel types were defined but they got later obsoleted by the HSPA.)
High Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH) is a physical channel that carries
modulated symbols for signalling the usage and format of the HS-PDSCH. It provides a
pointer to the transport format and resource combination by the transport format and
resource indicator (TFRI). It also announces the channelization code-set, modulation and
HARQ related signalling, as well as the receiving UE identity. The HS-SCCH carries a
fixed number of bits on a fixed spreading factor channelization code per subframe.
High Speed Dedicated Physical Control Channel (HS-DPCCH) carries the modulated
symbols for the signalling feedback for the transmission on the HS-PDSCH. The HSDPCCH carriers HARQ acknowledgements, CQI and Precoding Information (PCI). The
HS-DPCCH is present on a fixed spreading factor channelization code, and it is codemultiplexed with the DPCCH in uplink. The HS-DPCCH appears only in relation to the
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scheduled HS-PDSCH subframes.
Enhanced Dedicated Physical Data Channel (E-DPDCH) carries the modulated data
symbols of the HSPA transport channel. It has a short scheduling interval of 2 ms or 10
ms, its transmission can be discontinued and it may have an individual power amplification
facor relative to the DPCCH. The fast power control is applied commonly to all uplink
physical channels.
Enhanced Dedicated Physical Control Channel (E-DPCCH) carries the modulated symbols to signal the TFCI for the E-DPDCH. As the DPCCH has a constant spreading factor,
and it cannot accommodate the transport format control of the E-DCH, there is a need
for this separate E-DPCCH code channel, which includes the signalling of the transport
block size, the HARQ redundancy version and the short buffer status indication.

6.5.7.3

Physical channels of LTE

Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) carries the transport blocks as coded and
modulated symbol blocks in the allocated multiples of PRBs during the 1 ms scheduling
interval (TTI).
Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) carries the allocation information for
a single UE per scheduling interval. The allocation information is signalled on separate
PDCCHs for downlink and uplink of a UE. The signalling formats of the physical allocations differ e.g. based on the UE capability and MIMO schemes. The PDCCH channels of
all UEs signalled in a subframe are interleaved and mapped to the control symbol region of
a subframe extending from two to four OFDM symbols [56]. The UE receiver searches for
a matching PDCCH blindly, where the detection is based on the UE identification mask
matched to the C-RNTI [8].
Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) carries the transport blocks as coded and
modulated symbol blocks in the allocated multiples of PRBs during the 1 ms scheduling
interval (TTI).
Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) carries the physical control information as
the downlink acknowledgements, CQI, Precoding Matrix Identity (PMI) and Scheduling
Request (SR). Every UE is assigned an orthogonal sequence in the known PUCCH resources to provide orthogonal transmissions of the control information for a large number
of UEs.
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6.5.8
6.5.8.1

About the channels and performance
Transport channel types

The different transport channel types and physical channel types have unique properties
each, and their performance differ significantly. For a careful system analysis, each channel
should be separately analysed. The common channels have impact mainly on the cell search
times, coverage probability, access times and overhead. The system performance studies
address these critical items separately as a prerequisite to show that the system is feasible.
Once the feasibility is proven, the actual system performance studies rather focus on the
numerics of the control and transport metrics as such, omitting the control channels in
other respects than their overhead.
In the dedicated and shared channels the coverage-throughput-delay performance is
critical, and their performance is tried to be maximised both from the single user and
the system point of view. The coverage requirement sets constraints to the transport
block size. The coverage is defined by the smallest packet size delivered within the delay
constraint. If the delay constraint is loose, retransmissions can increase the symbol energy
over thermal noise (Es /N0 ) for correct decoding and thus a larger transport block size can
be provided even in the coverage (or power) limited case. If the delay constraint is tight,
Es /N0 will be constrained and finite transmission power to the channel is available. The
probability of correct decoding can be increased by lowering the channel code rate, which
however decreases the number of transport channel bits in the finite sequence of coded
symbols provided within the tight delay constraints. The largest coverage is available for
a single information bit coded with the lowest channel coding rate limited by the length
of the finite symbol sequence. The single bit transmission scheme may apply for a control
signal (e.g. a single bit ack/nack), but it does not apply for a packet of a traffic flow.
The minimum transport block size needs to include at least a part of the packet payload and a segmentation header so that a packet can be recreated from its segments at the
receiver. An alternative is to include the full minimum packet into a transport block and
repeat its redundancy transmissions within the constrained delay. In both techniques, the
coverage maximizes for continuous transmission of the symbol sequence. Any discontinuity
of the transmission sequence, say due to time duplexing or due to segmentation to partial
(parallel) HARQ processes, will lead to degradation of the coverage by the discontinuous
transmission factor. Actually, segmenting an information block to multiple HARQ pro126

cesses would not decrease the coverage otherwise, but it will decrease the coverage-limited
throughput because of the increased segmentation overhead. For these reasons, LTE may
avoid segmentation by proper allocation of the physical resources. In the specifc case of
the coverage limited uplink, it is feasible to have a longer TTI by bundling four subframes
to a single TTI. This allows extending the code block and carrying a larger information
block without discontinuity [54]. This increases the coverage-limited throughput for small
payloads, and short LTE subrame will hence not limit the coverage.

6.5.8.2

Retransmissions

HARQ retransmissions are defined for the shared channel types both in HSPA and in LTE,
but they do not apply in the dedicated channels of WCDMA. As stop-and-wait HARQ
is defined, transport over the physical channel does not provide insequence delivery of
transport blocks. For HARQ, reordering of transport blocks is necessary below the MAC.
The transmission sequence number of a transport block keeps the transmitter and receiver
window in phase and lets the receiver window be read in the correct order [44]. The
size of the receiver window depends on the number of HARQ processes and the allowed
maximum number of retransmissions. The receiver window follows the latest correctly
received transmission sequence number, and it includes a list of transport blocks inside
the window. All correctly received transport blocks before the first missing one inside the
window are immediately delivered to the MAC. The discard timer is reset and it is running
for the first correctly received transport block following the first missing transport block
in the window. At the expiration of the timer, the missing transport block(s) is omitted
and the correctly received transport blocks are delivered in sequence to the MAC. In the
RLC acknowledgement mode (AM), the missing transport block will cause retransmission
of the RLC PDU(s). In the RLC unacknowledgement mode (UM), the missing transport
block will cause discard of the RLC SDU(s).
Having multiple HARQ processes defined the retransmission processes can be synchronous or asynchronous. For a synchronous process, the timing relation is constant
between the original transmission and the retransmissions. The synchronous process is
favoured for the simplicity of signalling. For an asynchronous process, only the minimum
distance between the transmissions is defined to guarantee sufficient processing time for
the transmitter and receiver, otherwise the scheduling instant is free. In LTE, the downlink
HARQ processes are asynchronous, since the scheduling decisions are valid flexibly in time
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after the feedback is received from the UE. In uplink, the transmissions are synchronous
to minimize the UE effect of searching and decoding the next allocation and feedback, and
to let the UE enter the power-save (sleep) fast and efficiently.
The HARQ processes may either be adaptive or non-adpative processes. For the adaptive HARQ, the transport format and the allocated frequency resources of a HARQ process
may change during the retransmission instances. For the non-adaptive HARQ, both the
transport format and the frequency resources are selected only for the first transmission
instance of a HARQ process, and they will remain constant since for all the retransmission
instances. For the next first transmission of new data, the transport format selection is
free again.
6.5.8.3

Multiantenna transmission

MIMO transmission is applied on the physical channels because of its high expected gains
[91][92][145]. MIMO can provide diversity gains in the low SINR regime and throughput
gains in the high SINR regime, if the propagation channel additionally has large spatial
distribution. Any physical channel type may gain of a diversity transmission, which at
least increases the coverage probability. Those physical channel types, which target at
maximizing the instantaneous throughput efficiency may additionally gain of multistream
transmission. However, MIMO transmission may suffer from antenna and RF-chain imperfections, lack of high practical rank in the channel and from low SINR operation point.
These factors often decrease the theoretically expected gains in a practical environment.
The practical differentiators of the MIMO performance are the number of transmit antennas and the number of receive antennas, the MIMO transmission technique and the
MIMO receiver algorithm. The efficiency of MIMO also depends on the Channel State
Information (CSI) and Channel Distribution Information (CDI) that are experienced by
the receiver, and whether this information is available at the transmitter too. In addition
to the reporting overhead, reporting delay and accuracy impact the MIMO efficiency.
6.5.8.4

Multiantenna reception

Multiantenna reception applies for any channel type. It actually is de facto receiver technique in the NodeB both for WCDMA and WCDMA/HSPA, and it is expected to become
that also in the eNodeB for LTE. The challenge for multiantenna reception capability
is larger in the UE, where the antenna placement and the form factor of the product
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set tight practical constraints. For WCDMA/HSPA, dual antenna reception is foreseen
implementation in the UE, but for LTE it is expected to become a commodity [200].
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Chapter 7

Internet services and traffic models
7.1

Session activation

Session activation is traditionally modeled by the call arrival process. Similarly for data
services, a session activation process may be defined. A human interaction is typically the
trigger of activation, therefore the session arrival process can be modelled by a Poisson
process as in (7.1). For each service, there is an independent session activation process,
which at a given time instant can be modelled by a two-state event according to (7.2).
The traffic characteristics during the session are defined by the traffic models described in
Section 7.2 [62][63][64].
The session activation and termination have a two-fold meaning for the system analysis.
First, it may define the load in the simulated system and second, it impacts statistic
collection. In a snap-shot simulation approach, the drops are independent relative to the
channel states and hence the long term statistics over session duration are not available.
In dynamic simulations, the statictics over the session duration is available and it may
include, in addition to the channel dynamics, also mobility and handover effects. The
session activation probability per traffic type allows mixed traffic simulations, where the
ratio of traffic types can be deterministic, see [23]. If in addition to session activation, also
session termination is defined, it is important to verify that traffic equilibrium is maintained
during the collection of statistics. Therefore, for a given session termination process, a
respective session arrival process has to be active too. For the simulation purposes, other
approaches may be defined like gradually increasing load by the session activation process,
until a favoured load level has been reached. The load level is then preserved by denying
further session activations and terminations during the simulation run. In this approach,
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the traffic fluctuation is solely due to dynamics of the traffic model itself, due to mobility
(handovers) and due to actions by the radio resource management algorithms (scheduling).
The session activation process is characterized by the rate parameter λ, which describes
the traffic intensity such that the number of session arrivals (∆N ) in a simulation time
interval (t, t + ∆t) follows a Poisson distribution as,

P (∆N ) =

e−λ(∆t) · [λ(∆t)]∆N
(∆N )!

(7.1)

In case of individual and independent two-state (TRUE/FALSE) events, this process can
be reformulated to a binomial distribution (or likewise Bernoulli distribution), whose probability mass1 function f is given by,

f k ; p = pk · (1 − p)1−k ,

(7.2)

where p is the probability of a session activation event (k) becoming TRUE.

7.2

Traffic models

As Internet services are so diverse, it is not reasonable to target the system design to
be optimized for service specific solutions, but on the contrary see the services generally
as Communications over the Internet Protocol (CoIP), which expands from Voice over
the Internet Protocol (VoIP) to text, images, video and other forms of digital context
[201], including multimedia and broadcasting. It is about convergence of all forms of
communications. This means that new communications modality [202][203] happens in the
Internet in a way that is combining e.g. voice, video, chat, data and presence. Converging
services are realized in the open Internet, and voice applications are no longer expected to
dominate but rather appear among the other modalities of media.
Rich media describes a broad range of digital interactive media. Rich media can be
downloadable from the web or may be embedded as objects in a web page. If downloadable,
it can be viewed or used offline with media players. The defining characteristic of rich media
is that it exhibits dynamic motion. This motion may occur over time, as in video newscast,
or in direct response to a user interaction, as an interactive slideshow presentation activated
in a web page. Accessible rich media on a web page includes captions, audio and navigation.
1
The probability mass of discrete random variables is given here instead of the mean of continuous
random variables.
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Although the services are so diverse, it is still necessary to try to find their critical common and distinctive characteristics, in order to simplify them for the analysis. As a result,
all traffic may be categorized to traffic classes having given statistical behaviour and quality
requirements. Depending on the actual service-case in a traffic class, the parameters of the
traffic class model may still differ. The services are often defined to the background (a.k.a.
best effort), interactive, streaming and conversational traffic classes. Services modelled
by these traffic classes include; VoIP, file transfer, email, web-browsing, chat, audio/video
streaming and gaming. Typical protocols cover SIP, FTP, HTTP, IMAP/POP, RTP, TCP,
UDP and IP as introduced in Chapters 5 and 6 among others. The traffic modelling for the
system analysis needs to take key the characteristics, parametrisation and quality metrics
of these classes into account.

7.2.1

Conversational voice

Voice source model for the simulator depends on the voice codec and on the networking
protocols. As voice codecs are very many (AMR, AMR-WB, EFR, EVRC, EVRC-WB,
MP3, AAC, etc), it is typical to use otherwise common assumptions of the models, but differentiate their key indications as the bit rate or the packet size (distribution), interarrival
time, source coding quality and decoding delay.
The voice codecs are based on spatio-temporal nature of audible sounds. The temporal
pressure-wave of a phonem lasts of order 20 ms and the audible frequency reaches 16 Hz
to 20 kHz. Thus, it is possible to sample the phonem and with a sampling rate conversion technique provide a voice frame of 20 ms per phonem. Discretizing (or localizing)
the phonems in time and frequency allows a rate compatible framing of voice packets so
that a generic transmission protocol may be formulated, see Section 5.2. Traditionally,
a constant bitrate voice frame of 8 kb/s with packet interarrival time 20 ms is used for
voice capacity analysis. Recently, AMR compatible bitrates representing the highest voice
quality at rate 12.2 kb/s have dominated the working assumptions. Enhanced Variable
Rate Codec (EVRC) at rate 7.95 kb/s is also frequently used in the literature for comparison of cdma2000 systems. The main differentiator of the voice source model in this study
according to [62][63][64] compared to a conventional one is handling of the networking
headers. The networking headers do not depend on the voice source as such, but often
they are combined in the source model for the simulations.
The duration of a voice session is exponential distributed with the expected mean
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Figure 7.1: Voice activity model.
according to the measurements in live networks. [62][63][64], The reciprocity of voice
activity between the caller and the callee is not known to follow a given statistical pattern,
but it may be characterized as symmetrical interactivity if averaged over large number of
conversational sessions. The activity may be characterized by the voice activity factor,
where each voice burst (talk-spurt) is exponential distributed in length with a mean value
of order 3 seconds. The voice session can thus be modelled by a two-state model with
voice activity parameter and distributed talk-spurt length [62][63].
7.2.1.1

Detailed description of the VoIP traffic model

The voice activity model impacts on VoIP packet creation. A simple model consists of
two states, ”voice inactive state” and ”voice active state”, shown in Fig. 7.1 2 . The former
represents silence and the latter represents a talk-spurt i.e. a sequence of successively active
voice frames. During activity, each voice frame contains the spatio-temporal characteristics
of a phonem, encoded by the voice codec and encapsulated to a defined voice frame format.
In the voice activity model, the probability of transition from the active state to the
inactive state is equal to a. The probability of transition from the inactive state to the
active state is b. The model is updated at the voice codec frame rate R codec = 1/Tcodec ,
where Tcodec is the encoder frame duration (20ms for AMR and AMR-WB).The Voice
Activity Factor (VAF) λ is given by (7.3),

λ=

b
a+b

(7.3)

A talk-spurt is defined as the voice active period (τ V P ) between entering the active
2
This two-state model is simplistic but valuable in that it allows a generalization for the regularity of
talk-spurt arrival statistics and resource reservation activity
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state and leaving the active state. This corresponds to the sequence of phonemes forming
words separated by short periods of silence. The probability that a talk-spurt (V P ) has a
duration (τ ) of n voice frames is given by,

pτV P (n) = a (1 − a)n−1

(7.4)

Correspondingly, the probability that a silence period (SP ) has a duration (τ ) of n
voice frames is given by

pτSP (n) = b (1 − b)n−1

(7.5)

In voice traffic models, the voice active period and the silence period are exponential
distributed. The mean talk-spurt (µ V P ) and the mean silence period (µSP ) in duration
of voice frames are given by (7.6). (In the performance analysis of Chapter 9, the mean
talk-spurt and the mean silence periods are both about 2 seconds.)
1
a
1
= E[τSP ] =
b

µV P = E[τV P ] =
µSP

(7.6)

The state transitions between the active state and the inactive state are independent.
Therefore, the probability distribution of the time period (in number of voice frames)
between successive active states (τ AE ) is the convolution of the probability distributions
pτSP and pτV P , and is given by (7.7).

pτAE (n) =

b
a
a (1 − a)n−1 +
b (1 − b)n−1
b−a
a−b

(7.7)

The mean time µAE between successive active states is given by

µAE = µV P + µSP

(7.8)

Accordingly, the mean rate of transitions into the active state is in other words the mean
talk-spurt interarrival rate R AE and is given by (7.9)

RAE =
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1
µAE

(7.9)

7.2.1.2

Networking headers of the VoIP traffic

VoIP is assumed to consist of RTP/UDP/IP headers, whose size varies according to the
protocol options. VoIP is present at the radio interface either as uncompressed packets or
compressed packets. The packet compression here refers to the compression of the bit fields
of the networking headers and not the voice frame itself. VoIP compression techniques are
defined e.g. in [165][166] of which ROHC is dominating, see Section 5.2.

7.2.2

Background traffic

Background traffic is a notation for the packet delivery by the best effort algorithms. The
best effort delivery dominates in the Internet, where QoS differentiation is traditionally not
in use, and TCP protocols drive the performance. Recently, however, QoS differentiation
of the Internet has gained more momentum.
Best Effort data can be modeled as infinite packet queue at the transmit buffers, which
strives for maximizing the network load. In case, protocol overhead needs to be taken into
account or packet delivery (SDU) is the measure instead of the PDU measure, even the
infinite queue model needs to be aware of the packet size distribution.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is often adopted for the packet size distribution. The
traffic source generates files, e.g. by a truncated Pareto distribution (Bradford distribution
or alike), where the probability is heavily tailed i.e. the probability of a small file is very
large compared to a large file, but yet very large files exist at a non-negligible probability.
An example parametrisation creates files of the mean size 2 Mbytes and the maximum
size 5 Mbytes. FTP segments the application layer data to segments, so that one FTP
segment with further TCP/IP networking headers fits to the Maximum Transmission Unit
(MTU) of the transmission paths between the end nodes. The MTU is often constrained
by the Ethernet, and the default values of 1500 bytes and 576 bytes therefore dominate
the practical MTU observations.

7.2.2.1

Properties of the truncated Pareto distribution

For a delay analysis, a finite queue model is needed instead. The FTP traffic generator is
applicable for a finite queue model too, but a further notation of a packet call is necessary.
A packet call is a period of packet transfer for a single file in a session, where a given number
of files are to be transferred. Between each packet call (file transfer), there exists a non135

active reading time without packet flows of file transfer. In other words, this corresponds
to the time interval of file download requests. A FTP session may be parametrized by
the session arrival process, the number of packet calls (files) per session, the request time
between the packet calls, the number of packets in a packet call (as one file is segmented
for the TCP/IP transfer over the Ethernet), the interarrival time between two consequtive
packets in a packet call and the packet size distribution. The packet size of the FTP model
is trivial, because FTP utilizes the MTU size and packets are predominantly of this size;
pkt size(i) =

(

M T U , if i ≤ trunc{f ile size/M T U }

,

(7.10)

f ile size − trunc{f ile size/M T U } · M T U, otherwise

where i = 1, .., trunc{f ile size/M T U } + 1, i ∈ N.
Many practical traffic sources are expected to follow a modification of the FTP model,
e.g. Pareto distributed packet size models and email models are common. The Pareto
distribution in (7.11) yields a heavy tailed packet size distribution, which additionally
requires a cutoff value for the maximum transmission unit (for MTU, see Section 5.2.6).
Here, the cutoff-value causes samples fold inside the distribution so that if an input sample
(x) is below or above the cutoff-value i.e. x < th min size or x > thmax size , the input
sample is discarded and it is not calculated into the actual sample count, but the sample
is regenerated from inside the distribution until it satisfies th min size ≤ x ≤ thmax size .
Typically, the upper bound cutoff value is applied only. The Pareto distributed packet
size is given e.g. in [62],

f x; α



F x; α



=
=

α kα
x(α+1)
1 − ( xk )α

,x ≥ k

,

(7.11)

,x ≥ k

with Pareto index k. In (7.11), f is the probability density function (pdf) and F is the
cumulative distribution function (cdf). This notation is followed throughout Sections 7.2.2
and 7.2.3.
In the email model of [64], the number of transmitted and received emails per packet
call follows a log-normal distribution, and the email size follows the Cauchy distribution
(7.12) instead of the Pareto distributed file size. The Cauchy distributed email size is,

f x; µ



F x; µ



=

1
π[(x−µ)2 +1]

=

1
π

arctan(x − µ) + 1/2
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.

(7.12)

For Cauchy distribution µ is the median (because for a discrete Cauchy distribution the
mean is not defined) and the height is 1/π, if γ = 1.

7.2.3
7.2.3.1

Interactive traffic
web-browsing

A more sophisticated traffic model is needed for the interactive traffic like web-browsing
that uses the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [204][205][206]. A web-page is encoded
by a markup language (e.g. Hypertext Markup Language HTML, eXtensible Markup
Language XML, Wireless Markup Language WML or Standard Generalized Markup Language, SGML), which defines the object presentation of the page.
The web-page consists of a main object and several embedded objects (e.g. pieces of
text, pictures, advertisements, etc), whose contents may be fetched by opening remote
information sources at given URL [155]. After receiving the main object of the page, the
web-browser will fetch the embedded objects and will parse the page.
The main parameters to characterize web-browsing are: the size of the main object,
the size of an embedded object in a page, the number of embedded objects on a page,
the reading time and the parsing time of the page. The object size follows a log-normal
distribution in (7.13) truncated with the cutoff-values (th max size ) and (thmin size ) so that
thmin size ≤ x ≤ thmax size .
f x ; µ, σ



F x ; µ, σ



2
√ 1
]
· exp[ −(ln2σx−µ)
2
2πσx

(ln x−µ)
1
√
]
2 1 + erf [
2σ

=
=

,x > 0

,

(7.13)

,x > 0

where µ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the variable’s natural logarithm.
The number of embedded objects in a page has a heavy tail, and therefore it can also be
modelled by a Pareto distribution, as in (7.14). Again, this model may apply an upper
bound cutoff value. The expected number of objects per page is five according to practical
observations.
f x; α



F x; α



=
=

α kα
x(α+1)
1 − ( xk )α

,x ≥ k

(7.14)

,x ≥ k

In the previous models, the reading time and the web-page parse time are exponential
distributed according to (7.15).
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f x; λ



F x; λ



= λ e−λx

,x ≥ 0

= 1 − e−λx , x ≥ 0

,

(7.15)

where λ is the rate parameter. For interactivity, a HTTP request (GET or HEAD) triggers
the activity from the client to the server, and it impacts on the discontinuous transmission,
access payload and wake-up requirements at the air interface.

7.2.3.2

Interactive gaming

Interactive gaming is neither used in the system analysis in any other meaning than analytically calculating the minimum delay for small packets. It is sufficient to show that
the minimum delay is below a threshold (e.g. 50 ms) and the probability of exceeding the
threshold is sufficiently small (10%). Gaming traffic is seldom exhaustive as the interarrival
rate is uniform distributed (0 < x ≤ 40 ms) and its packet sizes are small.

7.2.4

Streaming

Streaming traffic is used as a constant bitrate source. This can be used to analyze a bitrate
coverage contour. However, such analysis is very heavy in computation. The streaming
condition requires that the amount of traffic is in equilibrium i.e. the number of packets
transmitted within a delay constraint equals the average bitrate. The delay constraint
may be fairly large for streaming (several seconds), and traffic smoothing is required by
a playout buffer at the receiver. Any transmit and scheduling delay variation and the
consequent receive delay variation observed at the input of the playback buffer will not be
present at the output of that buffer. Therefore, these variations do not decrease the user
perception.

7.2.5

Video traffic

Video streaming and conversational video telephony are rarely used in the system analysis,
even if their models exist in the literature. Specific to the video sources are their nominal
bitrate and the requirement for a playback buffer, which has to cope with the transmit
and scheduling delay variation. Video codecs typically generate regular frames with full
information of the picture and a sequence of intermediate frames with differentially coded
information. Each video frame consists of a variable number of variable size packets. The
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interarrival process is rather deterministic because of the constant frame rate, but the
number and size of packets may vary.
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Chapter 8

Radio Resource Management
Radio Resource Management (RRM) is a set of functionality of protocols and algorithms,
which targets at efficient use of radio resources in a cellular network. In order to be
efficient, RRM has to operate efficiently and with low overhead in all scenarios with channel
dynamics and mobility involved.
In a single link scenario, the RRM suffers from imperfect channel information between
the protocol peer entities. Channel measurements have SINR dependent inaccuracies and
any reporting thereof happens in finite resolution with reporting delay and errors. These
imperfections are present, but may be negligible for a low velocity link, whereas for a high
velocity link they will remain notable.
In a single cell scenario with multiple links, RRM operates with interlink interference
characteristics. Radio resource sharing becomes a dimensional problem as many competing
link requirements have to be met simultaneously. On the other hand, with multiple links,
multiplexing efficiency increases and the opportunity for scheduling arises.
In a network with multiple cells, the RRM operates in a difficult dimensional situation, where only partial measurements, partial information and partial control between
neighbour cells are available. All of the neighbour cell information and control exchange
happen with notable delays and they increase the signalling cost on that interface. Of
course, for cells that are operated from the same site (often called as sectors), these mutual impacts remain node internal limitations and they may largely vanish. When the cells
are controlled by different sites, the aforementioned limitations will more concretely exist.
For intersite operation, the RRM has further characteristics, whether the cells are
either synchronous or non-synchronous. Both asynchronous and synchronous operations
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Figure 8.1: The frame, symbol and channel structure of LTE downlink.

Figure 8.2: The frame, symbol and channel structure of LTE uplink.

have their benefits and drawbacks, and RRM has to cope with both of them. A standard
specification defines enablers for asynchronous operation in a general case and provides
synchronous cells as an additional opportunity. WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE are
capable to operate both in asynchronous and synchronous modes due to their pilot channel
and reference sequence design.
The RRM is very tightly dependent on the frame and channel structure of the multipleaccess schemes, see Chapter 3 and Section 6.5 . The frame, symbol and channel structure
of LTE is shown in Fig. 8.1 for downlink and in Fig. 8.2 for uplink.
The frame and channel structures define the physical resources, how scalable they
are, in which domains (time, frequency, code, spatial) they apply, what their physical
characteristics are and how to allocate them. The RRM functionality often includes those
of power control, link adaptation, scheduling, handover, load control and admission control.
For this thesis, selected aspects of the RRM are covered.
The Radio Resource Management contributes to all of the performance measures of
a cellular system. A RRM concept provides algorithm and protocol means to utlize the
multiple-access scheme and transmission-reception techniques in a well-performing, convenient way. Often, the RRM concept is justified in its capability to provide the highest
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average capacity and the highest spectral efficiency in several cell scenarios evaluated over
a large number of user distributions (drops) over a long duration covering a large number
of channel states. However, equally critical measures of a RRM concept is high cell-edge
throughput (cell-edge spectral efficiency), high adaptability to the dynamics of single radio
links, guarantees of packet delays and fairness in serving the users.

8.1
8.1.1

Power Control
Closed-loop power control

The closed-loop power control is applied in the access network (UTRAN or EUTRAN)
to compensate variations of the radio channel for the receiver. The properties of power
control depend on the multiple-access it applies for. The principle of the closed-loop power
control is to get feedback of the received power levels or expected received power levels
from the receiver to the transmitter, in order the transmitter to apply the most convenient transmit power at a time. The power control ultimately targets at maintaining the
received bearer quality, and obtain this target by as small amount of power and transmit
resources consumed, with as less interference generated, as practical. The commonalities
and differencies of the power control principles in WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE
are addressed in this Section.
In WCDMA, power control is twofold, fast immediate power control to compensate
channel transients and a slow outer-loop power control to set the received SINR to meet the
expected BLER target at the receiver. The fast power control adapts to the rapid channel
variations for a continuous, direct-sequence spread spectrum transmission. Transients
are avoided by a chopper like functionality. As the received SINR forms a distribution,
the BLER control is not accurate, but will statistically meet the BLER target at a given
probability. If decoded BLER is too high compared to the BLER target, the power control
target is increased to yield power-up commands by the fast, closed-loop power control. If
decoded BLER is unnecessarily low, the power control target is slowly decreased to yield
power-down commands by the fast power control. Outer-loop power control operates as a
saw-curve, fast-up and slowly-down to control the link quality [6]. The outer-loop power
control sets the received SINR target per channelization code that applies to all bearers
carried on that code channel. If the bearers multiplexed on the came channelization
code have different link quality (BLER) targets, the channel coding and rate matching
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algorithms have to realize them assuming close to equal received SINR. This happens by
the transport channel processing algorithms. Otherwise, if the SINR target requirements
remain different, the bearers need to be multiplexed onto different code channels having
different power weight.
In WCDMA, where macrodiversity is applied on the radio links and multiple sites are in
control of the physical signalling, TPC feedback is common to all code channels, but TPC
from different receiving sites may differ. The UE will always choose a dominating downcommand and applies up-command otherwise. The outer-loop power control will tune the
received power of the code channels commonly per cell according to the diversity combined
signals to meet the BLER target of the transport channels. The BLER measure is feasible,
when the decoding probability is known after the selection combining in the RNC. Thus,
the outer-loop power control operates locally between the RNC and the NodeB.
UE controls the cell transmit power according to the decoding result of the soft combined signals. Any NodeB that can hear the transmit power control will act respectively.
Thus, the strongest signal paths at the receiver have the strongest dominance on the
power control, but also weak signal components will contribute positively decreasing the
needed transmit power. The outer-loop power control operates locally in the UE to set
the received SINR target despite of how many and which cells are in the active set for
transmitting signals.
In HSPA, downlink power control is mainly replaced by the adaptive modulation and
code rate selection (see Section 8.2). For power control, a share of the total cell transmit
power is allocated for the HSPA channelization codes, this share can be slowly changed. In
uplink HSPA, the transmit power of the parallel channelization codes (DPCCH, DPDCH,
E-DPCCH and E-DPDCH) are jointly controlled by the fast power control, as the codes
will experience channel variations equally. Yet, a channelization code specific power offset
(β) is defined, and it may boost the received BLER of the code channel lower or higher.
Again, the BLER target of the channelization code depends on the bearers (logical channels) that are multiplexed on it.
In LTE, the closed-loop power control applies to a burst transmission per subframe.
As several UEs are multiplexed to the same PDSCH, there may be a UE specific power
offset between the PDSCH allocated for a given UE and the Reference Symbols (pilots).
This power offset is signalled for each downlink allocation, only if necessary, for the proper
detection of the amplitude modulated symbols (QAM). In LTE uplink, the power control
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Figure 8.3: The principle of the power control of LTE uplink channels.

of the PUSCH is based on fractional pathloss compensation based on the received signal
power measurements and the BLER target [119][207]. Otherwise, the transmit power scales
with a cell specific fractional pathloss compensation factor, with the allocated number of
resources, and with the instantaneous selection of the Modulation and Coding Scheme
(MCS), according to (8.1). The eNodeB may signal for each subframe allocation a transmit
power correction relative to the previous transmission. For the UE power control, a power
headroom report by the UE is occasionally needed at the eNodeB. The principle of power
control for different channels of Fig. 8.2 is shown in Fig. 8.3.

8.1.2

Power control algorithms

The transmit power of the LTE channels is given in [208] by (8.1). The shared data
channel transmit power scales by the nominal power (P 0 P U SCH ) and relative to at least the
allocated bandwidth (MP U SCH ), transport format (T F ), power headroom and fractional
pathloss compensation (αP L · L). The cell specific and UE-specific control parameters may
be defined by the higher layer (RRC) signalling. The short term power adjustment (f i )
may be given inside the downlink shared control channel per allocation. This may be an
absolute or an accumulated relative adjustment. The transmit power of the control channel
is set absolutely in reference to the nominal power and relative to at least the pathloss
and control channel signalling format. The transmit power of Sounding Reference Symbol
(SRS) is controlled relative to at least the cell specific shared data channel power reference,
bandwidth and fractional pathloss.
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PP U SCH (i) = min{Pmax , 10 · log(MP U SCH (i)) + P0 P U SCH + αP L · L

(8.1)

+∆T F (T F (i)) + f (i)}

8.1.3

Open-loop power control

In all aforementioned systems, also the open-loop power control applies. It is used, whenever the closed-loop formula is not yet running e.g. in the beginning and after discontinuity
of communication. The open-loop power control is applied on the mobile terminal based
on its estimate of the pathloss to the receiving site. The open-loop power setting, as the
mean power per subframe (slot), may have a fairly large inaccuracy of order +/ − 9 dB in
normal conditions and +/ − 12 dB in extreme conditions [200].

8.2

Link adaptation

The link adaptation algorithm selects both the modulation and channel coding rate that
form the most feasible combination to maximize the instantaneous link throughput, or cell
throughput in a multiple-access scheme, which is a function of the received signal quality
and BLER of the decoded transport block. The selection of the modulation alphabet
depends on the received SINR and the selection of the code rate depends on the expected
BLER. A high modulation order in a high SINR condition may still do with a high code
rate, which allows a large transport block delivered and provides a high instantaneous
throughput. On the other hand, a high order modulation in a low SINR condition requires
a low rate channel code and even then, higher probability of symbol errors may limit the
throughput compared to a lower order modulation with a higher code rate in equal SINR
conditions. The coded symbols require channel power and cause interference to the other
links, thus the maximized instantaneous throughput is actually a target with as low channel
power and as small number of coded symbols as possible, i.e. maximizing the transport
block size (see Section 6.5 for segmentation and multiplexing).
The well-known link adaptation curvery consists of instantaneous throughput as a
function of the modulation and code rate selection. The increasing modulation order and
increasing code rate require increasing SINR. The SINR behaviour actually depends on
the multiple-access technique and intercell interference mechanisms, the BLER depends
on the signal waveform and the receiver algorithms. The higher the SINR is required, the
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smaller is its time-probability in a selective channel and the smaller is the coverage area,
where it is experienced. Link adaptation requires knowledge of the channel state at the
receiver fed back to the transmitter. In the CQI measurement delay, reporting delay and
finite reporting resolution always have an impact.
For a selection of a large transport block, link adaptation is a crucial feature, because
it can only be selected for a short transmission time with a notable probability. Also, it
is important to be able to select a more robust format with adaptation after the initial
selection of a large transport block to provide coverage for a weakening link without
excessively increasing the transport block latency.

8.2.1

Adaptive coding

Code rate adaptation provides close to optimal BLER with a maximal Information Block
Length (IBL) as a function of channel SINR and a short term selection of the modulation
alphabet. Rate matching is necessary to match the IBL to the physical resource grid. In
WCDMA/HSPA and in LTE, convolutional codes and Turbo codes are used. Convolutional codes provide higher coding gain for a small IBL like control signalling, whereas
Turbo code [209] outperforms for larger IBLs of high rate data. Low Density Parity Codes
(LDPC)1 were studied for LTE, but were not selected due to their rate matching properties
[210]. LDPC puncturing to a given rate matching factor often requires a rate compatible design of the code matrixes and their inner interleavers, unlike the Turbo code which
simply enables variable rate puncturing of a single mother code.

8.2.2

Adaptive modulation

Adaptive selection of the modulation alphabet is applied with a proper channel coding
choice to maximize the instantaneous throughput for a given BLER target [211]. For
WCDMA, adaptive modulation set is not supported and it becomes feasible only with
WCDMA/HSPA, where the channel state information is available at the scheduler, and
fast scheduling enables adaptation to the fast channel variations.
The set of modulation alphabet and coding type is a choice of system design due
their requirements on the implementation of the transmitter-receiver chain. The dynamic
range, sensitivity and decoding complexity are key issues, as are the requirements for the
1
Originally by R.G. Gallager, Low-Density Parity-Check codes, IEEE Transactions on Information
Theory, Vol.8, Issue 1, pp.21-28, Jan. 1962
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linearity, EVM and noise figure of the receiver, see Section 3.5.
For the amplitude modulated (QAM) symbols, the peak power varies depending on
the instantenous choices of the modulated symbols. The peak-to-average power ratio
behaviour decreases the coverage probability and increases power consumption. In the
eNodeB transmitter, the power limiter cuts the power peaks to become wideband noise.
The power-probability of the highest power peaks is fairly small due to a large number of
modulated subcarriers, thus the power-density of the inband noise remains small. In the
UE transmitter, the linear region of the power amplifier limits the coverage and sets constraints for the modulation [212]. In practise, uplink transmissions at least up to 16QAM
are feasible, but the role of 64QAM is disputable, because its coverage-area probability
remains small in mobile reception.

8.2.3

Adaptive multicode transmission

A specific link adaptation feature designed for the HSPA is multicode transmission, see
Section 3.3. Actually, the multicode transmission was already introduced for the WCDMA
standard, but it became more applicable in the practical implementations with the HSPA,
where short multiplexing frame and full signalling support at MAC also exist for the
multicode transmissions.
The multicode transmission targets at exploiting good channel states for increasing
bursty data rates, when enough transmit power is available and low expected BLER is
possible. In this manner, it is a link adaptation scheme as well as adaptive coding and
modulation. In the multicode transmission, the information code block length is increased
and a large data block is modulated for a short transmission interval on several parallel
channelization code channels.

8.2.4

Rank adaptation

A Modulation set up to 16QAM is feasible in uplink and up to 64QAM in downlink.
Typically, 64QAM requires a diversity reception mode, where the modulation symbol
energy is summed from two antenna branches before decoding. Constellation errors at the
receiver may thus be reduced. If the transmitter has two transmission branches, a better
performance compared to 64QAM may be obtained by multistreaming 16QAM modulated
symbols. Both 64QAM and multistreamed 16QAM require sufficiently high SINR and low
EVM of the transmitter-receiver chain. Multistreaming additionally requires sufficiently
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high channel rank up to the number of streams.
As both the SINR and the channel rank are time-variant, short term modulation and
coding adaptation provide gains. In WCDMA/HSPA, the choice of adaptation extends
to time and channelization code domains. In LTE, the choice of adaptation extends to
time and frequency domains. The frequency selectivity of the allocated resources over a
wideband channel increases the probability of higher order modulation and higher coding
because at each time instant there exist PRBs which have higher SINR than the average
NP RB
wideband SINR; SIN R(P RBj ) > SIN R(i), for selected P RBj ⊂ {P RBi }i=1
. This

allows the short term expected throughput per selected PRBs be higher than the wideband
expected throughput per PRB; r̂(P RB j ) > r̂(P RBi ). The frequency selectivity does not
impact the channel rank as the propagation paths are not that strictly frequency selective,
and the scatterers are about the same for different frequency components of the wideband
signal. However, frequency selectivity that increases SINR acts as an enabler for utilizing
the channel rank. A wideband allocation of a lower SINR will decrease the magnitude of
the Eigenvalues over the noise plus interference compared to a narrowband allocation of
higher SINR. That is, even if the same relative Eigenvalues would exist in the wideband
and narrowband channels, the Eigenvalue-to-Interference-plus-noise ratio remain higher
for the narrow bands having a higher SINR. Even if the rank order of the channel is not
frequency selective, the precoding information has to be selected per subband, because the
relative phase information depends on the subcarrier frequency.
Thus, for the rank adaptive MIMO, the rank order may be wideband information,
but precoding matrix selection (PMI) should still be frequency selective. PMI feedback
should be provided per subband that is as less frequency selective as possible i.e. ideally
per subcarrier. However, practical limitations of the amount of feedback signalling favours
PMI information per larger subband than a single subcarrier, that subband yet is smaller
than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. This PMI feedback could be in the order
of two to four PRBs, as used in the system performance analysis in Chapter 9. The PMI
selection over a bandwidth smaller than the coherence bandwidth includes the multipath
propagated delay spread signal components and provide good gains of precoding selection
[92][213][145]. The PMI selection over a bandwidth larger than the coherence bandwidth
does not include all multipath propagated components. In this case, the precoding selection
would miss partial energy of the signal components, and were not optimal. Therefore,
the frequency selective LTE may benefit more of precoding than the wideband spread
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WCDMA/HSPA.

8.2.5

Adaptive retransmissions

Adaptive retransmission techniques like HARQ can also be seen as a link adaptation means,
even if it is a functionality of its own. The HARQ adapts the block probability of correct
decoding by transport block retransmissions and by combining the transport blocks. The
HARQ is discussed from protocol point of view in Section 6.5. The automatic repeat
request (signalling) by the receiver from the transmitter is applied to retreive incorrectly
decoded packets and receive them correctly. If the original transmission is channel coded
(Hybrid ARQ), the repeated transmissions will add redundancy and increase time diversity
[214][215]. In case, the retransmissions are scheduled to different frequency resources apart
the coherence band (possible in LTE), frequency diversity is also increased. Several HARQ
types are defined according to the many variants of the block combining techniques e.g.
in [195][196][197][216].
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Figure 8.4: The principle of retransmissions in LTE.

The HARQ provides link adaptation by adding channel power and redundancy as small
increments of retransmission. This lets BLER be met at close to the optimal adaptive channel power with a small transmission delay. The HARQ efficiently uses channel power, adds
time and frequency diversity and adds soft symbol combining gains. The HARQ allows the
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initial transmission at a higher nominal BLER and integrates channel power for correct
decoding. Symbol gains are present by combining the symbol vectors of the retransmitted
replica already before decoding. The transmitted replica can be modified, e.g. the bit to
the modulation symbol mapping can be changed for incremental redundancy, or the code
rate may be changed, which further adds redundancy. For any HARQ combining scheme,
the information block (i.e. the transport block) of transmitted instances is mandated to
be bit-exact, even if the symbol mapping or code rate would adapt. The design choices
of WCDMA/HSPA and LTE include both Chase combining and Incremental Redundancy
with a defined set of redundancy versions [216][217][218][219]. The Chase combining is
favourable for its property of self-decodable transport blocks and minimum delay. The
incremental redundancy is favourable for its adaptive redundancy and maximal throughput. For LTE, the number of redundancy versions was reduced for simplicity compared to
WCDMA/HSPA without a net impact to the performance. The short round-trip-time of
LTE HARQ is shown in Fig. 8.4.

8.2.6

Adaptive transmission bandwidth

Adaptive Transmission Bandwidth (ATB) technique, which is feasible in LTE but not in
WCDMA/HSPA also contributes to the link adaptation. Because of the UE transmission
power constraints, the transmission power occasionally gets limited, and when the coverage
is critical, the bandwidth has to be decreased to reach sufficient E s /No at the receiver.
Condensing the transmit power to a narrow subband evidently increases the power spectral
density compared to a wideband transmission. (WCDMA, on the other hand, increases
the received Es/No of a wideband transmission by increasing the processing gain.) In LTE,
the ATB provides gains especially, when the transmission resources can be scheduled into
the subbands having good channel state and a higher than average SINR.

8.3

Scheduling

The scheduler targets at scheduling all active users in a multiuser environment using the
physical resources in the best possible way. What the best possible way is, depends on
many arguments. Often it is the way that also maximizes the use of radio resources, such
schedulers are of type channel dependent schedulers.
Classical schedulers operate in a Round Robin manner or according to bearer (logical
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channel) priority principles. In these, Round Robin is blind to the channel, to the achieved
throughput and to the bearer priority. Time domain scheduling targets at user selection
based on the priority, QoS or fairness.
A Proportional Fair scheduler is an example of a well performing scheduler, which
weights the scheduler decisions according to a priority metric that can be set to most
efficiently use the best radio resources for the selected users, but it also serves the users
that experience low throughput expectations due to difficult channel conditions (cell edge),
hence it is fair for users in proportions of the throughput.
For a scheduling function, combinations of many arguments may be formed, and often
the knowledge of the channel state and possibly SINR of the candidate resources are also
used by the scheduler, whose primary constraints are the bearer priority, QoS attributes
and delay constraints given by the higher layer protocols.
In general, the scheduler2 should select user m0 among the active candidate users m
at a scheduling period to the resources n, for whom;

m0 = arg max{Pm (n)},
m

(8.2)

where P(n) depends on the utility function of the scheduler, which includes the priority
metrics.
The scheduled user m0 among the candidate users m with the highest priority metric
according to the utility function is the one that actually gets scheduled to the candidate
physical resources (n) during this period [220].
The utility function may consist of soft algorithms (linear, logarithm, time weighting,
throughput weighting), but it may further include tight cut-offs, say if a bearer priority
is strict, a higher priority bearer would always be scheduled instead of a lower priority
one. Such strict priorities inside a utility function are feasible only if the traffic is not
exhaustive to block other users traffic.
As said, the scheduler targets at using the physical resources in the best possible way.
WCDMA/HSPA allows time scheduling during scheduling periods, which applies on the
resolution of a frame (10 ms for WCDMA) or per subframe (2 ms for HSPA). On the
transport channels, the transport format is selected per TTI, which is a multiple of 10 ms
frames in WCDMA, a single 2 ms subframe in HSPA and a single 1 ms subframe in LTE.
2
Theory shown by Kelly in European Trans. Telecommunications, vol.8, 1997 and again by J. MO and
J. Walrand in IEEE Trans. on Networking, vol.8, no. 5, Oct. 2000
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Figure 8.5: Scheduling of the logical channels.

Due to the multiplexing of logical channels on to the physical codes, the transport format
combination is formed per frame in WCDMA/HSPA and per one subframe in LTE. A
transport block set (WCDMA) or a single transport block (HSPA) is triggered once per
TTI. In WCDMA, stable interference behaviour is appreciated and scheduling typically
acts on much longer term (about 100 to 400 ms periods), whereas HSPA acts fast on the
short term variations. Long term scheduling is done in WCDMA, because the schedulers
act in the RNC, which causes delays (relative to the channel state information), and the
channel variation is compensated by the other RRM algorithms [221]. Fast scheduling is
done in HSPA, because the schedulers act in the NodeBs, which make them fast relative to
the channel, and the channel variation is not compensated by the other RRM algorithms,
but is exploited in the scheduler and link adaptation formats instead.
LTE creates a flexible size transport block per TTI and the scheduler acts both in time
and frequency domains, see Fig. 8.5, in a very high resolution of one subframe (1 ms) and
one PRB (180 kHz). The LTE schedulers may provide the highest expected gains. There
may be lack of accurate channel state information though, which reduces the scheduling
gains, but even then, fast blind scheduling (e.g. block frequency hopping) may gain.

8.3.1

Channel dependent scheduler

WCDMA applies variable spreading for the data rate adaptation, and therefore adaptive
modulation is not feasible. WCDMA scheduling operates in time domain as all channelization codes perform equally and frequency diversity over the full bandwidth is always
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available. Time scheduling is based on mutual SINR equations on long-term, because
the fast power control is expected to compensate the fast channel state variations, and
the outer-loop power control sets the BLER target per channelization code for the quality
control (see QoS). In downlink, interference is experienced uniquely by each UE depending
on its location in the cell. Close to the NodeB, the intracell interference is small due to
small dispersion, which maintains the orthogonality property of the transmitter sequences
quite will in the receiver as well. Also intercell interference may be fairly small due to
large distance to the interfering cell. At the cell edge, the intracell interference increases
because the channel dispersion gets larger and the code orthogonality at the transmitter is
partly lost in the receiver. The intercell interference is also larger because of the reduced
propagation distance to the interfering cell. Macrodiversity combining, again, converts the
interfering resources to a useful signal, but that on the other hand causes system performance loss, because duplicated data has to be transmitted from multiple cells. In uplink,
interference is experienced commonly at the cell receiver as a sum of the scrambling code
correlation noise i.e. the noise rise as the Interference over the Thermal noise (IoT), see
Section 8.6.
For downlink, the network selects the spreading factor in the OVSF code-tree per UE
so that it can transmit the scheduled transport format combination set on a channelization code. The channelization code is allocated in a dedicated manner, and the spreading
factor is selected for rate adaptation. Actually, the network selects a transport format
from the transport format set for each logical channel, and after multiplexing it forms
the transport format combination set to be transmitted on a channelization code during
a frame. Signalling procedures as TransportChannelReconfiguration and PhysicalChannelReconfiguration may change these settings (see Section 6.5.6).
For uplink, the network provides UE a transport format combination set that the UE
may freely use in the selection of the transport formats per TTI. In case, the signal quality
in terms of BLER and QoS becomes a problem at the receiver, the network needs to update
the transport format combination set respectively. The most robust transport formats are
always present in the transport format combination set, but the highest formats may be
selectively masked e.g. due to causing excessive load. The HSPA performance in uplink
is studied in [222].
For HSPA downlink transmission, network provides a transport block per TTI. Uplink
CQI is available as a MCS proposal by the UE. The UE reports the highest MCS that it
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Figure 8.6: Time scheduled allocations of HSPA in a time-variant channel.

could receive with the target quality, if the recently measured channel conditions remain.
However, the network may choose a more robust format e.g. due to a small transport
block available, or it may risk the quality by choosing a less robust format operating at
higher BLER. The UE may report MCS proposals based on the experienced target quality
including SINR measurements, BLER or actually experienced QoS. The receiver algorithms contribute largely to the expected BLER as a function of SINR. For the advanced
receiver algorithms, see Chapter 4, a lower SINR threshold may already lead to a proposal
of a higher MCS compared to a basic receiver in the same channel state with the same
expected SINR. In the case of multiantenna transmission, in addition to the SINR (CQI
report) the channel rank information (PCI) had to be taken into account for the selection
of the transport format including the MIMO formats. The WCDMA/HSPA-scheduler is
shown in Fig. 8.6 and its time scheduling principle in Fig. 8.7.
For HSPA uplink transmission, UE provides a transport block per TTI. The HSPA
additionally offers MCS of 4PAM modulation, which increases symbol rate compared to
WCDMA. In HSPA, uplink may use macrodiversity signal combining in the network, but
the uplink resources are always controlled by a single (master) cell, and therefore scheduling
is much faster than in WCDMA.
In LTE, the physical resources are defined in time and fractional frequency of the system
bandwidth. Due to the frequency selectivity, scheduling may happen in both time and fre154
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Figure 8.7: Time scheduling principle for HSPA. (a) Allocation of the dedicated channelization code resources and HSPA channelization code resources and the achieved bit
rate. (b) Allocation of the dedicated and HSPA channelization code resources and the
cell transmit power. (c) The impact of transmit power and bit rate to the coverage. The
achieved bit rate depends on the location and channel conditions, total NodeB transmit
power is close to constant.
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quency domains. The CQI report needs to provide information in the time-frequency resolution of physical resources, in order to allow efficient scheduling also in frequency domain.
As the eNodeB allocates uplink resources too, it needs to have frequency selective information available also during the periods of no uplink transmission. In LTE, this is arranged
by channel sounding, where the UE transmits periodic, fractional bandwidth sounding reference symbols (SRS) for the purposes of eNodeB measurements on the channel quality.
The frequency domain scheduling in LTE is studied e.g. in [220][223][224][225][226].
For the selection of MIMO formats, the uplink CQI reports containing frequency selective SINR need to be complemented by the rank indicaton and frequency selective
precoding selection. A long CQI report (CQI, RI, PMI) can be transmitted during the
uplink transmissions time-multiplexed onto the PUSCH. During the periods of no uplink
transmission, a small PUCCH payload is available for short CQI reports. Even if the
PUCCH payload is fairly small, it can be aggregated for a longer report, if necessary.

Figure 8.8: Frequency scheduled allocations of LTE in a frequency selective channel.

In all reporting, the channel coherence time is important, because the reports outside
the coherence time are useless, and therefore fairly frequent reporting is necessary. The
shorter is the reporting period and the higher is the reporting accuracy, the higher is the
reporting overhead. The channel coherence time is a function of the UE velocity, and the
scheduler gains a lot of the CQI reports at low velocity (3 km/h to 15 km/h), whereas
at high velocity (120 km/h) the scheduling gains are lost and blind adaptive algorithms
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Figure 8.9: Time-frequency channel dependent scheduler of LTE.

are feasible instead. The channel is most difficult around at velocity 30 km/h, because
reporting is still feasible and the scheduler may provide gains, but only if fast and accurate
CQI reports are available, which increases the overhead and loading of the reverse link.
In LTE, the frequency selectivity of the channel additionally provides a very important
gain factor for the scheduler. The CQI reports outside of the coherence band are useless,
and therefore narrowband reporting is needed. The narrower is the reporting band and the
higher is the reporting accuracy, the higher the reporting overhead. The impact of velocity
to the channel selectivity is otherwise not that large, but in order to be valid, the frequency
reporting has to happen to all the frequency components within the coherence time, which
is short for a high velocity channel and which therefore largely adds the reporting overhead.
Again, for a very high velocity channel (120 km/h), blind adaptive scheduling is feasible, or
a distributed transmission may apply instead of the channel selective scheduling. The LTE
scheduler is shown in Fig. 8.8 and its time-frequency principle in Fig. 8.9. The Quality of
Service scheduling includes priority weighting of the packet flows, which is visualized with
the buffer management in Fig. 8.10 [41][227].
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Figure 8.10: The principle of scheduling packets of the packet bearers. QoS classification
and RLC buffer management of packet flows for the logical channels is described.

8.3.2

Scheduler algorithms

The schedulers target at maximizing the link throughput of each user and simultaneously
maximize the cell throughput and capacity of the system. However, more complex than
that, the schedulers have to include variety of priority metrics like weighting of users,
weighting of traffic flows, weighting of perceived quality (e.g. delay) and fairness of resource
use. The mutual importance and aggressiveness of each criterion is very subjective and
can be given as a set of scheduling policies.
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The scheduler may operate on a selected principle without weighting (Best Effort) or
with weighting (Quality of Service). The scheduler may further combine several principles and have different weighting policy for each metric. The scheduling criteria may be
gathered to a utility function, or a cost function, which returns the scheduling decisions.
Often, channel dependent properties are inherently included in the weights, so that the
link throughputs are obtained preferably in the good channel state resources, rather than
in the poor channel state resources. In addition to the channel state, the interference
conditions may be included in the scheduling decisions. This is visible e.g. when the
instantaneous throughput maximization is used as the scheduling criterion. There, both
the expected channel state and interference form the SINR argument of the throughput
estimate. This is particularly useful in heavily loaded networks and at the cell edge, where
low SINR is typical. Coordination of transmissions with low mutual interference to the
co-channel resources is a benefit over scheduling highly interfering transmissions to the
co-channel resources [12][31]. In practise, however, interference control requires measurements with fairly long averaging time and their control with dynamic packet traffic is not
that well predictable. Therefore, interference averaging or interference randomization may
be targetted instead of interference control, and other scheduling metrics will dominate.
In packet communications, recently, delay sensitive criterion have begun to gain more
attention.
As described earlier in Section 8.3, it can be noted that there exists a scheduling
function Pm (n), which calculates the scheduling metric according to the function P for
each user m for the scheduling resources n. Here, the scheduling resources may be a
scheduling interval for a time-domain scheduler, a scheduling subband for a frequencydomain scheduler or a combination thereof. Common to all schedulers, the scheduler
returns the user m0 for the resources n, where m0 maximizes the value of the scheduling
function (i.e. the set of scheduling criteria) as already given in (8.2), and when additionally
diversified for the frequency resource b, we get (8.3).

m0 = arg max{Pm,b (n)}
m

(8.3)

P RB
For LTE, the frequency resources are PRBs in a subframe, hence b ⊆ {P RB i }N
and
i=1

P RB . In this Section, some typical schedulers are shortly described by
NP RB = NBW / Nsc

their scheduling functions in (8.4) to (8.16).
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Time-domain proportional fair scheduler maximizes the expected instantaneous
throughput r̂(n) for the scheduling resources n relative to the long-term mean throughput
Rm experienced by each user m before the pending scheduling decision. r̂(n) is evidently a
function of SINR. It can be noted that optionally the long-term mean may be the weighted
mean for the more recent scheduling events over the long-time past decisions [228]. The
scheduling function of the time-domain proportional fair scheduler is,

T D − P F ; Pm (n) =

r̂m (n)
Rm

(8.4)

The scheduling function of the frequency-domain proportional fair scheduler (with
frequency resource index b) is,

F D − P F ; Pm,b (n) =

r̂m,b (n)
Rm

.

(8.5)

Frequency domain adaptive scheduler is studied in [224].
The scheduling function of the guaranteed rate proportional fair scheduler (8.6) includes coefficients α and β to determine, how aggressively the current scheduling decision
should target at meeting the guranteed rate. When the mean exceeds the guaranteed rate,
aggressiveness may be less and smooth, but when the mean drops below the guranteed
rate, high aggressiveness is needed.

α
r̂m,b (n)
GP F ; Pm (n) = 
β

(8.6)

Rm

with Rm (n) = (1− 1a )Rm (n − 1)+ a1 Rm (n−1), where the forgetting factor a is proportional
to the averaging time. This equation represents the weighted average and it is updated for
every scheduling period. In case, user m was not scheduled, R m (n − 1) = 0 and in case,
user m was served with its expected instantaneous throughput, R m (n − 1) = r̂m (n − 1).
The scheduling function of the time-domain maximum throughput scheduler is,

T D − M T ; Pm (n) = r̂m (n) .

(8.7)

The scheduling function of the time-domain blind equal throughput scheduler is,

T D − BET ; Pm (n) =
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1
Rm

.

(8.8)

The scheduling function of the frequency-domain maximum equal resource scheduler is,

F D − M ER; Pm (n) = r̂m,b (n)

P

i bi (n)

=

P

j bj (n)

, ∀ i, j ; i 6= j .

(8.9)

The scheduling function of the frequency-domain maximum throughput-to-average scheduler is (8.10), where the scheduling decision maximizes the expected throughput obtained
in a frequency selective candidate subband b over the wideband, instantaneous, frequencyaveraged throughput.

r̂m,b (n)
r̂m

F D − M T A; Pm (n) =

.

(8.10)

The QoS aware weighted proportional fair scheduler is,

QwP F ; Pm (n) =

r̂m (n)
Rm

· wm (s) ,

(8.11)

where wm (s) is the QoS weight factor of a service flow s that is active for user m.
Other more complex utility functions relative to the guaranteed bit rates may be defined
as (8.12) or by added fairness in (8.13). The guaranteed bit rate realizes over a long term
average as RGBR . In (8.12) and (8.13), the frequency domain scheduling index could as
well be included.


GBR; Pm (n) = r̂m (n) · 1 + β · exp
GBR − F ; Pm (n) = r̂m (n) ·



1
Rm

−β(Rm −RGBR )

+ β exp



−β(Rm −RGBR )

(8.12)



(8.13)

With the frequency domain allocations, the instantaneous throughput may be estimated
per subband (or PRB) with r̂m,b (n) instead of r̂m (n).
Yet, other schedulers can be designed including a delay criterion. Such examples are
given in (8.14), (8.15) and (8.16). Delay weighting is important for real-time services
and QoS, as introduced in [229][230]. Delay weighting in the form of the modified largest
weighted delay first is studied for HSPA in [231] and for LTE in [232]. The scheduling
function of the modified largest weighted delay first scheduler is,
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(n)
·
M − LW DF ; Pm (n) = − log(δm ) r̂m
R
m

max{dm Bm (n)}
dreq,s

,

(8.14)

where δm is the aggressiveness of the delay criteria set for user m, d req,s is the maximum
delay constraint for a service flow s (served for user m), d m is the delay of a packet in the
transmit buffer Bm of user m and maxd {dm Bm (n)} is the longest delay (d) of a packet
for user m in buffer Bm at the scheduling time n. This delay is also called the head of line
packet delay. In (8.14), the first factor is the QoS differentiation term (a.k.a the desired
maximum violation probability [230] 3 , the second factor is the proportional fair property
and the third factor is the delay weight.
The scheduling function of the channel dependent earliest due date scheduler given in
(8.15) is similar to M-LWDF in (8.14), however with a different formulation of the QoS
term.

CD − EDD; Pm (n) = as ·

r̂m (n)
Rm

·

max{dm Bm (n)}
dreq,s

,

(8.15)

where as is the QoS term for the service flow s of user m.
The scheduling function of the exponential rule scheduler is,

ER; Pm (n) = as ·

r̂m (n)
Rm

· exp




1 PN
as ·max{dm Bm (n)}− N
m=1 as,m ·(max{dm Bm })
q P
N
1
1+ N
m=1 as,m ·(max{dm Bm })

, (8.16)

where as is as in (8.15) and s ∈ SQoS . SQoS is the QoS weight-set of the service flows. In
other words, s is the relative priority of a traffic flow in the set of QoS classes S QoS , see
Subsection 6.3 for QoS class identifier (QCI). According to (8.16), the scheduler attempts
to equalize the weighted delays4 of the users, when their mutual differences are large. Say,
if a user has clearly larger delay than the average delay of all users relative to the average
delay of all users, that user will get a high scheduling metric because of the exponent
function. When all users have delays close to the average of all users, the exponent term
approaches unity and the scheduler equals Proportional Fair among that QoS class.
The delay dependent schedulers may cause unwanted side effects by forcing un3

The QoS differentiation term, here, is logarithmic due to the delay is inverse proportional to the channel
bitrate as Shannon capacity. For simplicity, the base of logarithm may be ten instead, because it as well
preserves a unique, monotonic mapping to the scheduling priority.
4
The delay considered here, is the maximum packet delay (head of line delay) relative to the delay
criterion.
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favourable decisions at a critical moment. For example, M-LWDF in (8.14) is throughput
optimal, but is not fair, unless modified according to [233]. The impact of the SDU discard timer to the throughput and outage was studied for HSPA, and it was concluded
that (8.14) only sees the number of flows not meeting the QoS, which it tends to minimize
without a resource concern. Hence, [233] proposes to let QoS of the flows degrade in the
most resource consuming links and instead let a higher number of other flows meet their
QoS requirements. On the contrary, it may be seen that if the QoS guarantee is highly
valued, the optimal cell throughput and capacity may let be degraded for the sake of
meeting that QoS requirement of the flows.

Other convenient scheduling choices may be set with lower than exponential aggressiveness, e.g. to simply monitor and measure the delay distribution and have a soft impact
on the scheduling priorities, if the delay distribution seems to become poor relative to the
delay thresholds. This of course requires measurements and sufficient reference statistics
for the decision making.

In any case, voice packet traffic has specific charcteristics, and voice quality is often
highly preferred over the other traffic classes. Therefore, voice will always require specific
scheduling mechanisms similar to presented in [24]. In any of the scheduler equations
above, the channel dependent property based on measurements can be included in the
form of the CQI-report. It inserts the factor max{CQI m,b (n)}/ CQIm to the scheduling
function. The CQI applied to the frequency domain proportional fair scheduler with delay
weights can be written,

Pm (n) =

r̂m,b (n) max{CQIm,b (n)} max{dm Bm (n)}
,
·
·
dreq,s
Rm
CQIm

(8.17)

where CQIm,b (n) is the CQI report of frequency resources (b) for user m, that is available
at the scheduling event (n). CQIm is the CQI reported for the resources on average. In a
time domain CQI based scheduler (index b is omitted), this metric weights the selection
of a user, whose channel quality is expected to be the highest compared to its average
channel state. In a frequency domain CQI based scheduler (index b included), this metric
weights the selection of a user, whose channel quality in frequency resources (b) is expected
to be the highest compared to its wideband average.
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8.4

Handover

As the efficiency requirements are very high, the target is to design schemes which operate
in frequency reuse one networks. This means that all frequency components of the allocated
bandwidth are available in all cells. This is unlike in the conventional TDMA, where the
co-channel interference is so dominant that the cells using the same frequency had to be
at sufficient distance. For continuous coverage, geographically overlapping cells had to be
arranged by increasing the frequency reuse. This decreases the spectral efficiency by a
factor of 1/reuse. Again, when high throughput is required, the system bandwidth has to
be large and frequency reuse is not tolerable for the spectral efficiency at all.
In WCDMA and WCDMA/HSPA, frequency reuse one is provided by the spreading
and scrambling operations. Spreading provides robustness against narrowband interference (see Section 3.3). Scrambling avoids intersequence (channelization code) interference,
because scrambling creates cross correlation noise that is alike Gaussian white noise due
to long pseudo-noise sequences in use. In downlink, channelization codes are (ideally) orthogonal per cell. For a frequency reuse one network with the same tree of channelization
codes in use in all cells, the cell specific scrambling provides protection against the intercell
interference. In uplink, the channelization codes are non-orthogonal due to the arbitrary
signal phase between the transmitted signals from different UEs. Hence, the uplink signals
need to be protected by the UE specific scrambling both against the intracell and intercell
interference.
Soft handover is inherent for Rake receivers, which receive individual signal components
by correlators and combines them before decoding. Hence, the complexity of combining
is not largely different whether the signals are transmitted from the same cell or from
different cells. Of course, the timing of the physical signals to be combined has to be
adjusted to appear within a combining window at the receiver. Also, the information
bits and modulation symbols of the combined channels have to be equal, even if they are
transmitted from different cells (or sites). Besides, the cell-specific control channels are not
defined to operate in macrodiversity, but they need to be separately received for all cells
in the active set. The soft handover is not feasible with the MMSE receivers in practise,
and it would hence require multiplication of the receivers in the UE. The hard handover
with the MMSE receiver may on the contrary perfom well, if the channel dispersion is not
large and if the multipath propagation is not severe.
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For WCDMA with HSPA, the cell edge coverage may be satisfied by switching logical
channels from the HSPA channels to the dedicated channels having an active set in the soft
handover. However, HSPA channels themselves do not execute a soft handover and at the
cell edge, the neighboring cell behaves as an interferer and does not combine constructively.
This sets a challenge for the HSPA only transmission scenario in other than isolated cells.
For a soft combining receiver, the cell edge is assumed at about 0 dB SINR. For a MMSE
receiver, the cell edge may be far below 0 dB.

For WCDMA, soft handover operates by adding radio links to the active set, which
includes all cells (cell sectors) that transmit identical signals (cell specific scrambling is
different though) to be combined at the receiver. The active set is adaptive, and it is set by
the network (ActiveSetUpdate procedure) per UE assisted by the UE measurements. The
active set applies for those physical channels, whose signals on the channelization codes
can be combined. Naturally, the active set is equal for all channels of the UE operating in
macrodiversity. Soft combining for the downlink signal is arranged in the network (NodeB
and RNC) and executed in the UE receiver. The uplink signal combining is done in the
network (NodeB and RNC) so that the NodeB may do soft combining and the RNC will
do selection combining.

In LTE, the OFDMA signal combines the multipath propagated signals inherently,
as the channel dispersion is mitigated by the guard interval and equalization algorithms.
The soft combining of signals from different cells is not practical as that would require
independent channel estimation and independent receiver for signals transmitted from
different cells.

In LTE, for a hard handover in a frequency reuse one network, the signal conditions
to be received reach strongly negative SINR [234]. Typically, the cell edge reception is assumed at about −5 dB SINR and due to handover delays and margins reception at about
−7 dB is still possible. This is feasible by the cell specific scrambling, cell-specific independently fading frequency components, link adaptation and frequency domain scheduling.
LTE handover is controlled by the network (HandoverCommand procedure) and is assisted
by the UE measurements.
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8.5

Algorithmic collaboration

RRM is a manifold set of functionalities that contributes largely to the system performance.
Not a single algorithm alone can be crucial, but each of them may provide gains (or losses).
Well-performing system can only be achieved, if RRM algorithms collaborate positively
and the concept can be sufficiently supported by the protocols [211][235][236][237]. If any
algorithm in the RRM algorithm set is neglected or is misfunctional, the system performance will decrease or radically drop even [238]. In a specific case, a high performance
gain may be shown by careful tuning. However, more important is to apply soft algorithms
and adaptation that can work commonly in dynamic environments in all channel states
and in all network scenarios at all times. This is the favour of generic (standardised) protocol machines that deliver universal message contents, where parameters and values serve
tuning to each operational state. For a proper justification, feasibility of the RRM concept
shall therefore be shown in scenarios including large number of channel states, propagation conditions, interference (load) situations and their dynamics. This is contrary to the
achievable gains reported in a single specific scenario with a set of algorithms well tuned
just for that.

8.6

SINR and load

The great challenge of WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE is to operate on frequency
reuse one, which is contrary to the 2G systems that require large distance to the cochannel interferer, and hence introduce large frequency reuse factors, which significantly
decrease the spectral efficiency. Frequency reuse one is possible in WCDMA/HSPA by the
spreading and scrambling operations. Frequency reuse one is possible in LTE by frequency
localized selective scheduling and scrambling. Fig. 8.11 visualizes the impact of frequency
reuse one to the SINR equations.
In WCDMA, the wideband SINR in downlink at the UE is given by (8.18) and the
wideband SINR in uplink at the NodeBs is given by (8.19) respectively. In downlink, p rx
is the received wideband power transmitted to the receiver. I rx,j is all the transmitted
power from the serving cells in the active set that is received as interference at the receiver
and that is not perfectly orthogonal to the desired code channels. Non-orthogonality of
the code channels is defined by the (average) orthogonality factor (1 − α). I rx,k is the
received interference power from the cell neighbourhood that does not belong to the active
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.11: Intercell interference (a) in a frequency reuse network and (b) in a frequency
reuse one network

set. IACI is the total adjacent channel interference power received after filtering from the
adjacent frequency carriers. In downlink, the adjacent channel selectivity of a UE receiver
dominates the adjacent channel power leakage property of a NodeB transmitter.
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(U E)

SIN R(U E) =

Prx,i
P
P
,
(U E)
(U E)
(U E)
(1 − α) · j⊂JAS Irx,j + k⊂KN S Irx,k + IACI + η

(8.18)

j6=i

where JAS is the set of serving cells in the active set (AS), and K N S is the set of NodeBs
transmitting in the neighbourhood of the serving cell that generate interference at the UE
receiver. (1 − α) is the orthogonality factor, η is the thermal noise power. For the HSPA
channels, the active set includes a single serving cell and thus j is the sum of interfering
radio links in that cell only. All other cells in the neighbourhood generate non-orthogonal
interference.
In uplink, prx is the received wideband power transmitted by a single UE to the network that is received at the NodeB. I rx,j is all the received interference power transmitted
by the other UEs served in the same cell. p rx,k is all the received interference power from
the UEs transmitting to the other cells in the neighbourhood. I ACI is the total adjacent
channel interference (ACI) power received after filtering from the adjacent frequency carriers [13]. In uplink, the property of the adjacent channel power leakage of a UE transmitter
dominates the adjacent channel selectivity of a NodeB receiver.
(N B)

SIN R(N B) = P

(N B)
j⊂JU E Irx,j
j6=i

+

Prx,i
P

(N B)
k⊂KU E Irx,k

(N B)

+ IACI + η

,

(8.19)

where JU E is the set of transmitting UEs served by the same serving NodeB, and K U E is
the set of transmitting UEs served by other NodeBs in the neighbourhood that generate
interference. η is the thermal noise power.
The wideband SINR is given in (8.18) and (8.19) above. Multiplying (8.18) and (8.19)
by the processing gain Gp,j for a desired code channel j, yields the narrowband signal on
the code channel over the wideband interference. The processing gain of the spreading
operation has a large impact to the baseband link budget, ranging from about 12 dB for
a HSPA code channel to over 20 dB for a low rate code channel.
The link capacity c (see Section 8.8) is defined by the SINR, as each code channel (j)
can receive bit rate Rj with power prx,j for the target (Eb / N0 )j according to

SIN Rj =

E 
s

I0

j

= Gp,j ·

Prx,j
Prx,j
W
·
=
Itotal + η
Rj · λj Itotal + η
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(8.20)

and
E 
b

N0

j

={

E 
s

I0

(8.21)

j

Eb /N0 is obtained from Es /I0 by the channel coding gain ({) after the receiver algorithms including symbol combining and interference rejection have acted. W is the chip
rate and Rj is the channel coded bit rate carried on the modulation alphabet. λ j is the
activity factor. The effective bit rate is R j (eff) = Rj /code rate (see Entropy coding in

Section 8.8.3) with residual BER proportional to Eb /N0 j .
In downlink, WCDMA/HSPA capacity is limited by the total transmit power to main-

tain SINR for the required Eb/No and BLER targets at the receivers. The downlink load
factor is defined either as the transmit power load (8.22) or the throughput load (8.23) as
a function of bit rate.

LDL = Ptx,total / max{Ptx },

(8.22)

or

LDL =

N
X
j=1

Rj

Eb
)j · λ j
(N
0

W

[(1 − αj ) + ij ],

(8.23)

where the load observation is different per each UE, so that the orthogonality and the
other cell interference observations are specific to a UE with the other cell interference to
the serving cell interference ratio (i). If we study a receiving UE (j), we can note that
it has processing gain both over the non-orthogonal serving cell interference and over the
other cell interference. The mean downlink load may be given by (8.24) with the notation
of the mean orthogonality and the mean other cell to the serving cell interference ratio
(i). However, the mean values in here hide the important property of the UE location
dependent geometry factor G given by (8.25).

LDL = [(1 − α) + i] ·

N
X

1

W
j=1 ( Eb )j ·Rj ·λj
N

(8.24)

0

P
1
j⊂JAS Prx,j
G= = P
i
k⊂KN S Prx,k + η

(8.25)

In uplink, WCDMA capacity is typically limited by the interference, but for very
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large cells with small number of users, also thermal noise limit may exist. The higher the
interference load in the network, the higher transmit power is needed to maintain the SINR
for the required Eb/No and BLER target at the receiver. Therefore, WCDMA network
load is defined as the wideband noise rise, which is the integrated interference power over
the thermal noise at the receiver according to,

LU L = 1 −

η
Itotal

,

(8.26)

where the noise rise is the interference plus thermal noise power load relative to the thermal
noise power, i.e. Itotal /η.
A differential increase of the interference load will cause the need to increase the transmit power by many UEs, therefore the load increase is cumulative and shows a well-known
exponential curve having a pole capacity. The network can safely be operated as long as
the load control algorithm can predict the impact of a differential increase of load to the
mean noise rise. Typically, this load may reach up to about 0.4 to 0.7 of the pole capacity
[14][6].
Actually, in WCDMA the load estimation is based on the wideband interference power
[6], because it behaves rather steadily. The wideband power estimation keeps the coverage
probability within the planned limits. The coverage probability is the second order momentum of BLER a.k.a as the outage probability. The capacity of the network depends on
both the load in the serving cell and the load in the cell neighbourhood, so that the inverse
of the serving cell to the other cell interference ratio (i) impacts on the soft capacity. The
higher the other cell interference relative to the serving cell interference, the smaller is the
capacity of the serving cell for a given load. The alternative load definition in terms of
the throughput may be given as,

LU L = (1 + i) ·

N
X

Lj = (1 + i) ·

j=1

N
X
j=1

where the load factor of U Ej is Lj = W/



Eb /N0



j

1
,
1 + Lj

(8.27)


· Rj · λj . In the equations above

Prx,j is the received power in downlink (8.28) and in uplink (8.29);

(U E)

Prx,i =

X

(N B)

Ptx,j

(U E)

· Lj

j⊂JAS
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(U E)

· Ωj

(U E)

· fj

,

(8.28)

(N B)

Prx,i

=

X

(U E)

(N B)

Ptx,j · Lj

(N B)

· Ωj

(N B)

· fj

.

(8.29)

j⊂JU E

where
(U E)

= Lj

(U E)

= Ωj

(U E)

6= fj

Lj

Ωj

fj

(N B)
(N B)

.

(8.30)

(N B)

Ptx,j is the transmit power from the BSj in the active set to the U Ej , Lj is the pathloss
from the BSj to the U Ei , Ωj is the shadow fading and fj is the sum fast fading power of
the signal components transmitted from the BS j to the U Ei .
Ptx,j is the transmit power from the U Ej to the BSi , Lj is the pathloss from the
U Ej to the BSi , Ωj is the shadow fading and fj is the sum fast fading power of the
signal components transmitted from the U E j to the BSi . Further, Lj (U E) = Lj (BS) and
Ωj (U E) = Ωj (BS), but fj (U E) 6= fj (BS).
The transmitted and received signal on a channelization code c ch is
T → cch,SF,m · m · cos(ωt)
P
R → m(t − τ l ) · l αl · cch,SF,m (t − τ l ) · cos(ωt + ωD t + Θl )

,

(8.31)

where l is the path index, hl is the amplitude of the complex channel coefficient of path l,
τl is the path delay of the channelization code c ch , m is the modulated symbol and cos(·) is
the channel phase distortion, i.e. ω(t) is the transmitted symbol phase, ω D is the Doppler
shift and θl is the angular shift or phase of the complex channel coefficient of path l. The
receiver synchronizes to the carrier in time, phase and frequency, it tracks and correlates
the channelization code cch at phase τl and detects the (amplitude and) phase modulated
symbol stream e.g. by a maximum likelihood detector, see Section 4.2.1.
For LTE, the link SINR is calculated per set of subcarriers that belong to the allocation
of a single UE. Both downlink and uplink are orthogonal, if ideal filtering is assumed.

SIN R

SIN R

(U E)

(eN B)

=

=

Psc[b]

(U E)
sc=sc[a] Prx,sc
P
Psc[b]
(U E)
k⊂KN S
sc=sc[a] Isc,k

Psc[b]

+η

(eN B)
sc=sc[a] Prx,sc
P
Psc[b]
(eN B)
k⊂KU E
sc=sc[a] Isc,k
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,

+η

(8.32)

,

(8.33)

(·)

where Isc,k is the frequency selective interference received at the receiver (·) on subcarrier
sc from all interfering sources k transmitting on that subcarrier.
The total wideband SINR extends the subcarrier indexing over the full system band of
P RB · N
PRBs i.e. sc = 1, .., Nsc
P RB . In a multiantenna system, the received SINR may be

observed per single antenna branch in the receiver, or as the sum of SINR of all receiver
antenna branches, depending on the combining technique (see Chapter 4). On the other
hand, the use of multiple transmit antennas has to split the total transmit power for the
antenna branches. The received signal gains may still be observed even if the transmit
power remains the same. This is due to the spatial diversity of the propagation paths and
due to precoding of the transmitted symbols.

8.7

Coverage probability

The fundamental difference in WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE coverage probability
exist in the specifics of SINR. In WCDMA, the coverage probability is increased by the
signal gains of macrodiversity combining in the active set of the serving cells. In downlink,
the HSPA channels do not experience the active set gains and it may experience slightly
worse coverage probability compared to WCDMA and WCDMA/HSPA (which may switch
to the dedicated channel transport in coverage limited situations). The capacity gains
of the HSPA links may on longer term average compensate the slightly lower coverage
probability of a given throughput.
LTE gains a lot in coverage probability due to the frequency selective nature of SINR.
Depending on the allocation (scheduling) decisions, an allocation to the subband resources
of high signal power and low interference clearly increases the coverage probability compared to an allocation into the average wideband resources. Another gain of LTE in the
coverage probability is the capability of adaptive subband allocations (see Section 8.2.6),
which allows higher transmit power density per subband compared to a wideband transmission with the same total power.
The coverage probability may be separately calculated for the downlink and uplink,
however, the more vulnerable link at a time will dominate the coverage [239]. As the
pathloss and shadowing are equal for the two link directions, the multiple-access signal
equations and the power dimensioning will determine, how vulnerable the link is. Often,
the practical dimensioning of links follow the principle ”downlink dies first”. This is
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beneficial to initiate handovers based mainly on the downlink measurements. Though,
the SINR probability function behaves in a different way per multiple-access and though
their statistical observations are different, the coverage probability as a function of SINR
is commonly given by (8.34),
R∞

γ
Pr (γ0 ) = R ∞0

p(x) d(x)

−∞ p(x)

d(x)

,

(8.34)

where p(·) is the probability function of the argument SINR and P r (·) is the cumulative
R∞
distribution function of p(SINR) i.e. P r (γ) = γ p(SIN R) d(SIN R) integrated over the

high SINR regime. The cumulative distribution function P r (γ) is tested for being larger
than γ0 , and γ0 is so called protection ratio.
The argument SINR in the probability function may be the instantaneous SINR for

a single observation, but rather it is a short term averaged SINR observation over an
allocation period, e.g. a frame. It is also notable that the threshold for the outage (inverse
of the coverage probability) is typically a low fractile value, which represents a small tail of
the probability density distribution, and it is clearly different from the actual SINR target
[240]. Regards formula (8.34), it can be seen that a multiantenna receiver increases the
coverage probability compared to a single antenna receiver. First, the instantaneous SINR
of a multiantenna receiver may be higher in comparable channel conditions due to antenna
combining gains and second, the SINR distribution of a multiantenna receiver may show
a shorter tail. Further, a net SINR gain may be experienced, in case the multiantenna
reception algorithm is capable of interference rejection (see Chapter 4).
The coverage probability of a differentially small area element p c (x, y) = Pr (γ0 ) at
a location (x, y) of a given distance from the base station (NodeB or eNodeB) can be
integrated over a wide area network A (or otherwise over a sufficiently representative
area, say a simulation area) to yield a realistic measure of the coverage probability as the
coverage reliability area, where the SINR level is larger than γ 0 . The area integration with
a base station (NodeB or eNodeB) grid of three sectors per site is shown in Fig. 8.12.
Hence,

PcA =

Z Z

pc (x, y) dx dy

(8.35)

A

In an analytical method, the SINR distribution is not known and it is proposed e.g.
in [241] to be replaced by a log-normal or Gaussian equivalent distribution of random
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Figure 8.12: Coverage probability over a wide area A with multiple cells.

variables, whose mean and standard deviation are assumed. In the simulated methodology, the SINR is truly calculated over the allocated resources and a true distribution is
available. Therefore, a simulated coverage analysis can be expected to give a more realistic statistical measure. On the other hand, even if the log-normal equivalent distribution
will deviate from the actually simulated SINR distribution, it can be argumented that its
approximation is not that inaccurate, when considering the probability density tail up to
the fraction γ0 only.
The coverage probability definition exists in terms of SINR (8.34), but as well it can
be given in terms of the Bit Error Probability (BEP) and the Packet Error Probability
(PEP), as in (8.36) and (8.37) respectively. BEP coverage probability and PEP coverage
probability may be defined as the second momentum of BEP and PEP respectively i.e.
the outage is the probability density of BEP and PEP for not meeting the given threshold
BEPth or P EPth respectively. The long term statistics of BEP and PEP are controlled
appropriately by the RRM to avoid outage. Dropping of connections i.e. having BEP or
PEP above the threshold on longer term is considered worse than blocking new sessions
being initiated. In packet communications, however, blocking new sessions is rarely applied and the coverage is actually a soft property that is met at the expense of increasing
the packet delay rather than increasing the BEP or PEP as such. Regards PEP, it is not
justified to consider the outage purely as a function of PDU BLER probability density,
but rather it should be the air interface SDU discard probability or even a TCP segment
discard probability, after the air interface retransmissions (HARQ and optional RLC retransmissions). The likelihood of SDU disgard and TCP segment discard are typically very
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low (compared to PDU BLER) and very bursty, which make them rare events outside of
a discard burst.


Pr = BEP ≤ BEPth


Pr = P EP ≤ P EPth

8.8

(8.36)

(8.37)

Capacity

Channel capacity is often given in the measures of Shannon capacity, ergodic capacity or
capacity vs outage probability. Shannon capacity is the bound of the static capacity as
a function of the channel power i.e. SNR. The ergodic capacity may include the channel
state information and channel distribution information (see Section 6.5.8). The obtained
capacity depends on the channel information available at the receiver and at the transmitter, the channel signal to noise ratio and the complex correlation of the channel on each
antenna element [242][243]. The receiver obtains channel information relative to a transmitter by channel estimation from the reference symbols (pilots). The transmitter may
obtain channel information expected at the receiver by the receiver signalling feedback to
the transmitter. In case, the channel state information is not available or is expected to
be inaccurate, the transmitter may apply blind-to-channel transmissions by precoding e.g.
for space-time diversity or by creating cyclic delay diversity. In LTE, these means can
additionally apply in a frequency selective manner, because resource allocation is possible
both in time and frequency domains.

8.8.1

Ergodic channel capacity

The ergodic capacity of a random channel for a single transmit antenna single receive
antenna configuration, where the channel matrix H = H 11 = h, is given in (8.38). The
transmit power limit of signal S is P T such that E{|S|2 } ≤ PT . The ergodic capacity of
channel h includes the complex channel coefficients, and becomes,

C = Eh {log 2 (1 + ρ · | h |2 )},
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(8.38)

where ρ is the mean SNR, i.e.

E{|S|2 }
σv2

and Eh is the expected value over all channel

realizations. If h is Rayleigh distributed | h | 2 follows a Chi-squared distibution [244], and
(8.38) becomes,

C = Eh {log2 (1 + ρ · χ22 )},

(8.39)

where χ22 is a Chi-squared random variable with two degrees of freedom (notation (·) 2 ). If
h is Additive White Gaussian distributed with zero mean and σ v2 = 1 instead, the expected
value of the channel coefficient is 1 and (8.38) simplifies to,

(8.40)

C = {log 2 (1 + ρ)}

8.8.2

Ergodic MIMO capacity

The ergodic capacity of a random channel for a MIMO system requires calculation of the covariance matrix [244][245][246].

For the transmit signal vector

s = [s(1) , s(2) , s(3) , . . . , s(NT ) ]T with zero mean, the covariance matrix Φ is

Φ = E{s sH },

(8.41)

whereas the covariance matrix of the received complex Gaussian vector r in the receive
antenna nr is,

E (nr ) {r rH } = HΦHH + σ 2 I(nr ) .

(8.42)

For the uncorrelated noise in each receiver branch (n r = 1, .., NR ), the ergodic MIMO
capacity without channel state information becomes



PT
C = EH log2 det(I(NR ) + 2
· HHH ) ,
σ NT

(8.43)

where PσT2 = ρ is the mean SNR. The transmit power constraint of all antennas is
P T
(nt ) 2 } ≤ P . A study for the MIMO capacity with partial knowledge of
E{ N
T
nt =1 s

the channel state information can be found in [247].

After a brief introduction to the theory of the channel capacity, where the amount of
knowledge of the channel state information and channel distribution information at the
transmitter and at the receiver are important performance factors, -and where many open
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research questions still exist-, it can be concluded that in a practical system analysis, simulations are among the utmost important methodologies, because they actually compute
the channel from the propagation models, and they thus include the properties of coloured
interference and frequency selectivity of the multiple-access technique that typically remain assumed in an analytical framework. In the system simulations, the measurement
imperfections and the feedback delays can be included to the actual simulation model, so
that their impact cumulates directly to the running calculations of the output statistics.

8.8.3

System capacity

The system capacity is often given in the simulated measures over a multilink, multicell
analysis. The long-term sum of the link throughputs per cell yields the cell throughput.
The average of the cell throughputs over a simulated network area yields the system mean
throughput. The convention is to scale the system throughput by the system bandwidth
per cell resulting capacity in the units of [b/s/MHz/cell]. For a voice source, having
a constant source codec rate, the system capacity is given in the units of [number of
calls/MHz/cell]. The WCDMA/HSPA system capacity is analysed in [199][248] and the
LTE system capacity in [24][249][250][251].
The simulated system capacity takes into account both the short term (small scale)
and long term (large scale) variability of the propagation environment, and particularly
it includes the capability of the RRM algorithms to adapt to these dynamic changes.
For these adaptations, the operation point target setting, link adaptation, power control
and handover thresholds, transport format selection criteria, measurement imperfections
and signalling feedback each have an impact that is not visible in the analytical capacity
calculations. With the advanced algorithms, adaptation to these dynamics may happen
efficiently, but on the other hand, they will increase computation and signalling load (overhead) respectively. Therefore, a tradeoff maximizing the capacity in dynamic conditions
is often a heuristic process, where the greed algorithms are sacrified for the sake of saving
measurements, computing and signalling load. These dependencies are yet hard to commensurate, as often a reverse link impact is present. The method for a system analysis is to
simulate both link directions with compatible parameters and interdependencies, so that
a consistent statistical set of results is created. For a system analysis, all the parameter
bounds and thresholds have to be honoured simultaneously and the outage in any of them
need to have an impact to the results.
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In practice, the simulation methodology is a choice of high importance, because it
has to include sufficient statistics of the changing channel states. In order the adaptive
algorithms to operate, a snapshot analysis is favoured so that within a single snapshot the
channel is continuous, and the schemes with feedback may also apply. In order to cover
a large set of channel states, a large number of independent random drops needs to be
generated.
For the measure of the system capacity, full load has to be generated. Other important
studies with fractional load may be motivated though [224]. In both cases, the traffic
models and the RRM algorithms play an important role. The traffic models impact the
result, as they have differing characteristics to load the cells. For the circuit-switched
connections, the capacity is different from that of the packet-switched connections. With
the packet traffic, the capacity of VoIP [252] is different from that of the Best Effort data
[253]. For the Best Effor data, the capacity differs for the variety of buffering or queueing
models. Especially for the packet traffic, good schedulers provide capacity gains. Other
important gains of the (simulated) system capacity may be achieved by utilizing the link
properties efficiently by the precoding, channel estimation and receiver algorithms. The
reference symbol overhead (synchronization symbols, pilots, channel estimation sequences
etc), the feedback (CQI and PMI) and the overall control overhead also contribute to
the system capacity results. All these factors differ per transmission system and per
transmission scheme.
The objective of the system capacity analysis is to maximize the system information
rate as a function of the bandwidth resources integrated over a unit-area. The information
rate (R) of a single traffic source is,

R = E(s) ·

Tc
,
Ts

(8.44)

where E is the entropy rate of the symbol source s, T c and Ts are the channel encoder
output rate and input symbol rate respectively. (If s represents the set of all source
symbols, the entropy rate is equal to the average code block length with an optimal
channel code.) Let c be the mean system capacity per unit bandwidth of a differentially
small area element, the wide area capacity is;

C

A

=

Z Z

c (x, y) dx dy

A
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(8.45)

For VoIP, the number of satisfied users per unit bandwidth per cell is a sufficient
capacity measure, as it includes the probability of a user being at a cell edge.
For the Best Effort data, the mean capacity over a unit area is not a very descriptive
measure alone, because the user perception changes a lot depending on, where the user
locates in the area. Therefore, a full throughput distribution per unit bandwidth per cell is
valued instead. Once numeric quantization is expected, it shall at least include the mean
and the 5 percentile. Often, the peak throughput is given for further information. The 5
percentile measure describes the critical cell edge performance.
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Chapter 9

Selected results on the system
performance
In Chapter 9, the system performance of WCDMA/HSPA and the system performance of LTE are covered based on the articles by the author [12][13][14][15]
[16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23] [24][26][27][28][30]. Section 9.1 begins with early 3G studies, which gave first indications for the benefits of packet-switched communications on the
channel utilization. Next, the changes of the interference characteristics and challenges of
scheduling due to packet transport were studied. The WCDMA studies began from the
greedy knapsack packet scheduling, code multiplexing and capacity studies using simple
snapshot simulators or a dynamic network simulator. Next, a protocol simulator was developed, where the characteristics of the packet delay was studied based on full statistical
distributions, and where the critical window and timer settings of the MAC and RLC protocols were analysed. These studies included heavy load from the packet traffic sources,
which generate multiplexed bearers on a radio link. Further, this study was brought to a
single cell multiuser scenario, where the benefits of the HSPA shared channels were proven
in Section 9.3.4. In addition, an adjacent channel interference study (see Section 9.3.5) was
carried out, because HSPA lets us expect largely increased load to the cell neighbourhood
with different algorithmic impact than the WCDMA. This study showed that the adjacent
channel interference requirements of the WCDMA devices need not change for HSPA.
Analysis of LTE begins in Section 9.4 with the design of channel structures and with
an analysis of their basic performance properties, like expected gains related to the better
exploitation of frequency dimension compared to WCDMA/HSPA. The primary analysis
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of LTE in Section 9.5 covers widely the commonly agreed 3GPP [1][61], IEEE [64] and
NGMN [59][63] simulation scenarios, traffic models and parameters to conclude the key
performance indications of LTE, for the VoIP and Best Effort traffic. The system performance results are obtained by including extensive models of the protocols and algorithms,
-or their impact from several detailed component technology studies-, that are brought to
a common simulator platform. The methodology and measures are those recommended
in documents by the 3GPP, IEEE and NGMN. The results summarize the VoIP capacity
and the Best Effort spectral efficiency as the LTE system throughput for several reference
scenarios with several transmitter-receiver techniques, radio resource management algorithms and propagation environments. The mobility impact on the system performance is
prospected in a scenario of large cell sizes and varying velocities of the served UEs.

9.1

Analysis of early 3G

In [32] prior 3G technology was studied. The studies showed that the offered traffic
intensity and channel utilization of the GSM system can be increased by the high-speed
circuit-switched data technique as a function of increasing number of channels allocated
per user. Only modest number of users is possible to accommodate without increasing
the blocking probability of voice calls. It was shown that in a system of 40 channels, the
channel utilization measure reached almost 0.8 without increasing the blocking probability
of voice calls above 2%. In here, the classical traffic intensity 1 of all voice terminals was
0.625 (25/40) and the classical traffic intensity for data ranged from zero to 0.5 (20/40).
The results were obtained for five data users having allocations up to six channels each.
When the total number of channels in the system increased, the channel utilization got
even higher because of the increased multiplexing opportunities for voice and data.
In [12] a set of algorithms were studied for high density mobile networks, where the frequency reuse factor was squeezed down to three or one including co-channel interference.
The method had efficient SINR-packing of packets by centralized channel assignment and
power control algorithms with coordination of transmissions from several cell sites. The
utility function allowed increase of the scheduling gains to maximize the throughput. The
experimented utility function was compared to the well-known interference averaging technique. It was observed that the throughput changed as a function of the SINR (carrier to
1
Classical definition of traffic intensity is a measure of the average occupancy of a resource during a
period of time.
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interference ratio) target. Actually, the utility function allowed the increase of throughput,
and the spectral efficiency reached about 0.7 with the 6 dB SINR target. When the SINR
target was increased, the throughput decreased but the relative gains of scheduling by the
utility function compared to the interference averaging increased. Even if the simulation
assumptions here were idealistic in that having expected SINR information available in
multiple sites at the same time without delays, it led to an important conclusion that sorting and classifying the co-channel interfered resources and scheduling by minimizing the
mutual interference has potential gains from the minimum of order 28% up to over 100%.
These magnitudes of throughput gains are observed in many later intercell interference
coordination studies also.
In [31] the simulation scenario and assumptions were similar to [12] with the difference
that the multiple access scheme was variable spreading factor CDMA instead of TDMA,
and the utility function was formed for the CDMA equations [39]. The observations
showed that the relative gains of interference coordination were lower for CDMA compared to TDMA. It was further noticed that the throughput maximizing utility functions
tend to sacrificy fairness, which means that even if the mean system throughput can be
increased, some users will experience very low throughput. Yet another important outcome of the study was that the throughput results were reached with much lower power
with interference coordination than without it.
Load control of WCDMA was studied in [14] in a multicell interfered environment
with different orthogonality factors. The load was increased gradually in the observed
cell to obtain the load curve. The downlink load was expressed as the relative transmit
power, and the uplink load was the received interference power that could have converted
directly to the noise rise relative to the known noise bandwidth. The novelty in [14]
included differentiation of the traffic to a high rate connection and a low rate connection
that were selected per UE. In downlink, it was possible to admit more traffic, because
the ortogonality of the codes is partly preserved. The intercell interference seemed to
scatter the required total transmit power from the ideal load curve quite a lot. In the
literature, at this time, interference coupling between cells were often assumed constant,
which may approximately hold for the circuit-switched voice connections. However, in
the presence of different service types and depending on the position of the UE in the
cell (the geometry factor experienced at each UE receiver), the interference coupling may
considerably change. This shows as the load observations deviating and scattering above
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the expected (smooth) load curve. This phenomenon sets challenges particularly to the
scheduler and the load control algorithms studied later, see descriptions in Chapter 8.

9.2

Analysis of WCDMA

In [16][30] throughput analysis was conducted simultaneously with the packet delay analysis. The results were obtained in a simulator, which included the actual protocol models
and traffic models in the respect they affect system load and performance. The channel
models and network interference calculations were simplified and intracell interference was
expected to dominate over the other cell interference. The code-tree allocation algorithm
(see Section 6.4.2) was real and had an impact to the queueing delay. In this model, the
load increased as a function of increased number of terminals, but the nominal bit rate
of each terminal decreased due to the limitations of the system parameters (chip rate and
spreading factor) and finally due to the lack of code-tree resources.
The results showed that in the reference case of dedicated channels serving traffic
at bit rate 128 kb/s to 512 kb/s, the mean delay and its standard deviation increased
significantly, when the number of terminals was increased from ten to 75. The relative
throughput increased modestly as a function of increased number of terminals because
of slightly higher multiplexing efficiency. According to the simulations, the mean packet
delay on the dedicated transport channels increased from 400 to 900 ms. While the mean
delay increased, the standard deviation of the delay distribution also increased. The
distribution showed positive skewness with a long tail. The analysis in [30] was done for
the downlink shared channel transport serving traffic at bit rate 512 kb/s. The code-tree
resources of the shared transport channel were not as limited as for the dedicated channels,
as explained in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. Compared to the dedicated channel reference, it
was possible to serve many more data terminals (up to 150) on the shared channel, while
still maintaining the mean delay low. For the shared channel, the mean delay ranged from
400 ms to 650 ms. The shared channel delay distribution showed lower standard deviation
at high loads compared to the dedicated channels, but its throughput variation was larger.
Changing the selected BLER target from 20% to 12% and further to 7% reduced the
mean delay. The simulations in [30] did not yet include HSPA features like the short
TTI, short scheduling interval, adaptive modulation and turbo code rate selection based
on the CQI report and diversity transmission schemes. This article however gave an early
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indication for gains of dynamically sharing the code-tree resources. This analysis also
lacked of network statistics and measures for the actual throughput, instead of the relative
ones, which remained hidden by the traffic model. Another related study in [17] included
downlink shared channel multiplexing for VoIP packets with header compression.
The dynamic selection of modulation and coding was studied in [18]. It was analyzed,
how the physical link layer statistics vary over all channel realizations and by what kind
of modulation and coding set they could be efficiently covered. The Turbo coded Eb/No
curves are very steep and the modulation and code rate selection for the expected received Es/No resulted a distribution of received BLER. The selection simply targets at
maximizing the throughput for the expected Es/No, but the selection threshold includes
uncertainty, whether to risk with a higher transport format and possibly more retransmissions, or to select a lower transport format possibly underutilizing the instantaneous
throughput but still saving in retransmission probability and reducing the delay. The
selection of the modulation and coding was verified relative to the analytical calulations.
In [18], yet another domain of adaptation was set for the number of code channels (i.e.
multicode transport), which is also enabled on the HSPA channels. Without adaptive
change of the number of allocated code channels, the modulation and code rate selection
would not have covered all the channel realizations but the probability observations at
both ends would have been emphasized. On the other hand, in the middle of the channel
state distribution, several equally good choices are available, and the actual selection of the
transport format may depend on, whether the power resources or the code-tree resources
are more limiting at the time of allocation.
The studies on HSPA were extended to a dynamic network simulator in [19] without the
protocol models. It was shown that HSPA can provide large gains by introducing Turbo
codes and adaptive modulation and coding (see Section 8.2). In the comparative analysis,
it was shown that it is advantageous to multiplex HSPA users not only in time but also in
code domain because NodeB has excessive power resources available while serving too few
users, e.g. only one user on the HSPA transport channel. Because of the high Es/No-target
for the high order modulation that requires high transmit power, it is not an advantage
to code-multiplex too many HSPA users. This is because code-multiplexing many users
adds multiplexing overhead, reduces the probability of higher order modulations (due to
power sharing) and additionally requires multiple HSPA control channels. It is typical
assumption that up to about four users may be code-multiplexed to the same TTI in a
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cell, and the other UEs are multiplexed and scheduled in time-domain (see Section 6.5.6).
The UE capability classes defined in [254] still motivates code-multiplexing of many users.
The reception of parallel HSPA code-channels is namely categorized up to {5, 10 or 15}
code channels [254], and therefore serving the UEs of the category limit five code channels
typically would not be sufficient to utilize the HSPA power and code-tree resources most
efficiently, without code-multipexing many users to the same TTI.

9.3
9.3.1

Analysis of WCDMA/HSPA
A protocol simulator for the WCDMA/HSPA radio interface

The HSPA protocol, described in Section 6.4.2, was studied by simulations in a WCDMA
cell. The results are presented in [26][27]. The simulator contains selected features of
the RRC, RLC and MAC protocols [181][188][190][192]. The simulator operates with the
WCDMA parameters given in Table 9.2. The physical performance is available in these
simulations, given by the instantaneous BLER as a function of SINR from the lookup
tables [6] and from the Jakes propagation model [83]. The traffic is generated here by
a packet traffic model. The sessions are activated by a Poisson process, and the traffic
model generates packet calls, where the size of each packet is randomly selected from the
Pareto distribution having a specified cut-off value for the maximum size of IP datagrams
in an Ethernet network. The traffic source is bursty having reading times [62] between the
packet calls, which allows the RLC buffers emptied so that the data does not continuously
accumulate to the transmit buffers. The parameters of the traffic source are given in Table
9.1. The function of the traffic source is shown for two packet calls at rate 384 kb/s and
1,500 kb/s in Fig. 9.1. Each bar of the histogram is drawn at the packet-arrival time and
its height indicates the packet (SDU) size. The statistics are collected over all packet calls
in all sessions during a long simulation (1000 s).
The RRC protocol model includes simple procedures to setup the radio bearers and
simple algorithms to schedule packets. The RLC protocol takes care of processing the
PDUs, i.e. it includes the polling schemes, retransmissions and selective acknowledgements. The MAC-d schedules the logical channels and selects the transport channel. The
MAC-hs schedules the HSPA transmissions, selects the transport format and creates the
transport block for each TTI. Fast physical layer signalling is modelled on the HS-SCCH
channel in downlink and on the HS-DPCCH channel in uplink with randomly distributed
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Figure 9.1: The traffic source parametrised for (a) 384 kb/s and (b) 1,500 kb/s. A snapshot
including two packet calls shows the packet arrival process and the packet sizes.

Table 9.1: Summary of the traffic source parameters.
Traffic source parameters
Session arrival process
Mean number of packet calls in a session
Mean number of packets in a packet call
Packet source rate
Packet inter-arrival time
Reading time
Datagram size distribution
Mean / maximum packet size
(α, k) of Pareto distribution

Poisson
500
{25, 50}
{384, 1,500, 7,000} kb/s
{ 6.0, 1.536, 0.329} ms
{2, 5, 15} s
Pareto
288 / 1,500 bytes
(1.1, 81.5)

signalling errors 2 . The RLC/MAC parameters are summarised in Table 9.2.
The transport on the HSPA channels is modelled with the fast HARQ processes, adaptive modulation, coding and multicode transmission (see Sections 6.5.6 and 8.2). Packet
data is available in the NodeB buffers as MAC-d PDUs, which are assembled to a transport block after the transport format is selected. Thus, exactly one transport block per
TTI is triggered for the transmission. The HS-SCCH and the HS-DPCCH control information are formed respectively. The transmission sequence number is attached to every
transport block for reordering in the receiver. Chase combining is implemented, and the
retransmitted symbols are soft combined with the already received symbols to increase
2

This is justified as these control channels have fast power control, whereas HS-PDSCH does not have.
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Table 9.2: Summary of the WCDMA/HSPA protocol and transport parameters.

RLC parameters

WCDMA/HSPA
Settings

scheduler
RLC mode
RLC PDU size
RLC window size
Polling schemes
MAC parameters
MAC-hs window size
MAC-hs timer
Iub delay
TrCH parameters

Round Robin
Acknowledgement mode, max 10 transmissions
440 bit
{128, 256, 512} PDU
periodic timer, poll timer, poll prohibit timer
Settings
{4, 16, 32} Transport Blocks
{76, 90, 150 ms }
Distributed [0, 30] ms 3
Settings

DCH bit rate, spreading factor
DCH bit rate (while HSPA transport)
HSPA spreading factor
Transmission Time Interval
Channelization codes
Modulation and channel coding
Physical layer transmissions
FHARQ channels and processes
Channel parameters

variable
30 kb/s
16
2 ms
1 . . . max{5, 10, 15}
{QPSK, 16QAM}, Turbo code rate {1/2, 3/4}
max {4, 6, 8}
6, {1..6} per UE
Settings

HS-PDSCH BLER ; HS-SCCH BLER
HS-DPCCH p{N|A}, p{A|N}
UE velocity
Simulation time

50% for the first transmission ; 1%
1e-2, 1e-4
3.6 km/h Jakes channel
1000 s

3Iub

delay was set to 10 ms for the reverse link RLC STATUS PDU.

the probability of correct decoding for the transport block [6]. The transport channel
parameters are given in Table 9.2.
The transport format is an ordered set of the modulation, code rate and number of
HSPA channelization codes with the increasing symbol energy (Es/No) and increasing
transport block payload. The statistics of the transport format proposal by the UE and
the transport format selection by the NodeB are shown in Fig. 9.2. In these channel
conditions, the UE was proposing more often lower transport formats. With higher power
allocation and better average channel conditions (smaller cell size), the probability of
proposing higher transport formats would increase. The selected transport format was
occasionally lower than proposed, because there was not always enough data available at
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Figure 9.2: The probability of a given transport format (modulation, code rate, number of
multicodes) (a) proposed by the UE and (b) selected by the NodeB, for Best Effort traffic
source of 1,500 kb/s with the mean of 25 packets during a packet call.

the moment of transmission to create as large transport block as were feasible to receive.
The probability of selecting a higher transport format was increased, when the source rate
was increased i.e. the packet interarrival time was decreased at the same time when the
mean number of packets in a packet call was increased [26].

9.3.2

4

Analysis of packet delay and the MAC-hs window

In this section, the impact of MAC-hs function (see Section 6.5.5) and its parameters to the
packet delay distributions are analysed. The MAC-hs window occupancy (memory size) is
also compared for each case. The packet delay here is the peer-to-peer delay for a network
4
If the source rate is increased and still the amount of generated packets is kept very small, the transport
block distribution does not necessarily show increased probability for larger transport block size.
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SDU (e.g. a TCP segment in an IP datagram) from the time, when the SDU was created
at the traffic source in the network till it was received, correctly decoded and reassembled
as an identical SDU at the UE receiver. Core network delays are not included in the
presented delay statistics, because they are not that relevant from the WCDMA/HSPA
analysis point of view and because they change according to the assumed distance and
transport network load.
The distributions of the number of physical layer transmissions and RLC transmissions are shown in [27], from where it can be seen that four physical layer transmissions
was typically enough and the probability of RLC retransmissions was about 5%, which is
much lower than e.g. on the dedicated channel operating at 12 to 20% BLER. Increasing
the allowed maximum number of physical layer transmissions may make the probability
of RLC retransmissions even lower. However, the distribution of the RLC transmissions
seem to have a long tail, meaning that when the channel dynamics is slow (long coherence
time) and the transmissions occur during poor channel conditions, it takes a long time
and many retransmissions before high enough Es/No is available for the correct decoding
of the transport block. If even more physical layer transmissions are allowed, the fast
HARQ-channel is unnecessarily occupied for a longer time, still not decreasing the RLC
retransmission probability notably. The properties of protocol retransmissions as a function of slow channel dynamics would argument gains for other than Round Robin types of
schedulers. With Proportional Fair schedulers (see Section 8.3), for example, the channel
is allocated to the receiver with favourable (better than average) channel conditions, which
gains in the instantaneous throughput. In this case, the channel does not remain occupied
during the poor channel state, as were the case with the Round Robin scheduler.
The results of the MAC-hs window occupancy in the number of transport blocks is
shown as a function of the MAC-hs timer setting in Fig. 9.3(a) and as a function of the
MAC-hs window size limit in Fig. 9.3(b). The modulation alphabet and channel code
rate were set as in Table 9.2 and the maximum number of HSPA channelization codes was
limited to {5, 10, 15}. In both cases, the transport blocks in the MAC-hs window may be
of different size because of the link adaptation algorithm (transport format selection).
The packet delay distributions are shown for the timer limited MAC-hs in Fig. 9.4(a)
and for the window-limited MAC-hs in Fig. 9.4(b) respectively. The delay distributions
show that when the timeout value of the MAC-hs timer increased, the memory requirement
of the MAC-hs window got higher and the packet delays are allowed to increase. For a
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Figure 9.3: MAC-hs window occupancy (cdf) as a number of Transport Blocks for
(a) MAC-hs timer settings and (b) MAC-hs window size limit, for different transport
format limits.

given MAC-hs timer value, the MAC-hs window size does not largely depend on the given
transport format set. However, buffering larger transport blocks will take more memory
both in the NodeB transmitter and in the UE receiver. The packet delay distributions
do not show large differences for different MAC-hs timer settings. For a given transport
format with 5 multicodes, the probability of getting higher packet delay is higher than
with 10 or 15 multicodes, which do not have a large mutual difference. Next, the MAChs window size was limited to {4, 16, 32} transport blocks respectively. With a small
window, the memory requirements are low and the forced packet delays are small. Here,
a transport format set with 15 multicodes makes a difference in the packet delay, as even
larger transport blocks can be formed during good channel conditions. With the window
limit set to 16, the window was rarely full and having higher transport format yields lower
packet delays. With the window limit set to 32, the window was not observed to be full,
and it already showed the maximum requirement for the window memory in the UE. With
a lower transport format set of 5 multicodes, larger window size is requested. However,
the size distribution (in [byte]) of the transport blocks may still remain smaller than that
for 10 or 15 multicodes, which allow larger transport blocks, if the channel conditions are
very good.
In the MAC-hs timer limited case of Fig. 9.4(a), the probability of having larger packet
delays is larger for the transport format up to 5 multicodes, but the mutual difference for
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Figure 9.4: Packet delay (cdf) as a function of (a) MAC-hs timer and (b) MAC-hs window
size with transport format limited to a number of multicodes for the Best effort traffic
source of 1,500 kb/s.

the transport formats of 10 and 15 multicodes is very small. In the MAC-hs window-limited
case of Fig. 9.4(b), where the window is set to the smallest value (four), the transport
format of 15 multicodes gains lower packet delay compared to 5 and 10 multicodes. When
the window is larger, and it is not that strictly limiting the number of physical layer
retransmissions, the packet delay distributions are not drastically different for any of the
transport format sets.
The MAC-hs parameters have an impact to the HSPA performance by allowing a
high physical channel BLER operation point e.g. of order 30-50% and still making the
RLC protocol BLER very low e.g. of order 5%. The example results are shown for the
selected packet traffic model and channel conditions including also the Iub transport delay
distribution. The packet delay was observed to depend on the transport format set and
on the MAC-hs parameter settings.

9.3.3

Analysis of packet delay and the RLC window

For high traffic activity and large amount of data to be transmitted on HSPA, it is expected
that the RLC window may actually become the bottleneck of throughput and may cause
dominant SDU delay instead of the MAC. This behaviour was analysed in [26] by setting
the RLC window size to {128, 256, 512} RLC PDUs respectively.
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The packet delay on a radio bearer (one UE) is shown in Fig. 9.5. The delay is
dominated by the MAC-hs window size if set to a small value. A small MAC-hs window
may be motivated by targeting at low delays, but it may also cause decreased probability
of correct decoding at the physical layer because of the limited number of retransmissions.
In a multiprocess HARQ, where one process had a decoding error, other processes may still
continue receiving correctly decoded transport blocks, which cumulate into the receiver
window to be reordered according to their Transmission Sequence Numbers. It is possible
that the receiver window soon gets full, and because it follows the leading edge of the
transmission sequence numbers, it will start to discard transport blocks. This will prevent
further soft combining in the physical layer and will lead to more RLC retransmissions,
which will cause larger SDU delays. If in this case also the RLC window is small, it may
become the bottleneck for PDUs, which have to wait in a transmit buffer before adopted to
the transmitter window. Increasing the RLC window in this case will release the bottleneck
and will allow decreased delays again. This is visible in Fig. 9.5, where the SDU delays
decreased significantly when the MAC-hs window was set to 4 and the RLC window was
changed from 128 to 256. Increasing the RLC window even further from 256 to 512 did
not impact SDU delays notably any more under the assumptions in this example.
When the MAC-hs window was set to a larger value as 16 or 32, it very rarely got
full under the assumptions of this example. The delays are now allowed to increase as
already seen in Fig. 9.4. In this case, it is clearly possible that the RLC window is the
bottleneck again, and by increasing the RLC window size from 128 to 256 and further
to 512, smaller SDU delays as a function of increased RLC window size can be observed.
The difference of delay degradation with the RLC window size 256 compared to 128 for
the MAC-hs window size 16 is clearly visible. Setting both the MAC-hs window size and
the RLC window size large, 32 and 512 respectively, neither window hits the maximum.
In this case, the SDU delay performance is floating and driven by other parameters in
the system. Such other factors include the source rate behaviour, Iub delay distribution,
RLC PDU size, transport format set and channel statistics. The packet (SDU) delay as a
function of the RLC window size and the MAC-hs parameters is summarized in Table 9.3.
The statistics include the mean delay and additionally the 75%, 95% and 99% fractiles to
show the heavy tail of the delay distribution.
Fig. 9.5 also shows the packet delay for one UE when the source rate was further
increased close to the very ultimate, i.e. from 1,500 kb/s of Fig. 9.5(a) to 7,000 kb/s of
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Figure 9.5: Packet delay distribution (cdf) for one UE as a function of RLC window size
and MAC-hs parameters, for the Best Effort traffic source (a) 1,500 kb/s with the mean
25 packets in a packet call and (b) 7,000 kb/s with the mean 50 packets in a packet call.

Table 9.3: Packet delay as a function of RLC window and MAC-hs parameters for a Best
Effort traffic source of 1,500 kb/s.
RLC window
[TB]
128

256

512

MAC-hs window
[TB]
4
16
32
4
16
32
4
16
32

Mean delay
[ms]
116
172
151
58
83
91
65
78
95

Delay
75%
163
264
232
73
116
134
81
87
152

fractile [ms]
95% 99%
364
532
490
686
442
740
186
346
274
410
314
410
219
358
254
390
322
424

Fig. 9.5(b). The mean amount of packets created during a packet call was also increased,
from 25 to 50. For this high source rate, the SDU delays increased for all parameter settings
compared to the 1,500 kb/s source rate. Again, the packet delay of a radio bearer (one
UE) is dominated by the MAC-hs window size, if set to a small value. A small MAC-hs
window will typically result in small delays, but it may also result in decreased probability
of correct decoding at the physical layer transmissions, and that will cause more RLC
retransmissions respectively. If in this case, the RLC window was also small and became
the bottleneck, increasing the RLC window allows decreased delays again. This is visible
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in Fig. 9.5, where the SDU delays decrease significantly when the MAC-hs window size
was set to 4 and the RLC window size was changed from 128 to 256. Increasing the RLC
window size further from 256 to 512 does not impact the SDU delays notably any more.
As a function of the increased MAC-hs window size, the delays are now allowed to increase
as already seen in Fig. 9.4. In the case of a higher source rate, it is clearly possible that
the RLC window is the bottleneck and by increasing the RLC window size from 128 to
256 and further to 512, smaller SDU delays can be observed. Here, with the ultimately
high source rate of 7,000 kb/s, the difference of delay degradation with the RLC window
size 256 compared to 128 and further 512 compared to 256 for the MAC-hs window size
16 and 32 are clearly visible in all these cases. Thus, the higher source rate and higher
amount of data in the buffers will cause the RLC window make a clear difference in the
delay, whereas for the source rate 1,500 kb/s the difference was visible for the RLC window
size 128 and 256, but not for 512 any more.
The traffic source is a bursty model (see Section 7.2.3.1) having a long reading time,
which allows buffers to be more deeply emptied times to times so that the packet calls are
not entirely accumulating to the RLC transmit buffers. However, the source rate is not the
only critical issue, also the increased number of packets generated during a packet call will
impact the delay, because more packets will accumulate to the transmit window waiting
to be triggered to the MAC-hs in the NodeB. Increasing the mean number of packets in
a packet call will make more data available both in the RLC window and in the MAC-hs
window resulting increased probability of higher transport format, as shown in [26]. Still,
it is possible that the channel conditions do not allow use of higher transport formats and
the delays would hence increase.
For a radio bearer with tight delay requirement, e.g. real time streaming, it seems
viable to make the MAC-hs window small, disable the RLC retransmissions (RLC set to
Unacknowledged Mode) and set the BLER operation point low. For such settings, it would
be necessary to define, how high SDU dropping probability is tolerable. In the example
case of the non-real time traffic, 1,500 kb/s source rate is shown in Fig. 9.5 and setting
the delay limit to 100 ms, the MAC-hs window size to 4 and the RLC window size to 256
would cause the SDU discard (dropping) probability of about 12%, which were far too
high for the equivalent real time traffic. Better settings for the real time traffic could be
observed by setting lower BLER target e.g. about 5% instead of 30% to 50% simulated
here.
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In [26][27], it was shown that the mean delay decreased as a function of decreasing
MAC-hs window size, however, there remain a high proportion of packets, which will
experience very large delays. The tails of the SDU delay distributions are long. For a given
MAC-hs window size, the mean delay and even more clearly the upper fractile of delays
decreased as a function of the increasing RLC window size, if it was the bottleneck for the
delays. When the RLC window is large enough relative to a given source behaviour, it is
not the bottleneck, and the SDU delays remain driven by the other factors of the system.

9.3.4

Analysis of packet delay in a loaded cell

In [26], the performance is analyzed with the MAC-hs operation as a function of the RLC
window size in a loaded cell with 20, 40 and 80 active UEs for source rates 384 kb/s and
1,500 kb/s. The source rate and its burstiness are critical, but also the higher amount of
packets generated during a packet call will impact the delay, because with longer packet
calls more packets may accumulate to the RLC transmit windows to be triggered to the
MAC-hs. Also in [26], the measure is the peer-to-peer delay for a network SDU, such as
a TCP segment, from the time when the SDU was created by the traffic source in the
network till it was correctly received, decoded and reassembled as an identical SDU at the
UE receiver. Any core network delays are excluded from these SDU delay statistics.
The distribution of the physical layer transmissions and the RLC transmissions was
studied for single links in [26]. In the loaded cell, the mean RLC throughput was above
0.88 with the variance of 10−3 and the mean physical layer throughput was above 0.63.
and it varied more than for a dedicated channel, because there is no fast power control nor
outer-loop power control on HSPA. The HSPA protocol however maintained the relative
RLC throughput, so that the RLC PDU BLER was below 12%, which is comparable to the
RLC operated on a dedicated transport channel. The deviation of the RLC throughput
as a function of increasing number of active UEs remained small. The RLC SDU residual
error probability with 12% RLC PDU BLER is  10 −3 after four RLC transmissions and
 10−6 after seven RLC transmissions. Allowing larger number of RLC retransmissions
increases delay at the radio interface and reduces the probability of TCP retransmissions. 5
The impact of the MAC-hs timers and the MAC-hs window size was studied in [27],
the impact of the RLC window size and different traffic source rates were added in [26].
5
In QoS guidelines, BER  10−6 often appears as a requirement for data services over the radio interface
(BER  BLER).
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Figure 9.6: MAC-hs buffer load in the HSPA NodeB for 80 UEs with the Best Effort traffic
source of 384 kb/s.

Fig. 9.2 shows the probability of selecting a given transport format over all packet calls
in all the sessions during a simulation.
The WCDMA/HSPA analysis of Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3 was repeated with increasing
cell load i.e. by increasing the number of active UE in the cell, Here, a UE is active, when
it had a packet session activated but not yet terminated. Because of the bursty nature
of the traffic source, adding active UEs does not contribute a linear increase of the load.
The probability of active RLC buffers for a given number of active UEs was mean 4 (range
0 . . . 11) for 20 UEs, mean 7 (range 0 . . . 17) for 40 UEs and mean 11 (range 0 . . . 21) for
80 UEs respectively.
The buffer occupancy will depend on the session arrival and departure processes. In
order to collect the statistics in a steady-state, the session arrival process was modified
to meet the data equilibrium still meeting practical simulation times. Say, if the session
arrivals would happen 5 sessions per hour per UE [62], the simulations causing high traffic
volume and balanced buffers would be unpractically long, as the protocols and allocation
periods are in 2 ms accuracy relative to the channel states. The buffers analysed in this
article are in balance by the modified session arrival rate as visible in Fig. 9.6, but their
short-term burstiness remain high.
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The physical layer BLER operation point was set to 30% to 50% for the first transmission to significantly gain from soft combining of the HARQ retransmissions. The link
throughput varies around 30 to 50% with a larger variance than for a dedicated channel, as
there is no fast power control nor outer-loop power control applied to the HSPA channel.
The mean throughput at the physical layer is about 0.48. The deviation of the physical
layer throughput is anyhow rather small because of the high granularity in the transport format set and because of well-tuned link adaptation algorithms. The physical layer
throughput does not significantly change from the single link throughput as a function of
increasing number of active UEs set to 20, 40 and 80. The RLC throughput, obtained with
such a low physical layer BLER, is still moderate reaching the mean below 12%, which is
comparable to a typical dedicated channel BLER for the RLC PDUs. Again, the deviation
of the RLC throughput is small, and it did not change much with the increasing number
of active UEs.
The packet delays are shown in Fig. 9.7, where the sole packet delay is shown as a cdf
for every packet despite of the bearer (of the UE) it was transmitted on. The mean packet
delay obtained on each bearer (per each active UE) is shown in Fig. 9.8, when the traffic
source was set to 384 kb/s and 1,500 kb/s. The results are summarized for the analysis in
Table 9.4. The analysis showed that increasing the cell load by increasing the number of
active UEs per cell did not cause the delay distributions change largely for the source rate
of 384 kb/s, whereas the change is larger for the source rate of 1,500 kb/s. Increasing the
source rate from 384 kb/s to 1,500 kb/s will make the mean delays clearly higher, and the
highest fractiles of the distributions will extend to larger deviation from the mean. Say,
for 80 active UEs, the mean packet delay increased from 105 ms (for 384 kb/s) to 193 ms
(1,500 kb/s) and the standard deviation from 74 ms (384 kb/s) to 155 ms (1,500 kb/s).
The mean delays observed by all the served UEs remained rather low. Say, for 80 active
UEs, the 75% fractile of UEs (60 UE) observed mean delays of 120 ms (384 kb/s) and
200 ms (1,500 kb/s), which are lower than 75% fractiles of the individual packet delays,
130 ms (384 kb/s) and 260 ms (1,500 kb/s) respectively. This result indicates that the
multiuser scheduling provides also channel dependent delay gains in a loaded system.
It can be remarked that the parametrisation in this study was used to show the extreme
behaviour of the delay observations in a loaded cell. The high BLER operation point, the
limited maximum number of physical layer transmissions and the Round Robin scheduler
emphasized the delay mechanisms of the protocol stack including the physical layer, the
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Table 9.4: Packet delay as a function of number of active UEs per cell.
Traffic Source
bit rate [kb/s]
384

1,500

1

Number of
active UEs
20
40
80
20
40
80

Mean delay
[ms]
98
104
105
175
185
193

Delay
75%
122
131
130
237
252
260

fractile [ms]
95% 99%
228
320
244
324
260
352
449
630
473
682
495
738

Packet delay

0.9
0.8
0.7

cdf

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

20 terminals − 384kbps
40 terminals − 384kbps
80 terminals − 384kbps
20 terminals − 1.5Mbps
40 terminals − 1.5Mbps
80 terminals − 1.5Mbps
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Delay [ms]

Figure 9.7: The packet delay (cdf) as a function of number of active UEs in a
WCDMA/HSPA cell, for the Best Effort traffic source of 384 kb/s and 1,500 kb/s.

MAC-hs and the RLC for the experience of the SDU delay statistics. In a practical network,
much more efficient channel dependent and Proportional Fair schedulers are available, and
also the parametrisation can be more efficient. Even then, the RLC protocol delays will
be visible as the highest delay fractiles. For the RLC protocol, a combination of polling
schemes was proposed to avoid individual packets queueing unnecessarily long time in the
transmit buffer.
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Figure 9.8: The mean packet delay per UE (cdf) as a function of number of active UEs in
a WCDMA/HSPA cell, for the Best Effort traffic source of 384 kb/s and 1,500 kb/s.

9.3.5

Analysis of the adjacent channel interference load

The adjacent channel interference load (see Section 8.6) due to the HSPA transport of
WCDMA/HSPA was analysed in a macrocell scenario. The simulated network had 33
cells in a configuration, where each NodeB site had three cells and the maximum cell
power was 20 W (43 dBm) out of which 14 W (70%) was allocated to HSPA. The UEs
are evenly distributed on the simulation area in the beginning of a simulation, and they
may move according to the defined mobility model. Fig. 9.9 shows the distribution of the
served UE for three cell sectors of one NodeB site. HSPA was modelled so that the physical
transport was heavily active in periods of short TTI, and the link adpation algorithms as
HARQ, adaptive modulation and coding were active. The performance metrics were the
cell throughput and the packet transfer delay as a function of the interference load. The
traffic source activity was high for creating high load, so that the packet queues increased,
and it was possible to schedule packets for transmission at all times. These exaggerated
settings caused HSPA be active for over 93% of TTIs during a simulation.
First, the load is shown Fig. 9.10 as a function of the increasing number of UEs in the
simulation area for a constant ACI ratio. The load distributions are rather wide, because
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Figure 9.9: Coverage areas of three cells and one NodeB site with 14 W power allocation
for HSPA.

the receiving UEs experience different interference power according to their position in
the cellular area (geometry factor). The observed load distribution did not change much
as a function of increasing number of UEs, because the HSPA power allocation remained
constant. The noise floor is at −99 dBm and the UEs seem to have received power levels
between −90 · · · − 40 dBm. The impact of the interference load due to ACI was analysed
more in details. The ACI is dominantly impacted by the adjacent channel selectivity of
the UE receiver and the adjacent channel power leakage of the NodeB, whose net impact
is announced as the ACI ratio, studied already e.g. in [13]. The interference was observed
with different ACI ratios of {20, 30, 40, 100} dB for the increased number of users. The
impact of the ACI ratio was analysed as a relative throughput decrease compared to the
ideal case, as shown in Fig. 9.11. Table 9.5 again summarizes the relative throughput
loss in the system due to the ACI. The results indicate that even for a very high load, the
ACI ratio well above 30 dB keeps the impact to the total received interference small and
the throughput deviates less than about 5% from the ideal. The ACI ratio below 30 dB
would seem to be adequate for low load, but when the load is very high, the interference
becomes dramatic and makes throughput losses far too high ( 10%).
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Figure 9.10: Wideband interference load observed by all UEs in the simulation area.
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Figure 9.11: Impact of ACI ratio to the (a) interference load and (b) packet delay (highest
50 percentile shown).

Some further results in Fig. 9.11 show the increase of packet delay, when the number
of subscribers was increased and the packet queues got longer. Again, it is visible that the
ACI ratio above 30 dB causes a small impact to the total received interference, whereas the
ACI ratio below 30 dB has a clear effect. We can remark that the absolute packet delays
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Table 9.5: Relative decrease of throughput as a function of ACI ratio compared to the
ideal case.
Throughput, relative decrease [%]
Number of
ACI ratio [dB]
UEs
20
30
40
100
10,000
0.1
0.3
0.6
0
30,000
2.2
0.7
0.2
0
50,000
23.0
7.3
4.1
0
70,000
27.7
8.8
3.4
0

are very large here due to the extreme load conditions, and that may not be experienced
in practical networks. Here, the aim was just to define the worst case relative impact of
the ACI.
As a summary of these studies, it can be concluded that even in the extreme load
conditions of HSPA, the ACI ratio slightly above 30 dB is sufficient and increasing it
further would just require larger filters in the UE front-end without notable reduction in
the interference. Also, having smaller cells or low power class NodeBs will make the ACI
smaller compared to the macrocell case. On the contrary, operating in a small cell, higher
interference load could be reached, but in that case the impact of ACI relative to the total
interference including higher multiple access interference would also vanish.
The study was further repeated for unequal load of the adjacent carriers in ratios 50/50,
30/70 and 10/90 while keeping the total number of UEs in the simulation area constant. In
that case, the more loaded carrier will generate more ACI to the receivers of the less loaded
carrier, but the number of (victim) UE receivers suffering from that increased interference
is smaller, therefore having rather small relative impact to the cell throughput. On the
other hand, the less loaded carrier will generate less ACI to the more loaded carrier, where
more (victim) UE receivers would suffer. This, however is not strongly the case, because
the generated ACI power is already so small. The results of unequal carrier loading in
the worst case was comparable to the equal load case in the region of interest, where the
percentual decrease of throughput due to the ACI was sufficiently low anyway. Based on
this study, it was concluded that HSPA does not set any further requirements to the ACI
ratio (adjacent channel selectivity and adjacent channel leakage ratio) than already decided
for the WCDMA without HSPA. (The minimum requirements are set in the standard as
follows; the UE adjacent channel selectivity is 33 dB, the UE adjacent channel leakage
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power ratio is 33 dB for the first adjacent carrier and 43 dB for the second adjacent
carrier, the NodeB adjacent channel leakage power ratio is 45 dB.) Later, it was specificed
for WCDMA/HSPA and LTE coexistence on the adjacent carrier frequencies that the
existing requirements are sufficient also in that case. For the wider bandwidth of LTE, the
requirement of the ACI ratio may decrease from 33 dB to 27 dB at 20 MHz. The standard
does not require the ACI measurements directly, but the methodoglogy was adopted so
that the ACI is verified relative to a standardised test case, where the throughput with
the ACI shall be above 95% of the throughput without it.

9.4

Analysis of early LTE

Early design of the LTE channel structures is addressed in [20][61]. Many details of these
proposals got modified during the standardisation process, but the main principles still
hold (see Section 6.5). In [20],the importance of frequency diversity, transmit antenna
diversity and time diversity were studied for the physical broadcast channel on 1.25 MHz
system information band. Frequency diversity was shown to gain slightly more than 2 dB
at BLER 1% when having PRB level distribution (scattering) over the frequency band in
3 PRBs, and by 3 dB when distributing in 6 PRBs over the full system information band,
compared to no scattering i.e. without frequency diversity. Transmit antenna diversity
by two antennas was shown to gain slightly over 3 dB at BLER 1% compared to a single
antenna transmission. This gain is further increased by 1.8 dB when soft combining is
applied for two consequent channel blocks, which in addition to the combining gain increases time diversity. The transport means to capture these gains are actually included in
the LTE standard [105][208], which allows the reception of the physical broadcast channel
block combined over four bursts. This block combining is possible, because its information
contents remain constant for that period of time. Multiantenna transmission is allowed
in LTE for the broadcast channel too, because the cell detection algorithm includes tests
for the multiantenna transmission candidates. Soft combining of code blocks has the advantage that in good channel states, the correct decoding can be fast (correct decoding
from the first received block) and in poor channel states, Es/No of the code block can
be gradually increased by soft combining a number of consequent code blocks with the
expense of added decoding delay [50]. Soft combining of the first two blocks reaches nearly
3 dB gains, and soft combining yet the next code block reaches about 1.8 dB additional
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gain at BLER 1%.

Another important result for the downlink shared channel was introduced, namely
allocating PRBs in a flexible manner to the frequency band based on the CQI (see Section
8.3.2). A relative throughput increase up to 60% was obtained in a slow, frequency selective
channel compared to the allocation of adjacent frequency PRBs. This gain is a function
of the number of allocated PRBs, and it increases very rapidly for both allocation types.
However, the gains soon saturate for the adjacent PRB allocations, which extend wider
than the coherence band of the good, scheduled channel states to the poor channel states
also. Increasing the number of allocated PRBs in a flexible manner utilizes the good
channel states in all the scheduled frequencies following the order of the highest CQI first
[22].

In [21], downlink performance and uplink performance were analyzed as a function of
the schedulers and radio resource control setpoints in the macrocell scenario #1 and #3
respectively [61]. These scenarios are widely in use for the analysis, because they capture
the most relevant and challenging properties of a wide-area network deployment. Hence,
they are considered sufficient to characterize the performance of the WCDMA/HSPA and
LTE systems. Shortly, both macrocell scenarios #1 and #3 define 10 MHz bandwidth at
2.0 GHz center frequency for a UE moving 3 km/h in a propagation environment, which
additionally has 20 dB penetration loss. The radical difference of these scenarios is the
deployment with intersite distance (ISD) 500 m for macrocell #1 and ISD 1732 m for
macrocell #3. This difference often causes macrocell #1 deployment become interference
limited, whereas macrocell #3 deployment may remain power or noise limited instead.
The macrocell scenario #3 seems to be especially difficult for the cell edge users because
of the small signal margin to the noise floor.

The scenarios and metrics of the LTE performance analysis are present in [61][63][64].
The LTE performance has been analysed several times along the standardization process
and summary reports including results from several companies have been accepted in the
3GPP. Several publications appear in the literature that include results for the LTE, or
for its selected technology components. In Section 9.5, the LTE performance summary is
mainly collected from the recent publications by the author of this thesis [21][24].
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9.5

Analysis of LTE

9.5.1

Traffic scenario and simulation methodology

The article in [24] shows the performance numbers of LTE for the most typical traffic
profiles, VoIP (see Sections 7.2.1 and 5.2) and Best Effort data (see Sections 7.2.2 and
5.2). The traffic scenario and simulation assumptions are summarized in Tables 9.6, 9.7
and 9.8.
Table 9.6: Summary of the most important assumptions for the system simulation scenario.
Description
Number of cells
Carrier center frequency
intersite distance (ISD)
System bandwidth
Effective bandwidth
Subcarrier spacing
Frequency reuse
User distibution in the area
Number of active users per cell
Cell selection
Path loss
Shadow fading

Penetration loss
fast fading profile
UE velocity
Channel models

Channel estimation
Link-to-system mapping

9.5.1.1

Settings
19 sites (or 7 sites), 3 cells per site
Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) 2.0 GHz
500 m, 1000 m, 1500 m
VoIP 5 MHz, Best Effort 10 MHz
VoIP 4.5 MHz, Best Effort 9.0 MHz
15 KHz
frequency reuse 1
uniform
VoIP, variable number of users (acc. 2% outage criteria)
Best Effort, 10 users
best cell selected per snapshot, 0 dB margin
See [61][64], Minimum Coupling Loss 70 dB
log-normal distribution, std 8 dB
correlation between sites 0.5
correlation between cells of a site 1.0
correlation distance for UE 50 m
20 dB
UE velocity dependent Jakes fading
{3, 30, 120} km/h
3GPP Typical Urban (DL 20 taps, UL 6 taps)
SCM-C with path correlation for MIMO
ITU modified PedB and VehA with correlation
Realistic estimation
two dimensional (time-frequency) Wiener filter
EESM with realistic channel estimation
AVI with realistic channel estimation

Voice over IP scenario

For VoIP, a simple two-state voice activity model presented in Section 7.2 was used. During
the voice-active state, a talk-spurt is generated with a sequence of voice packets having
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Table 9.7: Summary of the most important assumptions for the downlink simulations.
Description
Multiple access
Cell transmit power
Reference Symbol (pilot) overhead
Transmission schemes
Receivers
Power Control
Receiver power dynamics, C/η limit
Control signalling (Layer1/Layer2) overhead
Allocations
CQI

Modulation constellation
Coding
Transport format

Link Adaptation

HARQ

Packet Scheduler

6As
7In

Settings
OFDMA
43 dBm for 5 MHz, 46 dBm for 10 MHz
symbol positions according to [105]
{4.55%, 9.09%, 12.12%} for 1-tx, 2-tx, 4-tx
1x2, 2x2, 4x2, 4x4 precoded MIMO
up to dual codeword with rank adaptation 6 .
MRC or IRC for single codeword fallback
LMMSE for dual codeword MIMO
Equal transmit power per PRB
22 dB
1 to 3 symbols (12-21%) per subframe
3 symbols reserved during simulations 7 .
PRB resolution (12 subcarriers)
measurement error, realistic Gaussian i.i.d
measurement accuracy, zero mean, std 1 dB
measurement window (filter length) 5 ms
reporting resolution 2 PRB
reporting delay 2 ms
{QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM}
Turbo code, variable rate
QPSK{1/5,1/4,1/3,2/5,1/2,3/5,2/3,3/4}
16QAM{2/5,9/20,1/2,11/20,3/5,2/3,3/4,4/5,5/6}
64QAM{3/5,5/8,2/3,17/24,3/4,4/5,5/6,7/8,9/10}
Fast, CQI based
transport format selected per TB
Best Effort, outer-loop BLER target ∼ 20%
8 HARQ channels (stop and wait operation)
asynchronous HARQ processes
frequency scheduled HARQ
transport format adaptive HARQ
Chase Combined retransmissions
maximum 4 transmissions
Round Robin scheduler
Proportional Fair, channel dependent scheduler

an exception, 4x4 MIMO schemes were simulated with ideal CQI resolution in 3GPP TU channel.
downlink, the worst-case overhead was simulated and the realistic overhead is taken into account by postpro-

cessed scaling. The overhead reduced in average by a factor of 1.103.

a constant interarrival time and a constant size after the header compression. For the
voice inactive state, the Silence Descriptor (SID) packets are generated. The assumptions
for VoIP and protocol models are given in Table 9.9. More detailed description of the
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Table 9.8: Summary of the most important assumptions for the uplink simulations.
Description
Multiple access
UE transmit power limit
Reference Symbol (pilot) overhead

Settings
SC-FDMA (DFT-s-OFDMA)
24 dBm
2 DMRS symbol blocks per subframe
1 SRS once per subframe (full bandwidth) 8 .
1x2 with ideal MRC at the eNB
1x4 with ideal MRC at the eNB
LMMSE for each antenna branch
MRC combining for antenna branches
Frequency Domain Equalizer
open loop power control according to (3)
fractional path loss compensation [0.6, 0.7]

Transmission schemes
Receivers

Power Control
(U E )

(U E 0 )

k
k
Receiver power dynamics, Crx,max
/Crx,min
Control signalling (Layer1/Layer2) overhead

Allocations
Channel Sounding

Modulation constellation
Coding
Transport format

Link Adaptation

ATB
HARQ

Packet Scheduler

8In

17 to 20 dB
2 PRB PUCCH for VoIP at 5 MHz (8%)
4 PRB PUCCH for Best Effort at 10 MHz (8%)
PRB resolution (12 frequency bins)
measurement error, realistic Gaussian i.i.d
measurement accuracy, zero mean, std 1dB
(SINR[dB] for each UE allocated PRB set)
{QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM}
Turbo code, variable rate
QPSK {1/10,1/6,1/4,1/3,1/2,2/3,3/4}
16QAM {1/2,2/3,3/4,5/6}
64QAM {2/3,3/4,5/6}
Fast, channel sounding based
Transport format selected per TB
outer-loop adjustment of thresholds
minimum bandwidth is fixed 6 PRB
8 HARQ channels (stop and wait process)
synchronous HARQ processes
frequency scheduled HARQ
non-adaptive transport format during HARQ
Chase Combined retransmissions
maximum 4 transmissions for ISD 500m
maximum 8 transmissions for ISD 1500m
Round Robin scheduler
Proportional Fair, channel dependent scheduler

uplink, the worst-case SRS was simulated and the realistic overhead is taken into account by postprocessed

scaling. For a wideband SRS transmitted once per 10 ms, the scaling is 1.0818. The scaling for once per 2 ms
is 1.0454. Fractional bandwidth SRS would reduce the overhead even more.
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assumptions can be found in [61][63][64].
As described in Chapter 5, VoIP packet contains large networking headers compared
to the relative size of the voice payload. The RTP/UDP/IP protocol overhead decreases
the efficiency and impacts the capacity and coverage of the radio access. However, in LTE
transmission this is not a major problem particularly if the network load is low, because
the offered capacity is large and the communication flows of different traffic types can be
efficiently multiplexed. The Robust Header Compression (ROHC) [166] is assumed in this
analysis to achieve maximal efficiency, see the discussion in Section 5.4.
Furthermore, the scheduler impacts efficiency, because it may decide to bundle individual VoIP packets within the delay constraints to the same transport block, and it may
optimize physical resource allocations for that transport block size. As voice frames have
a fairly deterministic interarrival process, which is moderately jittered by the Internet,
the resource allocation scheme may use persistent knowledge of the scheduling events as
an alternative of fully dynamic scheduling [21][24][255]. Among such persistent allocation
schemes, talk-spurt persistency seems to be the most appropriate choice [24].
Table 9.9: Summary of the most important assumptions for the VoIP model and protocols
VoIP
Voice codec

AMR 12.2 kb/s, AMR 7.95 kb/s

Networking protocols

RTP/UDP/IP

Radio protocols

PDCP/RLC/MAC/PHY

Header Compression

ROHC, profile RH-0

Payload with overhead

40 bytes for AMR 12.2
28 bytes for AMR 7.95
2x{40,28} with packet bundling

9.5.1.2

SID overhead

15 bytes once per 160 ms

Voice activity

50%

Talk-spurt duration

exponential distribution, mean 2.0 s

Best Effort scenario

For Best Effort traffic, as presented in Section 7.2, the infinite buffer model was applied
with a log-normal truncated file size distribution. The assumptions for Best Effort traffic
and protocol models are given in Table 9.10. More detailed descriptions can be found in
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[61][63][64].
The TCP/IP networking headers are large, but they can be compressed to the minimum
at the radio access without dynamic context complexity similar to the RTP protocol. The
Best Effort performance depends largely on the packet scheduling algorithms, see Section
8.3. Two types of schedulers were analyzed, namely a Round Robin (RR) scheduler and a
Proportional Fair (PF) channel dependent scheduler. The Round Robin scheduler allocates
resources equally in time-frequency sequential order. The Proportional Fair scheduler (see
Section 8.3) allocates resources in the frequency resolution of a PRB and in the time
resolution of a subframe, so that each UE gets resource allocations according to a defined
fairness criterion. Such a fairness criterion may be tuned to gain in the average cell
throughput, to boost the cell edge throughput, to balance the throughput experienced by
the served UEs or to unequally weight the throughput of the logical channel flows.

9.5.1.3

Best Effort scenario with MIMO

The downlink performance of LTE may further be improved by the MIMO transmission
technology (see Sections 3.5 and 4.6). This is especially feasible for the Best Effort traffic,
which enables scheduling of large transport blocks, when the channel SINR and rank allow.
(VoIP traffic with small packets and tight delay requirement obviously does not have this
kind of opportunity.)
The MIMO schemes include Per-Antenna Rate Control (PARC) [91][92] and precoded
MIMO [105]. A single codeword rank 1 precoding scheme provides a fallback mode, whenever multistream transmission is occasionally not feasible and diversity transmission is
needed. For diversity transmission, the maximum ratio combining receiver or interference
rejection combining receiver is applied. For the PARC and precoded MIMO, the Linear
Minimum Mean Squared Error (LMMSE) receivers represented in Chapter 4 are used separately for the independent symbol streams, according to the transport schemes described
in Section 3.5 (see Fig. 3.19).
The CQI feedback per fractional bandwidth allows both rank adaptation and independent selection of the transport format per codeword [105]. The studies in [24] primarily
used large cell sizes, where rank adaptation is an essential feature. In a microcell scenario,
where the SINR is higher, MIMO could provide even larger gains, because the probability
of multiple transport streams gets higher compared to the macrocell. In the macrocell
scenario, transmit diversity is typical and multiple transport streams are feasible only
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occasionally.
Table 9.10: Summary of the most important assumptions for the Best Effort model and
protocols
Best Effort
Source model

Full buffer data, infinite queue

Networking protocols

TCP/IP (included as payload)

Radio protocols

PDCP/RLC/MAC/PHY

Payload including overhead

maximum Transport Block size
exact fit to the PRB allocation

9.5.1.4

Methodology

The simulation methodology uses a quasi-static approach with intercell interference generated by full load packet traffic in a simulated area. The statistics is collected from a set
of center cells of the simulation area or alternatively from all cells with wrap-around to
ensure rich interference characteristics. The frequency reuse factor is one, which makes
scheduling and resource allocation a challenging task. The quasi-static approach allows a
large number of snapshot simulations, yet each snapshot has a continuous time model to
include a sufficient amount of channel state changes for link adaptation, scheduling and
transport format selection. These channel state changes include frequency selective fast
fading but also changes of the correlation and phase information of the complex channel.
Also interference changes during a snapshot. Link adaptation and the transport format
selection algorithms target at the largest instantaneous throughput in the allocated resources as a function of SINR and the expected BLER. The outer-loop of link adaptation
may locally tune the transport format selection thresholds and the expected BLER target
of the first transmission of a transport block, in order to increase the cell throughput.
The control channel resource utilization is analyzed relative to the resource allocations
by calculating the PDCCH formats [49][208] and their coded aggregations on average
[53][55][256]. For VoIP, this is taken into account as control channel limitations as the
number of PDCCHs available in a subframe. For Best Effort, the worst case overhead
is assumed during the simulations and scaling for the real expected overhead is done by
postprocessing. The overhead scaling is in the resolution of the OFDM symbols, and its
short term variations are not taken into account in [24]. The uplink signalling is calculated
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as an overhead that is present in the PUSCH, or it appears as the resource reservation for
the PUCCH so that the CQI-reports, downlink acknowledgements and scheduling requests
can be transmitted for all the served UEs.
For power control in the downlink simulations, the transmit power is equally shared
between the PRBs. In the uplink simulations, the power control (see Section 8.1) is an
ideal open-loop algorithm, which assumes path loss measurements with inaccuracy and
reporting delay, both given in Tables 9.7 and 9.8. The power setting is accurate, however
having fractional path loss compensation. The power setting at a transmit time is a
function of the selected transport format, it controls the power spectral density, and it
scales with the allocated bandwidth. The power factor P 0 , see Section 8.1.2 and (8.1), is
varied as a parameter, and it has an impact on the cell edge to the cell mean efficiency ratio
as shown in Fig. 9.18 and even more clearly in Fig. 9.23 for the larger ISD. In practice,
the open-loop power control is very inaccurate after a discontinuity, and the closed-loop
power control correction may additionally be given at every instance of uplink allocation.
This closed-loop power correction may be an absolute or an accumulated control word,
that will result to an accurate enough power setting, because the HARQ retransmissions
will anyway provide further adaptation to the channel dynamics.
The propagation characteristics of a physical link, as the distance dependent path loss,
shadowing and frequency selective fast fading are modeled in the system simulator, whereas
the link performance is fed to the system simulator either through the Exponential Effective
SNR Mapping (EESM) interface [257] or through the Actual Value Interface (AVI) [6].
The typical Urban channel model (3GPP TU) with 20-taps was applied for training the
EESM interface in the subcarrier symbol resolution. Further, the Spatial Channel Model
(SCM-C) [258][64] was applied including spatial antenna correlations that were calculated
beforehand to the channel covariance matrix.

9.5.2

Performance metrics

The performance metrics for the analysis are set according to [61][63][64]. The number of
served VoIP users per cell is analyzed to provide comparable results to the circuit-switched
voice capacity in conventional systems. The VoIP capacity is a measure of the number
of users per cell according to the Satisfied User Criterion (SUC), when 98% (95%) of the
users are satisfied. A user is defined satisfied, if 98% of the VoIP packet delay distribution
of that user is below 50 ms. This definition lets us assume end-to-end delay below 200 ms
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that is required for seamless mobile-to-mobile communications [60][63].
For Best Effort data, the statistics are created as a full distribution (cdf), from where
the mean cell throughput and the cell edge (5 percentile) throughput were calculated and
scaled to the spectral efficiency values. For scheduling, a fairness criterion was set in
[63]. The fairness bound to exceed was given at points {0.1, 0.2, 0.5} of the normalized
throughput by the probability of {0.1, 0.2, 0.5} respectively. This fairness bound is shown
as a probability line in the normalized pdf of Figs. 9.13(b), 9.15(a), 9.16(b), 9.19(b) and
9.21(b). The system results of LTE obtained in [24] clearly exceed the fairness bound.
As the velocity of the mobile UE is expected to impact the scheduling and feedback, a
study was conducted to draft the performance degradation in the case, where the mixedvelocity links are present during a simulation. In here, a set of modified ITU models
(PedB, VehA) [64] were used. The modified model refers to the wideband properties of
the channel that provides a large number of taps, frequency selectivity and correlation,
unlike the conventional narrowband model. The actual scenario had a random choice of a
link property for each radio link so that the velocity was 3 km/h at 60%, 30 km/h at 30%
and 120 km/h at 10% probability. This scenario further had to be extended to a large
intersite distance (ISD 1,500 m), where high velocity may appear in practice. The larger
ISD had a large impact to the results already as such without the velocity impacts.

9.5.3

LTE system performance for VoIP

For VoIP, LTE capacity is summarized in Table 9.11 for downlink and in Table 9.12
for uplink. The results were obtained both for a fully dynamic (FD) scheme and for
a semi-persistent (SP) scheme. The fully dynamic scheme relies on the CQI feedback
and efficient scheduling of the frequency resources. The tolerable time constraints of
scheduling are bound by the satisfied user criterion (50 ms). The semi-persistent scheme
has non-scheduled, blind, constant allocations for every first transmission of a packet. The
transport format of the first transmissions is set constant for the duration of a talk-spurt,
but the packet retransmissions are scheduled and their transport format is selected similar
to the fully dynamic allocations. This obviously saves control channel resources.
Besides scheduling and allocation schemes, VoIP capacity depends largely on the LTE
features and properties such as the control channel overhead and signaling efficiency. The
capacity can instantaneously be limited either by the shared data channel or by the control
channel resources. These limitations may be due to the power or symbol resources. The
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Figure 9.12: VoIP distributions with fully dynamic (FD) and semi-persistent (SP) schedulers; (a) the number of scheduled PRBs per subframe and (b) the packet delay. The
results with the fully dynamic scheduler are shown without (w/o) and with (w) packet
bundling.

Table 9.11: VoIP capacity in downlink as the number of satisfied users per cell. Evaluation
includes a fully dynamic and a semi-persistent scheduler.
VoIP traffic, AMR 12.2 kb/s
Downlink capacity [SUC, #users per cell]
Control channel overhead

2 symbol

#PDCCH channels

3 symbol

4

6

8

without bundling

-

203

272

FD scheduler

-

375

488

SP scheduler

403

366

-

control channel capacity is flexible upto the upper bound of three full OFDMA symbols.
The consumption of the control channel resources varies as a function of the scheduler.
Packet bundling was applied here, optionally, for downlink and therefore the control signaling need was slightly unbalanced having about 4 to 6 signalled allocations in a downlink
subframe and about 4 to 8 signalled allocations in an uplink subframe. Comparing the
schedulers, we note that the performance of the FD scheduler gets limited by the control
channel resources. The results indicate that VoIP capacity with FD scheduler increases
almost linearly as a function of increasing number of the PDCCH channels. The control channel limitation to the VoIP capacity with the FD scheduler is also visible in Fig.
9.12, which contains the distribution (cdf) of the scheduled PRBs per subframe with six
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PDCCH channels. Due to the control channel limitation, the average PDSCH utilisation
with the FD scheduler is only 40%. However, the control channel limitation can partly
be avoided by packet bundling, which increases the average PDSCH utilisation to 70%,
because larger transport blocks can be allocated into small physical resources during good
channel conditions. This is enabled by the fast CQI based link adaptation. On the other
hand, the average PDSCH utilisation for the SP scheduler gets even higher, above 90%,
which shows that the VoIP capacity with the SP scheduler tends to be limited mainly by
the PDSCH resources.

Table 9.12: VoIP capacity in uplink as the number of satisfied users per cell. Evaluation
includes a fully dynamic and a semi-persistent scheduler. (Uplink mean IoT was 13 to 14
dB.)
VoIP traffic, AMR 12.2 kb/s
Uplink capacity [SUC, #users per cell]
Control channel overhead

2 symbol

3 symbol

#PDCCH channels

4

6

8

FD scheduler

-

206

248

SP scheduler

256

259

236-260

The packet delay distribution (cdf) using different schedulers is shown in Fig. 9.12.
Due to severe control channel limitations, the amount of packets having delays close to
the delay bound (50 ms) is clearly higher for the FD scheduler. With packet bundling, the
control channel limitations are relaxed and delay critical packets can be scheduled earlier.
Bundling itself adds delays in cumulation of 20 ms. For the SP scheduler, the control
channel limitations mainly vanish, because the first packets are scheduled directly into the
reserved resources and the packet delay distribution is smooth. In all these schemes, the
retransmissions are scheduled at the earliest convenience, after 8 ms HARQ cycle.
The VoIP capacity of LTE extends beyond 350 users in downlink and beyond 230 users
in uplink, for ISD up to 1000 m. This is a considerable increase compared to the reference
system reported in [259][260][261]. Increasing the ISD from 500 m to 1000 m shows that
the downlink performance remains the same, whereas the uplink capacity may decrease
over 10% depending on the scheduler.
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9.5.4

LTE system performance for best effort traffic

For Best Effort traffic, the results are created with a full set of RRM features
(see Chapter 8). The mean cell throughput and the cell edge throughput were calculated from the full statistics, and they were scaled to the spectral efficiency values. Earlier
studies of this kind appear in [21][249][250][262] and a numerical summary is available
in [1]. The specification and simulation models are updated since, and new results are
given in Fig. 9.13, Fig. 9.15 and Table 9.13 for downlink and in Fig. 9.16 and Table 9.14
for uplink. In these tabular results, the downlink control channel overhead was modelled
according to the realistic expectations, and the uplink SRS overhead was moderated to
the practical values.
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Figure 9.13: Downlink 1x2 results (cdf) with Proportional Fair channel dependent scheduler with MRC and IRC receivers; (a) user goodput with the lowest 20 percentile zoomed,
(b) user goodput normalized to the geometric mean and (c) received subcarrier C/I.

For downlink, the baseline results are shown for a two-antenna receiver in Fig. 9.13
and for the selected MIMO transmission schemes of Sections 3.3 and 3.5 in Fig. 9.15.
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Figure 9.14: Downlink 1x2 results with Proportional Fair channel dependent scheduler
with MRC and IRC receivers, modulation and coding statistics.

The fairness bound is shown with the normalized throughput curves as a probability
line that needs to be exceeded. (The throughput distributions, cdf, are on the right
side of the fairness bound.) Looking at the throughput statistics, we see that the IRC
receiver algorithms gain particularly in the low SINR regime, which is critical for the
cell edge throughput. As regards the channel models, the received subcarrier power to the
interference power ratio in Fig. 9.13 is slightly lower over the full range for the SCM model
compared to the TU model, which converts to slightly lower reported throughput values
when using the SCM model. The full distributions show high throughput observations
for all users, and the fairness bound is clearly exceeded. High throughput is achieved
primarily by the receiver algorithms in Section 4.6, schedulers in Section 8.3 and adaptation
algorithms in Sections 8.1 and 8.2. According to Fig. 9.14, link adapatation seems to
provide transport format selection over a large set of transport formats.
When comparing the LTE baseline performance to the WCDMA/HSPA reference in
[259], gains of order 250% to 300% were obtained, as summarized in Table 9.13. As stated,
the performance may further be improved by MIMO. However, in the selected large cell
scenario, where the amount of users, who may have any benefit from the multistream
transmission, was modestly around 30%, and therefore MIMO provided only marginal
average gains. This is visible in Fig. 6b, where the effective received SINR of the scheduled
PRBs indicate the probability of dual codeword being actually in use for the selected
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Figure 9.15: Downlink 2x2 results (cdf); (a) user goodput normalized to the geometric
mean with the lowest 20 percentile zoomed. (b) The effective received SINR for the scheduled PRBs with the selected transport format shown for the highest SINR regime (above
50 percentile), when the dual codeword transmission was actually applied. (c) Received
subcarrier C/I, classified for the single codeword and dual codeword transmissions.

transport format. In these studies, the 4x4 MIMO scheme had more ideal assumptions
than the other schemes, and it can be seen as the upper bound of performance in Table
9.13. Anyway, in a microcell scenario, where a larger proportion of users will benefit of
the multistream transmissions due to higher SINR distribution, the average gains would
be much higher.
For uplink, the baseline performance results are shown for a single antenna transmitter
and for a two or four antenna receiver in Table 9.14, see Fig. 9.16. The operation regime
was selected following the guidelines of loading in [63] that is not to exceed the Interference
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Table 9.13: Downlink spectral efficiency at the mean and at the cell edge for various
antenna configurations, MRC/IRC receivers and RR/PF schedulers.
Best Effort traffic
Feature

spectral efficiency

spectral efficiency

cell mean [b/s/Hz/cell]

cell edge [b/s/Hz/cell]

HSPA [259]

0.53

0.020

1x2 MRC RR

1.03

0.029

1x2 IRC RR

1.18

0.036

1x2 MRC PF

1.54

0.056

1x2 IRC PF

1.69

0.063

2x2 MRC PF

1.64

0.061

2x2 IRC PF

1.82

0.076

4x2 MRC PF

1.73

0.065

4x4 MRC PF

3.03

0.110

over the Thermal noise (IoT) level 20 dB by a probability larger than 0.05. For this
criterion, we observed the mean IoT of about 14 dB with less than 3 dB deviation. The
statistics of the transport format selected per transport block are shown in Fig. 9.17 for
the adaptive modulation and coding. It was observed that by tuning the algorithms and
transport format selection thresholds (outer-loop link adaptation), it is feasible to increase
the cell edge performance with a minor impact to the mean. The power control reference
setting impacts the mean and the cell edge shown in Fig. 9.18. For a small ISD (we
had P0 close to -60 dB), this is still not as dramatic as it gets for the large ISD shown
later (see the mixed velocity case in Section 9.5.5 and Fig. 9.23). There, the cell edge
performance may easily be sacrificed by inappropriate parametrisation. Typically, the
uplink cell edge efficiency is one of the most critical measures of the system performance,
and gains are favored especially in that regime. Throughout the cell throughput results,
the Proportional Fair channel dependent scheduling gains are significant. Further, the
receiver diversity gains achievable by the increase of the number of antenna elements in
the eNodeB are notably large. When comparing the LTE baseline performance to the
WCDMA/HSPA reference in [260], gains of order 260% to 370% were obtained at the
mean and even 400% to 640% at the cell edge, as summarized in Table 9.13.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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(e)

Figure 9.16: Uplink 1x2 and 1x4 results (cdf) with Round Robin and Proportional Fair
channel dependent schedulers; (a) cell throughput, (b) cell throughput normalized to the
geometric mean, (c) received SINR averaged per UE, (d) IoT, and (e) UE transmit power.

9.5.5

LTE system performance for best effort traffic in a mixed velocity
scenario

The LTE performance for the Best Effort traffic is further analysed in a mixed velcocity scenario to find possible throughput losses due to mobility. A subset of transmission
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Figure 9.17: Uplink 1x2 and 1x4 results with Round Robin and Proportional Fair channel
dependent schedulers, modulation and coding statistics.

Figure 9.18: Uplink spectral efficiency, the cell edge to the cell mean ratio as a function
of power control parameter P0 .

schemes and receivers, used in Section 9.5.4, are analysed here to show the relative performance loss. The goal in this study was not to reach the highest possible performance
in the mixed-velocity scenario but rather to study the potential relative losses. Therefore, the multistream MIMO schemes were omitted in this comparison. The results are
shown in Fig. 9.19 for downlink and in Fig. 9.21 for uplink. Link adaptation is shown for
comparison to Section 9.5.4 in Figures Fig. 9.20 and Fig. 9.22.
The performance at 3 km/h still dominates these results, because the scheduling gains
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Table 9.14: Uplink spectral efficiency at the mean and at the cell edge for various antenna
configurations, FDE/MRC receivers and RR/PF schedulers.
Best Effort traffic
Feature

spectral efficiency

spectral efficiency

cell mean [b/s/Hz/cell]

cell edge [b/s/Hz/cell]

HSPA [260]

0.33

0.009

1x2 RR

0.72

0.030

1x2 PF

0.86

0.036

1x4 RR

1.03

0.045

1x4 PF

1.22

0.058
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Figure 9.19: Downlink 1x2 results (cdf) in the mixed velocity scanario with Proportional
Fair channel dependent scheduler, MRC and IRC receivers; (a) user goodput with the
lowest 20 percentile zoomed, (b) user goodput normalized to the geometric mean and (c)
received subcarrier C/I.
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Figure 9.20: Downlink modulation and coding statistics.

at that velocity are significant, as discussed earlier. The large intersite distance set for
the mixed velocity analysis will as such imply severe limitations to the observed SINR
and hence to the throughput. The performance is critical at about 30 km/h, as the
channel dependent scheduling may still gain over a blind diversity transmission. However,
the scheduling gains can only be obtained by fairly accurate and fast CQI feedback (for
downlink) or accurate channel sounding measurements (for uplink). Thus, the increased
overhead (in uplink) of the feedback (for downlink), as well as the inaccuracy of the reports
will partly mitigate the achievable gains. For 120 km/h, the channel coherence time is so
short that it is not reasonable to try to do channel dependent scheduling at all. On the
contrary, it is better to save in feedback and schedule blindly for the maximal frequency
diversity. This is doable by allocating PRBs with large frequency spacing according to
the flexible FDM allocation scheme, or to frequency shift (hop) PRB allocations between
the consequent transmission instances. The latter mechanism applies for the uplink as
well. Further in uplink, the power control set-point clearly impacts the cell edge to the
cell mean ratio, as shown in Fig. 9.23 for the large intersite distance. Setting P 0 larger will
cause larger IoT (the mean IoT was about 6 dB), which allows increase of the cell mean
efficiency with the expense of the cell edge. However, in the case of larger cells, decreasing
the power control set-point is well motivated in order to generate lower IoT (the mean
IoT was about 2.2 dB), which significantly increased the cell edge efficiency with only a
moderate impact to the cell mean.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9.21: Uplink 1x2 and 1x4 results (cdf) in the mixed velocity scenario (large ISD)
with Round Robin and Proportional Fair channel dependent schedulers; (a) cell throughput, (b) cell throughput normalized to the geometric mean, (c) received SINR averaged
per UE, and (d) IoT.

In the overall mixed-velocity results, the dominance of 3 km/h links kept the losses
of the spectral efficiency small (from 2.6% to 9%) in downlink. In uplink, the losses
were larger (around 30%) due to non-optimal sounding feedback. During these studies,
the performance versus overhead tradeoff was not yet optimized for different velocities,
neither was the ATB algorithm (see Section 8.2.6) exploited to the full extent. These
means have further potential to improve the results, particularly for the challenging mixed
velocity scenario.
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Figure 9.22: Uplink modulation and coding statistics.

Figure 9.23: Uplink spectral efficiency, the cell edge to the cell mean ratio as a function
of power control parameter P0 for a large ISD.
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Chapter 10

Summary
The thesis addresses topical issues of system performance for the converged mobile networks. The research results and system design aspects of the third generation technologies,
WCDMA, WCDMA/HSPA and LTE were covered with the focus on radio communications, transmitter-receiver techniques and protocols.
The architecture evolution is motivated from two sides, first by the changes of the
air interface technology and second by the requirements for the server based IP networking. The radio protocols have many similarities in their functional principles along the
evolution, even if they differ in details due to the multiple-access technique.
The WCDMA/HSPA delay analysis is considered indicative of the relative packet delay
performance of the radio protocols. It is notable that smaller packet delays may be observed in practise, when the network load is low and when the link adaptation thresholds
rather favour small delay than large capacity. The air interface delays have traditionally
been a concern, and making the delays smaller will remain a target for improvements in
the practical implementations.
The main results of this thesis are represented in [24], where the VoIP and Best Effort
Internet traffic are analysed for LTE in reference to WCDMA/HSPA. The VoIP capacity (in 5 MHz bandwidth) is shown to extend beyond 350 users (70 users/MHz/cell) in
downlink and 230 users (46 users/MHz/cell) in uplink, which is a considerable increase
compared to the reference. The spectral efficiency of LTE is shown to meet the 3GPP
targets (for the IMT), and it provides impressive gains of order 2.5 to 3 times the reference. The spectral efficiency of LTE exceeds the mean of 1.5 b/s/Hz/cell in downlink and
0.8 b/s/Hz/cell in uplink for a baseline antenna configuration in urban macrocells with
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20 dB penetration loss. In some scenarios, the gain potential is at least over four times
the reference.
The thesis avoids direct numerical comparisons among the 3G technologies, but instead
describes the theories, analyses and designs, which lead to the evolution and convergence
of the mobile networks rather than their competition. The long term change is driven
and motivated by the high level target setting and technical requirements, which strive
for satisfying the demand of mobile Internet services that materialize to high compound
annual growth rate of packet data volumes. The conversational voice, web-browsing and
messaging services are expected to dominate, even though applications in the enterprise
and entertainment segments indicate great new momentum as well.
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